THIS PACKET IS
YOURS TO KEEP.

245D INTENSIVE SERVICES ANNUAL TRAINING
Dear Employee,
Your annual training consists of two packets. This packet, “Packet A”, is yours to keep as a reference and does
not need to be returned to the Training Department upon training completion. The contents of this packet should be
used to guide your employment throughout the course of client care provision. Questions on the implementation of
these trainings should be answered within the context of this document, but should the applicability of any content be
unclear it is your responsibility to seek clarification from either your direct supervisor or from the Training Department
prior to implementing the skill. Each section in Packet A will have either a corresponding test or a sign-off in Packet B.
“Packet B” consists of the necessary tests and signature forms to complete this training. Packet B requires for
you to print it out, write in your answers and signatures, and return the entirety of that packet to the Training
Department. You can turn Packet B in one of three ways:
•
•
•

Scan your completed work and email it to: training@alliancehealthcare.com
Fax your completed work to: (651) 895-8070 Attention: Training Department
Mail your completed work via USPS to:
C/O Training Department
Alliance Health Care
2260 Cliff Road
Eagan, MN 55122

Please note that all tests are graded and must be considered “passed” in order to have fully completed your training.
As such, you may receive a notice from the Training Department that some of the tests need to be redone. Hanging
on to your Packet A will prove helpful should this situation arise.

YOUR COMPLETED TRAINING PACKET B IS DUE INTO THE TRAINING DEPARTMENT NO LATER THAN:
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28th, 2018

Should you have any questions while you complete this, please contact our Training Department during normal
business hours, Monday – Friday from 8:00am – 4:30pm, by calling (651) 895-8030.

Thank you, and happy learning!

DATA PRIVACY REQUIREMENTS (HIPAA)
POLICY:
Alliance Health Services recognizes the right of each person receiving services in this program to confidentiality and data
privacy. This policy provides general guidelines and principles for safeguarding service recipient rights to data privacy
under section 245D.04, subdivision 3(a) and access to their records under section 245D.095, subdivision 4, of the 245D
Home and Community-based Services Standards.
PROCEDURE:
A. Private Data
1. Private data includes all information on persons that has been gathered by Alliance or from other sources
for program purposes as contained in an individual data file, including their presence and status in this
program.
2. Data is private if it is about individuals and is classified as private by state or federal law. Only the following
persons are permitted access to private data:
a. The individual who is the subject of the data or a legal representative.
b. Anyone to whom the individual gives signed consent to view the data.
c. Employees of the welfare system whose work assignments reasonably require access to the data. This
includes staff persons in this program.
d. Anyone the law says can view the data.
e. Data collected within the welfare system about individuals are considered welfare data. Welfare data is
private data on individuals; including medical and/or health data. Agencies in the welfare system
include, but are not limited to: Department of Human Services; local social services agencies, including
a person’s case manager; county welfare agencies; human services boards; the Office of Ombudsman
for Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities; and persons and entities under contract with any of
the above agencies; this includes this program and other licensed caregivers jointly providing services
to the same person.
f. Once informed consent has been obtained from the person or the legal representative there is no
prohibition against sharing welfare data with other persons or entities within the welfare system for the
purposes of planning, developing, coordinating and implementing needed services
g. Data created prior to the death of a person retains the same legal classification (public, private,
confidential) after the person’s death that it had before the death.
B. Providing Notice
At the time of service initiation, the person and his/her legal representative, if any, will be notified of Alliance’s
data privacy policy. Staff will document that this information was provided to the individual and/or their legal
representative in the individual record.
C. Obtaining Informed Consent or Authorization for Release of Information
1. At the time informed consent is being obtained staff must tell the person or the legal representative
individual the following:
a. why the data is being collected;
b. how the agency intends to use the information;
c. whether the individual may refuse or is legally required to furnish the information;
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d. what known consequences may result from either providing or refusing to disclose the information; and
with whom the collecting agency is authorized by law to share the data. What the individual can do if
they believe the information is incorrect or incomplete;
e. how the individual can see and get copies of the data collected about them; and any other rights that
the individual may have regarding the specific type of information collected.
2. A proper informed consent or authorization for release of information form must include these factors
(unless otherwise prescribed by the HIPAA Standards of Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information 45 C.F.R. section 164):
a. be written in plain language;
b. be dated;
c. designate the particular agencies or person(s) who will get the information;
d. specify the information which will be released;
e. indicate the specific agencies or person who will release the information;
f. specify the purposes for which the information will be used immediately and in the future;
g. contain a reasonable expiration date of no more than one year; and
h. specify the consequences for the person by signing the consent form, including:
"Consequences: I know that state and federal privacy laws protect my records. I know:
• Why I am being asked to release this information.
• I do not have to consent to the release of this information. But not doing so may affect this
program's ability to provide needed services to me.
• If I do not consent, the information will not be released unless the law otherwise allows it.
• I may stop this consent with a written notice at any time, but this written notice will not affect
information this program has already released.
• The person(s) or agency(s) who get my information may be able to pass it on to others.
• If my information is passed on to others by this program, it may no longer be protected by this
authorization.
• This consent will end one year from the date I sign it, unless the law allows for a longer period."
i. Maintain all informed consent documents in the consumer's individual record.
D. Staff Access to Private Data
1. This policy applies to all program staff, volunteers, and persons or agencies under contract with Alliance
(paid or unpaid).
2. Staff persons do not automatically have access to private data about the persons served by Alliance or about
other staff or agency personnel. Staff persons must have a specific work function need for the information.
Private data about persons are available only to
Alliance employees whose work assignments reasonably require access to the data; or who are authorized
by law to have access to the data.
3. Any written or verbal exchanges about a person's private information by staff with other staff or any other
persons will be done in such a way as to preserve confidentiality, protect data privacy, and respect the
dignity of the person whose private data is being shared.
4. As a general rule, doubts about the correctness of sharing information should be referred to the supervisor.
E. Individual access to private data.
Individuals or their legal representatives have a right to access and review the individual record.
1. A staff person will be present during the review and will make an entry in the person's progress notes as to
the person who accessed the record, date and time of review, and list any copies made from the record.
2. An individual may challenge the accuracy or completeness of information contained in the record. Staff will
refer the individual to the grievance policy for lodging a complaint.
3. Individuals may request copies of pages in their record.
4. No individual, legal representative, staff person, or anyone else may permanently remove or destroy any
portion of the person’s record.
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F. Case manager access to private data.
A person’s case manager and the foster care licensor have access to the records of persons served by Alliance
under section 245D.095, subd. 4.
G. Requesting Information from Other Licensed Caregivers or Primary Health Care Providers.
5. Complete the attached release of information authorization form. Carefully list all the consults, reports or
assessments needed, giving specific dates whenever possible. Also, identify the purpose for the request.
6. Clearly identify the recipient of information. If information is to be sent to the program's health care
consultant or other staff at the program, include Attention: (name of person to receive the information),
and the name and address of the program.
7. Assure informed consent to share the requested private data with the person or entity has been obtained
from the person or the legal representative.
8. Keep the document in the person’s record.

Date of last policy review: 01/04/16

Date of last policy revision: 01/04/16

Legal Authority: MS § 245D.11, subd. 3

PLEASE SIGN CORRESPONDING SIGNATURE PAGE
IN PACKET B
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SERVICE RECIPIENT RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS
Each client receives a copy of their rights at the time of intake and annually thereafter. Should rights ever change, a
new copy of the rights will be given to clients and staff immediately upon the change as well. This packet contains
information regarding their rights while receiving services and supports from this program, information on restriction
of their rights, and information of where they can go if they have questions or need additional information related to
their rights. A copy of the packet is below.
We explain to our service recipients to be sure that they understand that they may contact the agencies below if they
need help to exercise or protect their rights:
Office of the Ombudsman for Mental Health
Minnesota Disability Law Center
and Developmental Disabilities
430 1st Ave N, Suite 300
121 7th Place E, Suite 420
Minneapolis, MN 55401
Metro Square Building
Email: mndlc@mylegalaid.org
St. Paul, MN 55101
Website: http://www.mndlc.org/
Phone: (651) 7567-1800 or 1(800) 657-3506
Fax: (651) 797-1950
Website: www.ombudmhdd.state.mn.us
We then let all service recipients know that this program is licensed under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 245D. Under
this statute, Alliance employees must help clients exercise and protect their rights as identified in Minnesota Statutes,
section 245D.04.
When receiving services and supports from this program name, clients have the right to:
1. Take part in planning and evaluating the services that will be provided to them.
2. Have services and supports provided to them in way that respects them and considers their preferences.
3. Refuse or stop services and be informed about what will happen if they refuse or stop services.
4. Know, before they start to receive services from this program, if the program has the skills and ability to meet
their need for services and supports.
5. Know the conditions and terms governing the provision of services, including the program’s admission criteria
and policies and procedures related to temporary service suspension and service termination.
6. Have the program help coordinate their care if they transfer to another provider to ensure continuity of care.
7. Know what services this program provides and how much they cost, regardless of who will be paying for the
services, and to be notified if those charges changes.
8. Know, before they start to receive services, if the cost of their care will be paid for by insurance, government
funding, or other sources, and be told of any charges that they may have to pay.
9. To have staff that is trained and qualified to meet their needs and support.
10. Have their personal, financial, service, health, and medical information kept private and be notified if these
records have been shared.
11. Have access to their records and recorded information that the program has about them as allowed by state
and federal law, regulation, or rule.
12. Be free from abuse, neglect or financial exploitation by the program or its staff.
13. Be free from staff trying to control their behavior by physically holding them or using a restraint to keep them
from moving, giving them medication that they don’t want to take or that isn’t prescribed for them, or putting
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

them in time out or seclusion; except if and when manual restraint is needed in an emergency to protect them
or others from physical harm.
Receive services in a clean and safe location.
Be treated with courtesy and respect and have their property treated with respect.
Be allowed to reasonably follow their cultural and ethnic practices and religion.
Be free from prejudice & harassment regarding race, gender, age, disability, spirituality, & sexual orientation.
Be told about and to use the program's grievance policy and procedures, including knowing how to contact
persons responsible for helping them to get their problems with the program fixed and how to file a social
services appeal under the law.
Know the names, addresses and phone numbers of people who can help them, including the ombudsman, and
to be given information about how to file a complaint with these offices.
Exercise their rights on their own or have a family member or another person help them exercise their rights,
without retaliation from the program.
Give or not give written informed consent to take part in any research or experimental treatment.
Choose their own friends and spend time with them.
Have personal privacy.
Take part in activities that they choose.

RESIDENTIAL SERVICES AND SUPPORTS (meaning out-of-home crisis respite, supported living services, foster care
services in a foster care home or a community residential setting) MUST INCLUDE THESE ADDITIONAL RIGHTS:
(These are not included for ILS/IHFS/PSR)
25. Have free, daily, private access to and use of a telephone for local calls, and long-distance calls made collect or
paid for by the client.
26. Receive & send mail and emails and not have them opened by anyone else unless they ask for help or review.
27. Use of and have free access to common areas (this includes the kitchen).
28. Visit alone with their spouse, family, legal counsel, religious guide, or others allowed in Minnesota Human
Services Rights Act, Minnesota Statutes, section 363A.09, including in their bedroom.
CAN ANY RIGHTS BE RESTRICTED?
Restriction of a client’s rights is allowed only if determined necessary to ensure their health, safety, and well-being.
Any restriction of a client’s rights must be documented in their coordinated service and support plan or coordinated
service and support plan addendum. The restriction must be implemented in the least restrictive alternative manner
necessary to protect the client and provide them support to reduce or eliminate the need for the restriction in the
most integrated setting and inclusive manner.
WHAT IS THE PROGRAM REQUIRED TO DO IF ANY RIGHTS WILL BE RESTRICTED?
Before this program may restrict a client’s rights in way this program must document the following information:
1. The justification (meaning the reason) for the restriction based on an assessment of what makes that specific
client vulnerable to harm or maltreatment if they were allowed to exercise the right without a restriction;
2. The objective measures set as conditions for ending the restriction (meaning the program must clearly identify
when everyone will know the restriction is no longer needed and it has to end);
3. A schedule for reviewing the need for the restriction based on the conditions for ending the restriction to
occur semiannually from the date of initial approval, at a minimum, or more frequently if requested by the
person, the person's legal representative, if any, and case manager (meaning that at least every six months,
more often if they want, the program must review with the client and their authorized representative or legal
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representative and case manager, why the restriction is still needed and how the restriction should change to
allow the client as much freedom as possible to exercise the right being restricted); and
4. Signed and dated approval for the restriction from the client or their legal representative, if any.
CAN THE PROGRAM RESTRICT ALL OF THE RIGHTS?
The program cannot restrict any right they chose. The only rights the program may restrict, after documenting the
need, include:
1. The right to associate with other persons of a client’s choice;
2. The right to have personal privacy; and
3. The right to engage in activities that the client chooses.
Additional rights for persons living in community residential settings (not for ILS/IFHS/PSR clients):
4. The right to have daily, private access to and use of a non-coin-operated telephone for local calls and longdistance calls made collect or paid for by the person;
5. The right to receive and send, without interference, uncensored, unopened mail or electronic correspondence
or communication; and
6. The right to have use of and free access to common areas in the residence; and
7. The right to privacy for visits with the person's spouse, next of kin, legal counsel, religious advisor, or others, in
accordance with section 363A.09 of the Human Rights Act, including privacy in the person's bedroom.
WHAT IF A CLIENT DOESN’T GIVE THEIR APPROVAL?
A restriction of client rights may be implemented only after they or their guardian have given approval.
WHAT IF THEY WANT TO END THEIR APPROVAL?
A client may withdraw their approval of the restriction of their right(s) at any time. If they do withdraw their approval,
the right must be immediately and fully restored.

PLEASE TAKE CORRESPONDING TEST
IN PACKET B
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MALTREATMENT REPORTING (VULNERABLE ADULTS & MALTREAMENT OF MINORS)
VULNERABLE ADULTS
INTRODUCTION
In our community, there are adults experiencing maltreatment who need our help. Examples of maltreatment include
abuse, neglect and financial exploitation. To help them find safety and security, the community needs to know about
these problems and what to do about it.
This training is designed to help you learn more about the maltreatment of vulnerable adults and what you can do to
help. If you are a mandated reporter, it will help you learn more about your duty to report suspected maltreatment.
If you are a relative, friend, neighbor, or other interested person, this training will help you understand the adult
protection system and assist you in finding protective services for someone in need.
Anyone of us may need protective services at some point in life. As you help your vulnerable clients, relatives, friends
and neighbors, remember that you are strengthening a system that you too may need.
If you have any questions after reading this training, you can get more information from your local county human
service agency. Ask for the social worker who is familiar with adult protection services.
DEFINITIONS
Who is a vulnerable adult?
A “vulnerable adult’ is any person, 18 years of age or older, who is a resident or patient of a facility such as a hospital,
group home, nursing home, day service facility, day activity center, adult foster care home, or a person who receives
services during the day from an agency that is licensed/certified by the Minnesota Department of Human Services or
the Minnesota Department of Health such as a home care agency or a personal care services.
A vulnerable adult also includes a person who, regardless of where they live or what type of services they receive,
possess a physical or mental infirmity or other physical, mental, or emotional dysfunction that impairs the individual’s
ability to provide adequately for their own care without assistance AND because of the dysfunction or infirmity and
the need for assistance, the individual has an impaired ability to protect themselves from maltreatment.
Conservatorship
Conservatorship is when a legal proceeding in which one person is appointed to act as a substitute decision-maker for
another person. Conservatorship does not presume that the incapacitated person is incompetent in all areas of
his/her life. It can be tailor-made to meet the needs of the individual. Additionally, persons under conservatorships
can be voluntary or involuntary and can be of the person and/or estate.
Guardianship
Guardianship is when legal proceeding in which a person is appointed to act as a substitute decision-maker for
another person. This is the most restrictive option. A person under guardianship loses all rights. The guardian
becomes responsible for all aspects of the incapacitated person’s life.
REPORTING
Who is required to report adult maltreatment?
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“Mandated Reporters” include professionals or professional delegates while engaged in “the care of vulnerable
adults.” Some of the professions identified as mandated reporters include: law enforcement, education and most
health-care related professionals including nursing home administration, nursing, medicine, social work and
psychology. A mandated reporter who has reason to believe a vulnerable adult is being or has been maltreated, or
has knowledge that a vulnerable adult has sustained a physical injury which is not reasonably explained, shall
immediately (within 24 hours) report.
ANY employee or volunteer of a public or private facility or agency caring for vulnerable adults, including employees
not generally involved with patient care (maintenance and food services staff, etc.) must comply with this law.
ANY person concerned about the well-being of a vulnerable adult may report known or suspected maltreatment.
Where do I report maltreatment?
Any incident of known or suspected maltreatment should be reported to MAARC (Minnesota Adult Abuse Reporting
Line). MAARC is reachable 24/7/365 at 1(844) 880-1574, or online at:
https://tnt09.agileapps.dhs.state.mn.us/networking/sites/880862836/MAARC.
Nothing in the law prevents a reporter from also reporting to a law enforcement agency.
A mandated reporter may meet the reporting requirements by reporting to an internal reporting system; then the
facility remains responsible for complying with immediate reporting requirements. A facility may not prohibit a
mandated reporter from reporting externally and is prohibited from retaliating against a mandated reporter who
reports in good faith.
How do I report suspected maltreatment and is my report confidential?
Mandated reporters must make oral reports to MAARC or through their internal reporting system. To the extent
possible, all reporters should be prepared to identify the vulnerable adult and the caregiver; the nature and extent of
the suspected maltreatment; and any evidence of previous maltreatment; the time, date and location of the incident;
and other information regarding the situation.
Written reports are no longer required, nor are they a substitute for a call to MAARC. The identity of the reporter may
not be released unless the reporter has given consent or by a court order.
Are there any exemptions from the reporting requirements?
Federal law specifically prohibits release of patient-identifying information without patient consent in certain federalfunded programs such as chemical dependency programs.
•
•
•

Resident to resident physical or verbal abuse, of self-abusive behavior not causing serious harm-based on
contingencies of the situation and the severity of the circumstances.
Accidents: sudden, unforeseen and unexpected event which is not likely to occur, event which could not
have been prevented by exercise of due care, when facility is compliant with relevant rules and laws
Individual’s single mistake: when providing therapeutic conduct, no injury or harm which reasonably
requires care of physician or mental health professional, if reported internally and documented for outside
review

What is the penalty for failing to report suspected maltreatment?
If you are mandated by law to report suspected maltreatment and negligently or intentionally fail to report, you can
be held liable for any damages or harm caused by your failure to report the maltreatment. There are also criminal
charges for failure to report.
Are there protections for reporting maltreatment?
• Immunity from civil or criminal liabilities for good faith reports
• Identity of reporter is not released without consent of the reporter or by a court order
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•
•

There are penalties for retaliation against reporter
There is civil protection for good faith investigation activities

What happens when a report is filed?
If MAARC determines maltreatment to a vulnerable adult has occurred, the report will be referred to either the county
where the abuse occurred, the Minnesota Department of Health or the Minnesota Department of Human Services.
Law enforcement may also be contacted if there is reason to believe criminal activity has taken place.
What are the penalties for adult maltreatment?
• Lose the right to work in a facility or agency
• Lose professional license
• Be subject to criminal penalties
What are some of the protective services available to vulnerable adults?
• A restraining order
• A court order for removal of the perpetrator from the residence of the vulnerable adult
• The appointment of a guardian or conservator by a court
• The replacement of a guardian or conservator suspected of maltreatment
• A referral to the prosecuting attorney for possible criminal prosecution of the perpetrator
Adult Protection Workers cannot solve every problem. Even vulnerable adults have the right to make decision,
possibly bad ones. Adult protection works may follow an individual case for months before they are able to establish a
pattern and intervene in the person’s best interests.
Maltreatment of Minors Act
Overview of the Maltreatment of Minors Act
The Minnesota Maltreatment of Minors Act establishes a system for reporting possible child abuse and neglect to
government agencies that provide protective services for the child or conduct criminal investigations. The act also
governs agency responses to reports and access to information generated under the act. Some of the system’s
features are determined by requirements in federal law that the state must satisfy in order to qualify for federal child
abuse prevention and treatment grants. This information brief provides an overview of the Maltreatment of Minors
Act, Minnesota Statutes, section 626.556 and related law and rules.
THE REPORTER
Who is permitted to report child abuse or neglect?
Anyone who knows, or has reason to believe, or suspects that a child is being, or has been, neglected or abused.
Who is required to report child abuse or neglect?
An individual who knows or has reason to believe a child is being neglected or abused, and who is:
(1) A member of the clergy who receives the information while engaged in ministerial duties, excluding
information exempt under the confessional privilege; or
(2) A professional or the professional’s delegate who is engaged in
• The healing arts
• Social services, including employee assistance counseling and guardian ad litem services
• Hospital administration
• Psychological or psychiatric treatment
• Child care
• Education
• Law enforcement
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A parent, guardian, or caretaker who knows or reasonably should know a child’s health is in serious danger must
report neglect. These individuals are subject to criminal penalties for failing to report if the child suffers substantial or
great bodily harm or dies for lack of medical care. The criminal law that permits reliance on spiritual means or prayer
for health care does not eliminate this reporting duty.
What are an employer’s obligations to an employee who reports neglect or abuse?
The employer may not retaliate against an employee who is required to report and does so in good faith.
What is the penalty for failing to make a required report?
It is a misdemeanor exclusively prosecuted by the county attorney rather than the city attorney who usually
prosecutes misdemeanors.
What are the consequences of making a false report?
An individual who makes a false report in good faith is immune from civil or criminal liability. An individual who
knowingly makes a false report is liable in a civil suit for actual and punitive damages, costs, & attorney fees.
REPORTABLE ABUSE & NEGLECT
Whose abuse or neglect is reportable under the act?
Persons Responsible for the Child’s Care:
• Parent/Guardian
• Teacher
• School Administrator
• School Employees or Agents
• Day care Provider

•
•
•

Paid or Unpaid Babysitter
Counselor/Coach
Other lawful custodian with care
responsibilities

What is “abuse” under the act?
Physical Abuse – physical abuse or threatened physical abuse occurring within the preceding three years, including:
• Physical injury, mental injury, or threatened injury inflicted other than by accident
• Physical or mental injury not reasonably explained by the child’s history of injuries
• Aversive or deprivation procedures (e.g., electric shock) not authorized by Department of Human
Services rules
• Regulated interventions (e.g., time out) not authorized by Department of Children, Families and Learning
Rules
Excluded from this definition is reasonable and moderate discipline by a parent or guardian or use of reasonable force
by a teacher, principal, or school employee.
Sexual Abuse – sexual abuse or threatened sexual abuse occurring within the preceding three years, including:
• Criminal sexual conduct
• Soliciting a child to practice prostitution
• Receiving profit derived from prostitution by a child
• Hiring or agreeing to hire a child as a prostitute
• Using a minor in a sexual performance or pornographic work
What is “neglect” under the act?
Within the preceding three years:
• Failure to supply necessary food, clothing, shelter, or medical care
• Failure to protect a child from serious danger to physical or mental health when reasonably able to do so
• Failure to provide necessary supervision or appropriate child care
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•
•
•
•
•

Chronic and severe use of alcohol or a controlled substance by a parent or person responsible for the
child’s care that adversely affects the child’s basic needs and safety
Emotional harm demonstrated by a substantial and observable effect on the child
Withholding medically indicated treatment from a disabled infant with a life-threatening condition
Prenatal exposure to specified controlled substances
Failure to ensure that a child is educated in accordance with state law

What else must be reported under the act?
A mandated reporter must report to law enforcement kidnapping or actions that deprive a parent of custodial or
parenting time rights. This report does not trigger a local social services agency assessment.
Person in a Position of Authority: A parent or someone acting in a parent’s place who has responsibility for the
health, welfare, or supervision of a child for any period of time, however brief.
Person with a Significant Relationship to the Child: A person who has a significant relationship to the child because of
being a relative or stepparent, or because of intermittently residing in the child’s home.
CREATION OF REPORTS
Where can a child abuse report be made?
In most cases a person may report to either the police or county sheriff or the local social services agency.
Exceptions:
• If a person required to report believes a child died because of neglect or abuse, the report must be made to
the medical examiner or coroner
• If abuse or neglect occurs in a licensed facility (day care, foster care, etc.) a person required to report must
report to the agency that licenses the facility
• If abuse or neglect occurs in a school, a board or licensing entity must provide information about the
circumstances of the alleged maltreatment to the Department of Children, Families and Learning
How is a report made?
The initial report may be oral. If the reporter is an individual required to report under the act, an oral report must be
followed by a written report within 72 hours, exclusive of weekends or holidays.
What must be included in the report?
• The child’s identity
• The person believed responsible for the abuse or neglect, if known
• The nature and extent of abuse or neglect
• The reporter’s name and address
INVESTIGATION OR ASSESSMENTS OF REPORTS
How are reports of abuse or neglect in the home handled?
The local social services agency will conduct an assessment and determine (1) whether there was maltreatment, and
(2) whether protective services are needed. If an incident results in the death of a child, the local social services
agency may rely on the law enforcement investigation to determine whether there was maltreatment.
A determination that protective services are needed should result when a child protection worker concludes that (1)
there is significant risk of maltreatment, and (2) persons responsible for the child’s care are not likely to protect the
child from maltreatment. When necessary the agency may remove the child from the home. In cases alleging criminal
sexual abuse, physical abuse, or criminal child neglect or endangerment, the local social services agency and local law
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enforcement must coordinate efforts to avoid duplicate fact-finding and multiple interviews. The social service or law
enforcement agency may interview the alleged victim and other children (1) without parental consent, and (2) outside
the parent or alleged offender’s presence.
What are the requirements for assessments and investigations?
The act provides various protocols. It lists several relevant kinds of information the local social services agency or
agency responsible for assessing or investigating the report should collect, and authorizes the agency to collect
additional information.
The agency is required to interview the alleged perpetrator and victim. Audio recordings of interviews are to be made
whenever possible, except that in sexual abuse cases videotaping is required. The act authorizes the agency to make
an early determination of no maltreatment and close the case if there is no basis for further information.
Determinations whether there is maltreatment and whether protective services are needed must be based on a
preponderance of the evidence.
A person conducting an assessment should not have:
• A financial interest in a child abuse or neglect treatment provider, or
• A personal or family relationship with anyone under investigation
If an independent assessor isn’t available, the services of someone who doesn’t satisfy these requirements may be
used.
Is there an appeal process?
• YES: A person acting on the child’s behalf or the individual/facility determined to have maltreated the child
may ask for reconsideration. However, all requests must be submitted in writing 15 days after receipt of final
determination.
• If denied or not acted on in the 15 days, may make a request to Department of Human Services. The
department then holds a hearing in order to reach a decision within 90 days. But either party can make an
extension to have the hearing postponed.
• For facility maltreatment of a child, a person on their behalf may request that the review panel investigate the
agency’s maltreatment determination. The panel is the commissioners of health, human services, children,
families, and the ombudsman for crime victims as well as mental health/retardation, or their designees.
• 30 days of the review, the panel must notify the agency and person of whether: (A) the panel agrees with the
determination, or (B) must reconsider. If (B) the agency must report back to the panel with its reconsidered
determination within 30 days. If the agency changes its determination or review, they must notify parties who
got notice of the original determination.
What is the potential legal liability of those involved in child abuse cases?
If action is taken in good faith, there is immunity from civil or criminal liability for:
• A voluntary or mandated reporter
• Anyone who participates in a case assessment
• A school or licensed facility and its employees when permitting interviews and helping with an assessment or
investigation
• A person performing duties under the act or the supervisor of such person
What are county alternative response programs?
Counties may establish programs that use alternative responses, instead of traditional investigative responses, to child
maltreatment reports. A family’s participation in an alternative response program is voluntary. The programs may
include alternative approaches to assessing and providing appropriate services to a family following a child
maltreatment report. Counties that use an alternative response program are still required to notify law enforcement
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of child maltreatment reports. A county may not use an alternative response program for reports involving
maltreatment in licensed facilities, unlicensed personal care settings, or schools, or reports involving substantial child
endangerment.
What do Vulnerable Adults and Maltreatment of Minors have in common?
Both are susceptible to abuse in many different ways: Here is a list of types of abuses that both sets of individuals have
in common.
1. Neglect
• Failure or omission by caregiver to provide for basic needs such as: food, health care, clothing, shelter
and supervision
• Neglect may be committed by: caregiver or self
• It is not neglect for an authorized person to make decision in good faith to give or withhold health
care, feeding or spiritual means of healing
• It is not neglect for a vulnerable adult to make decision on their own behalf which place them at risk
when they understand the consequences of the decision
• Criminal penalties are in effect for some kinds of neglect
2. Abuse
• Assault in the first through fifth degrees
• Criminal sexual conduct in the first through fifth degrees
• Conduct producing pain or injury: verbal abuse, hitting, slapping, kicking, corporal punishment, etc.,
Rule 40 violations (unauthorized use of aversive or deprivation procedures for persons with mental
retardation or developmental disabilities), involuntary confinement, deprivation
• Use of drugs to injure or facilitate a crime
• Promotion of prostitution
• Staff/facility sexual contact: unless pre-existing consensual sexual relationship, unless consensual
sexual relationship with a Personal Care Attendant (PCA)
• Criminal penalties now are in effect for some kinds of abuse
3.

Financial Exploitation
• When there is a legal financial relationship (such as Guardians, Power of Attorney, Conservators):
unauthorized use of a vulnerable adult’s money or assets, failure to use a vulnerable adult’s money
and assets resulting in harm to the vulnerable adult
• In absence of legal authority: willful use, withholding or disposal of a vulnerable adult’s money and
assets, obtaining control of a vulnerable adult’s money and assets by fraud, coercion or harassment
• There are criminal penalties for financial exploitation

4.

Serious Maltreatment
• Amended to include neglect when it results in criminal sexual conduct against a child or vulnerable
adult

What are the differences between the two?
• Who to report to and Maltreatment of Minors Act does not include financial exploitation, but that
does not mean that it cannot happen in certain circumstances.

PLEASE TAKE CORRESPONDING TEST
IN PACKET B
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PERSON-CENTEREDNESS
Every home and community-based services program licensed under chapter 245D is required to provide services in
response to each person's identified needs, interests, preferences, and desired outcomes as specified in the
coordinated service and support plan and the coordinated service and support plan addendum, and in compliance
with the requirements of the 245D Home and Community-Based Services (HCBS) Standards.
As required in section 245D.07, subdivision 1a of the 245D HCBS Standards, 245D licensed programs must provide
services in a manner that supports each person's preferences, daily needs, and activities and accomplishment of the
person's personal goals and service outcomes, consistent with the principles of:
Person-centered service planning and delivery that:
• identifies and supports what is important to the person as well as what is important for the person, including
preferences for when, how, and by whom direct support service is provided;
• uses that information to identify outcomes the person desires; and
• respects each person's history, dignity, and cultural background;
Self-determination that supports and provides:
• opportunities for the development and exercise of functional and age-appropriate skills, decision making and
choice, personal advocacy, and communication; and
• the affirmation and protection of each person's civil and legal rights; and
Providing the most integrated setting and inclusive service delivery that supports, promotes, and allows:
• inclusion and participation in the person's community as desired by the person in a manner that enables the
person to interact with nondisabled persons to the fullest extent possible and supports the person in
developing and maintaining a role as a valued community member;
• opportunities for self-sufficiency as well as developing and maintaining social relationships and natural
supports; and
• a balance between risk and opportunity, meaning the least restrictive supports or interventions necessary are
provided in the most integrated settings in the most inclusive manner possible to support the person to
engage in activities of the person's own choosing that may otherwise present a risk to the person's health,
safety, or rights.
The following questions can be used by persons receiving services licensed under chapter 245D to help identify how
they want services provided to them. It is recommended that the support team or extended support team discuss
these questions together when completing service assessments, planning, and evaluation activities to help ensure the
goals of person-centered planning and service delivery are met for each person served.
Sample of Person-Centered Planning and Service Delivery Questions for Initial Planning:
•
•

What are your goals for service outcomes?
What are your preferences related to:
a. Time you wake up in the morning?
b. Time you go to bed?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

c. What your favorite foods are?
d. What are foods you don’t like?
e. Whom you prefer to have direct support service provided from?
Do you take any medications?
Do you need help with your medications?
What are some of your interests?
Do you have any hobbies?
What are things you like to do in the community?
Is there an activity or skill that you would like to learn?
Do you have any special relationships?
Do you work in the community?

Sample of Person-Centered Planning and Service Delivery Questions for Program Evaluation and Progress Review:
• Do you feel your relationships are supported by staff?
• What do you like about your home?
• Is there anything that bothers you about your home?
• Do you like the people you live with?
• Do you feel the house you live in is safe?
• Do you feel any rules in your house are unfair?
• Do you have a private place to go to at home?
• Do you have goals to meet at home?
• Do you want to work?
• Is there anything that bothers you at work?
• Do you have specific goals set at work?
• Do you feel that staff treats you with dignity and respect?
• Do you feel that your privacy is respected?
• Do you feel that decisions you make are respected?
• Do you feel that you are given the opportunity to be as independent as possible?
You or your support team may think of other questions that are important to you. You should feel free to discuss
these questions with your service provider.
THE BREAKDOWN
People with disability labels have been excluded from the mainstream of society for centuries. Because of this lack of
access to and involvement in community life, the value of certain groups of people has not been fully realized. PersonCentered Planning attempts to identify and highlight the unique talents, gifts and capabilities inherent in everyone.
Explore and discover where in the “real” world these gifts can be shared and appreciated, and where the person’s
contributions and social roles will be valued.
Person-Centeredness focuses on the desires and abilities of the individual. It involves a team of family members,
friends, and professionals as well as the consumer. Team members are chosen by the consumer. This team identifies
skills and abilities of the consumer that can help achieve goals of competitive employment, independent living,
continuing education and full inclusion in the community. This also helps to identify areas where consumers may need
assistance and support, and the team helps to decide how to meet those needs.
Traditional planning methods view consumers with disabilities as “deficient” and unable to contribute to the
community. This way of thinking invites discrimination, ridicule, and abuse. This ideal focuses on consumer deficits,
perceived lack of skills, or talents. Goals in the traditional method are centered on “fixing” the consumer. These goals
focus on the negative and encourage institutionalization of consumers with disabilities. This works from the theory
that consumers with disabilities are not qualified to decide for themselves how they want to spend their lives and is
contrary to values of freedom and liberty.
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PERSON CENTERED PLANNING

TRADITIONAL METHOD PLANNING

Focus is on the person

Focus is on the program standards

Changes in services base on the person’s needs/wants

Changes in service based on the organization’s decisions

Program designed for the person

Person is assigned to the program

Performance expectations are defined by the person

Performance expectations are defined by the program

In a real Person-Centered plan, the consumer sets the agenda, chooses the team, the team works on the consumer’s
agenda with measurable accomplishments and the team celebrates those accomplishments. This plan is about the
individual’s life. A false Person-Centered plan team only meets once a year, the planners here are mainly
professionals, the program drives the plan, nothing seems to change, the meetings are a drudge and the plan is about
a document.
PERSONAL OUTCOMES
Personal outcomes are goals that we set for ourselves; they are defined from the person’s perspective. These are
often items that each of us individually identify as important to us and are the standards by which we measure the
quality of our life. These are individual and vary from person to person. Personal outcomes have no standard
definition, there is no “right” answer. The agency and staff should not only provide individuals with needed supports,
but should also help the consumer develop natural supports in the community that will assist them in reaching their
personal outcomes. None of us reach our personal outcomes without support from others like family and close
friends.
Personal outcome measures are grouped into three factors:
• Myself (who I am as a result of my unique heredity, life experiences, and decisions)
• My world (where I work, live, socialize, belong, and connect)
• My dreams (how I want my life to be)
People who choose personal outcomes choose personal goals, including where and whom they live with, where they
work, etc. These individuals have intimate relationships, they are satisfied with their services, and they are satisfied
with their personal life situations as well. Personal outcomes help individuals choose their daily routines, allow them
to have time and space for privacy, decide when to share their personal information, how to use their environments,
and are safely connected to natural support networks. Often these people live in integrated environments, they
participate in the life of the community, they interact with other members of the community, perform different social
roles, they have friends, and are respected.
Personal outcome put listening to and learning from the consumer at the center of each conversation. Personal
outcomes provide a guide to person-directed planning and enable agencies to identify the consumer’s priorities.
These priorities direct planning efforts, based off of the individual’s own experiences, and reinforce diversity. The
agency should provide the needed supports after the consumer defines their outcomes.
Within the outcome planning, team members must gather information in order to understand the consumer’s vision
and develop action plans that will allow for them to implement their elements, evaluate their effectiveness, and refine
plans as needed to increase success.
Good planning is tailored to the dreams, goals, and needs of the consumer and results in real actions and outcomes for
that individual. These plans build and sustain relationship and the team works together to solve problems and assist
the consumer in building a more desirable future. Understanding the consumer’s vision is the most important step in
planning and may require creativity and investment. This doesn’t stop with the assessment planning process. In
planning, the consumer must direct the action – this is non-negotiable – and the vision for the consumer must come
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from the consumer and their life experiences. In planning, the consumer works as a partner with service personnel to
ensure that staff understand their desires and needs, then a plan is built around the consumer’s vision for their life.
Self-determination play an important role in Person-Centeredness. Self-determination is a strong voice for and by
persons with disabilities, promoting independence, empowerment, leading by example, communicating, networking,
and encouraging each other. It’s all about individuals making their own personal choices. Choice making decreases
behavioral concerns because people are motivated to live the type of lifestyle that they want. Choice making is a balance
between risk taking, support, and safety. Through choice making we not only provide consumers with the opportunity
to create greater self-control, but we also teach them to select preferred options and teach them how to communicate
clearly. People experiencing self-determination take risks, make mistakes, learn what they like and dislike, learn what
they want and need, learn to communicate, make decisions, and work towards achieving the life that they prefer.

PLEASE TAKE CORRESPONDING TEST
IN PACKET B
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EMERGENCY USE OF MANUAL RESTRAINTS (EUMR)
The goal of this training is not to teach you self-defense skills, but to increase your confidence and competence in the
agency requirements for physical contact with clients. It is incredibly important that you do NOT have physical contact
with a client in any way unless it is written into their Support Plan due to disability. We are not to ever utilize
restraints of any kind to change a client’s behavior, unless our client’s life is in immediate physical danger if we do not
intervene. This training will allow you to establish a quality relationship with those that you serve, help you to set
appropriate boundaries, and recognize the correlation between “I don’t know” and “I don’t care”. Consistency,
communication, and training are the building blocks of optimizing and maintaining both confidence and competence.
What is a behavior? In short, a behavior can be defined as “anything observable”. Behavior is a function of
communication, a reaction to a stimulus (or lack of stimulus), and it is the manifestation of a feeling or emotion.
Individuals with development disabilities, mental illnesses, and/or brain injuries may experience a biological impact on
their behaviors and decision making due to their diagnoses.
“GO” Brain v. “STOP” Brain
PREFRONTAL CORTEX

AMYGDALA

Differentiate among conflicting thoughts

Formation & storage of emotional memories

Determines “good” and “bad”

Modulation of memory consolidation

Determines future consequences of current choices

Controls automatic responses associated with fear

Works towards a defined goal

Controls the ability to perceive other’s emotions

Suppresses urges

Controls the ability to feel emotions

Identifies “better” and “best”, “same” and “different”

Secretes hormones

THE ART OF CONCLICT RESOLUTION
Conflict will arise any time two people have different ideas or opinions on the same matter. Conflict doesn’t have to
be a negative or stressful experience, it can be a space where learning happens and both parties remain respected and
heard. In conflict resolution, there are some key things to remember:
• You cannot make anyone do anything, so don’t set your goal at forcing someone to do what you wish
• Ask yourself what purpose this conflict serves in the grand scheme of things to determine if it is necessary
• Put aside your need to “be right” and to “have the last word” as this will not create an environment of respect
• Validate the emotions of others in the conflict and explain your emotions in order to have them validated
• Identify the difference between “wants” and “needs” to see what may be an option for compromise
There are three players in any confrontation. You are the first player. It’s important to understand what your
limitations are in the context of this conflict, what role you’re fulfilling in this conflict, and what non-verbal messages
you are sending in order to help determine if this is worth a confrontation at all. The Other Person is also a player in
every conflict. What limitations does the other person have in the context of this conflict? Have they identified what
they want or need from this situation, and are their emotions being validated? It’s important to always make sure
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that there are no immediate safety concerns for the other person, and examine what alternatives and tactics have
already been attempted in order to solve this problem. The last player in every conflict is The Environment. The
environment may pose limitations or issues of safety. Be sure to give and respect space during a confrontation.
STOP. THINK. THEN ACT.
Self-control and deliberate thinking are the keys to conflict resolution. If we can control our physiological reactions,
both the autonomic and the idiosyncratic, we are more likely to maintain control over the situation. In order to
exhibit control over this and encourage deliberate thinking, we must identify our own feelings and learn to
compartmentalize them. Once this is done (quickly), it’s important to interpret the provoking event accurately – why
is this occurring now? Generate alternative responses to the situation and then choose the most useful response –
not for you or the other person, but for the situation as a whole. Implement your chosen response with full freedom,
but remain flexible in thought.
When anyone perceives a threat, they have an initial chemical response that runs through their brain. The object of
conflict resolution is to respond rationally when a threat is perceived. When doing this successfully, the mind goes
through four stages:
1. Stage 1: Awareness of the threat that is posed or made
2. Stage 2: Resolution within yourself of “fear” or “denial” of threat
3. Stage 3: Consultation with all other parties involved in the conflict
4. Sage 4: Decision, which leads to final resolution
Remember that stress, anxiety, negative emotions, and your own control issues are the enemy of deliberate thought.
The people that you serve are counting on you to think things through, react compassionately, act as a professional,
and keep their safety and well-being in mind. We can do this by going through the steps in the Assessment Cycle, as
listed below.

This cycle allows us time to reflect on decisions made within a conflict and assess whether or not the plan should be
changed based on our outcomes. It is important to remember that conflicts don’t end once a plan is implemented. A
plan must be assessed and revised as needed in order to achieve success. Remember to use tactics that help limit
safety concerns and risks and know that THE USE OF RESTRAINT IS A LAST RESORT and can only be used during lifethreating situations, not to modify unwanted behaviors.
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There is a “Scale of Alternatives” when it comes to physical restraint. At the bottom of this scale, you could choose to
do nothing. At the next phase you could offer non-verbal cues that the consumer should change their behavior (such
as disengaging from the conversation). Still next you could offer a verbal non-directive (such as asking if they are
aware of their surroundings) or move to the next level of verbal direction. After verbal direction it may be appropriate
to use touch in the form of tapping someone on the shoulder, but chances are at this point safety is paramount and
you would move to the top of the scale, which is using a Simple Escort to physically redirect the individual, which is
known as a “restraint” even though a Simple Escort calls us to let go as soon as the redirection occurs. If a Simple
Escort is ever used during care provision, make your supervisor aware immediately.
Verbal de-escalation tactics are often the most successful ways to reduce conflict. Some tactics of this are:
• Questioning
• Motivation
• Non-verbal recognition
• Empathizing
• Listening
• Brainstorming solutions
• Bridge of commonality
• Setting limits
• Re-focusing
• Stating of potential natural outcomes
• Changing the subject
• Distraction
• Offering alternative options
• Visual learning tools
• Use of humor
With all that you’ve developed over time and all that you’ve learned throughout this training packet, we are confident
that you will be successful with eliminating the need for Emergency Use of Manual Restraints, and that if the need
were to ever arise, you would act appropriately and report the scene swiftly.

PLEASE TAKE CORRESPONDING TEST
IN PACKET B
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PROHIBITED PROCEDURES AND BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION
Although the prohibited physical procedures are covered in the EUMR portion of this training packet, we will go over
other prohibited procedures in this portion, such as why we don’t say “no” or “you can’t” to our clients. This is all part
of the way that we systematically assist our clients through the use of structured Behavior Modification.
DEFINING BEHAVIOR
In order to discuss Behavior Modification, we must first define the word “behavior”. For the purpose of working at
Alliance, the word “behavior” is defined as “anything observable”. Often times we associate the word behavior with
negative actions – fighting, swearing, etc. – but the truth is that behavior can be positive, negative, or neutral.
+ - OR /
Let’s take an example of a seemingly neutral behavior like sleeping. Sleeping is not something many would think of as
a behavior, but it is something observable, so it is. It would be easy to say that sleeping is such a passive thing to do
that it is a neutral behavior all of the time, but it’s important to remember the role that context plays in behaviors. If a
student is sleeping through class is that neutral? No, in this case the behavior of sleeping would be negative. If
someone who normally doesn’t go to sleep on time due to insomnia or poor planning finally goes to sleep at a decent
hour, would that be neutral? No, in this case the behavior of sleeping would be positive. With this example it’s clear
that managing behaviors isn’t as easy as it may seem.
FUNCTIONS OF BEHAVIOR
When a check engine light comes on in a car, we know that ignoring the problem will only lead to larger problems
down the road, so we take the car into a mechanic. At the mechanic’s, they don’t just say “the last time this car was
here it needed an oil change, so it must need an oil change again” and change the oil. No – they run a diagnostic to
figure out what’s wrong with the car to be sure that they are fixing the right part of it. That’s what we, as staff, need
to do whenever we notice a “problem” that our client(s) are experiencing. If we ignore it, it will get worse. If we “fix”
the wrong thing because we assumed we knew what it was instead of taking the time to figure out what it was, it will
get worse. It’s only when we stop, think it through, and really determine what is causing the behavior before we can
figure out the best working plan to help modify it.
The “function” of a behavior is the “why” for that behavior. Finding out functions is like running a diagnostic. It helps
us to answer the question, “Why did this person feel that they needed to behave in that way?” We will discuss six
functions of human behavior using the following acronym:

Skill Deficit (they’ve never been taught or don’t remember how to do something correctly)
Power Play (they thrive on engaging others in a power struggle – they enjoy the fight and egg it on)
Attention Seeking (they believe that negative attention is better than no attention at all)
Counter Control (they feel like they need to quietly prove to themselves that they can control something)
Escape & Avoidance (they’ll do what it takes to get out of an unpleasant task or situation)
Self-Stimulation (they’re bored/frustrated and find this behavior entertaining/cathartic)
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Using these functions, the first thing that we need to do when we witness a behavior is ask ourselves why this
behavior occurred. Was the person self-stimulating? Were they trying to seek your attention? Or is it a skill deficit –
do they just not know a better way to do that? Figuring out why someone has done something involves taking into
consideration the context of the scenario, the usual behaviors of the individual, and the circumstances that led up to
the behavior occurring. In order to do this, we must first pin-point the exact behavior that we’re “diagnosing”. Say
your client is angry that they ran out of money and can’t afford to purchase any more cigarettes. While they are
discussing this frustration, they lash out and push over a chair. In all of this you likely observed many behaviors, which
one would you try and figure out first? The lack of budgeting? The habit of smoking? Chances are you’ll pick the most
immediately negative behavior – the pushing over of a chair.
In this scenario you’d go through each of the six functions of behavior and decide what category this behavior falls
under. Chances are it is not Escape and Avoidance (they aren’t trying to get out of doing anything). Chances are it is
not Attention Seeking (they would be just as frustrated at not having smokes if they didn’t have an audience).
Chances are it is not a Power Play (they don’t want a fight – they want cigarettes). Chances are it is not Counter
Control (they aren’t trying to control the chair by pushing it over). This leaves us with Skill Deficit and Self-Stimulation.
Have you ever seen them get angry or frustrated and not push a chair over? If so, this would tell us that they know
how to manage their frustration in a non-physical way – so it’s likely not a Skill Deficit. Which leads us to believe it is
an act of Self-Stimulation. Chances are that they were so frustrated in that moment they felt the need to physically
stimulate their senses by pushing over a chair. Now that we know why something happened, what do we do about it?
3 Ways to Decrease Negative Behavior
Natural Outcomes are the unplanned, unforced,
natural results of a behavior
Teaching Foresight is the ability to teach others to
predict the future outcomes of a current situation
based on similar past situations
Neutral Interaction is the therapeutic act of ignoring a
specified behavior, then re-engaging once the specified
behavior stops

3 Ways to Increase Positive Behavior
Skill Building is the structured and repetitive way that
we increase knowledge
Verbal Praise is individually specific and always
includes the behavior being praised and the way that it
benefitted the individual exhibiting the behavior
Rewards are reinforcers for behaviors such as
monetary rewards and/or attention contingent on
what that individual finds rewarding

In the scenario we used before, with the pushing over of the chair, let’s walk through each step above. The Natural
Outcome of pushing over a chair might be what? The chair breaks then that individual doesn’t have a chair anymore.
Or maybe it’s someone else’s chair and now that person won’t let this individual use their things anymore. Or maybe
you were in public and the business owner asked you to leave the establishment when the chair was pushed over.
These are natural – meaning we as staff do not make these results happen. It would not be a Natural Outcome for
staff to take away the chair. Did they push a chair over before and the chair broke? Teaching Foresight would look
like us, as staff, saying, “What happened the last time you pushed over a chair? Do you remember that your desk
chair broke that way? Do you think that this chair might break too? Is there another way that we can get this emotion
out that wouldn’t break things?” (Neutral Interaction would not be used in this situation as it’s only for Attention
Seeking and Power Play behaviors.)
On the flip side, once the person is calm we would discuss different ways to manage frustration that don’t involve
breaking things. We would Skill Build new choices like working out, punching a pillow, playing music, taking deep
breaths, etc. Whenever we notice this individual using one of these new skills, we would Verbally Praise them in a way
that ties together the behavior and the benefit (e.g. “You put your headphones on when you were frustrated with
your dinner choices, now you were able to calm down quickly and enjoy the rest of your evening!”). Remember that
verbal praise is not a compliment – it ties together cause and effect. Lastly, we would Reward the use of these new
coping skills contingent on the individual. If they enjoy interaction, perhaps we would reward them by going for a
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walk and giving them 1:1 undivided attention. If they are more introverted, perhaps we would reward them by not
bothering them with interaction for a greater amount of time than usual.
When we place all of these steps together we can ensure a positive experience for our clients when managing
behaviors. It is important that we follow Behavior Modification as trained, otherwise it tends to feel like a parental
model that is inappropriate for use with adults. In a parental model there would be punishments and consequences,
and it overtly places yourself in a position of control over your client(s). It’s important that we allow our clients to
retain as much control over themselves and their lives as much as possible. Behavior Modification allows us to do just
this and provides us with teachable opportunities for our clients.

PLEASE TAKE CORRESPONDING TEST
IN PACKET B
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MILEAGE AND EXPENSE REIMBURSMENT APPROVALS
Chances are that during your shifts, you may incur mileage on your vehicle and other expenses. While some of these
may be warranted during the process of providing person-centered services to the consumers that we serve, it is
important that we structuralize mileage and expenses so that both you and your supervisor know what limits exist.
Mileage and expenses both must be used for activities that are specifically geared towards assisting a consumer in
meeting a goal as identified in their CSSP Addendum (see CSSP Addendum for your individual client). Each client will
have between one and three goals listed on this form, these goals will be listed on the first sheet and labeled
“Outcomes” and will also be near the end of the Addendum more clearly explained.
For the mileage and expense reimbursement request form in Packet B, you will need to read through your client’s
CSSP Addendum (included in the information sent to you). You will need to copy your client’s goal(s) (e.g. community
integration) and request each mileage and expenses. For mileage, please include the average amount of miles (e.g.
____ miles/week or per month) and the reason for the miles (to be used for trips to the library and mall). For
expenses, please include the total of average monthly spending (e.g. $10 a month) and the reason (e.g. parking fees
and staff admission into library events).
Once you submit this request form, your supervisor will either approve, amend, or deny this request. You will be
made aware immediately about the request’s status. These requests will be done after the 45-day meeting for a new
client, and annually thereafter for continued clientele. If you ever feel the need for this approval to change for any
reason, please talk to your supervisor and the form can be revised as needed to suit the consumer’s needs and
continued progress.
Mileage and expenses that exceed the preapproved amounts will not be reimbursed by Alliance. If you know that
you’re having a big event coming up with that client and will need a one-time amendment to the approval for added
mileage and/or expenses, it is your responsibility to discuss this with your supervisor ahead of time and get verbal
approval for the one-time change prior to the activity taking place.
Mileage and expense reimbursement forms must be turned in at minimum on a month-by-month basis. You’re
welcome to hand them in weekly with each timecard should you choose to, but they are due at the end of each
month.

PLEASE FILL OUT CORRESPONDING APPROVAL FORM
IN PACKET B
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SANITATION
Remembering The 4 C’s
Clean, Cook, Combat Cross Contamination, & Chill
Everyone shops, prepares, & eats food. That’s why it is so important to follow the basics of food safety. Harmful
bacteria that may be present in food can cause foodborne illness when the food is eaten.
Once you take food home from the supermarket & restaurant, YOU also have an important role to play. Foodborne
illness can affect anyone at any time, but certain people are more likely to get sick from foodborne bacteria. And once
they’re sick they face the risk of serious health problems, even death.
Such at-risk people include: pregnant women, young children, people with chronic illness & weakened immune
systems, and older people. Also, underlying illnesses such as diabetes, some cancer treatments, & kidney disease may
increase a person’s risk of foodborne illness.
To fight bacteria that causes foodborne illness, just follow the 4 Steps of Food Safety (also known as the 4 C’s of Food
Safety):
- Clean
- Cook
- Combat Cross Contamination (Separate)
- Chill
CLEAN
Wash Hands & Surfaces Often
You can’t see, taste, or smell them. They are sneaky little critters, & they can spread throughout the kitchen & get
onto cutting boards, utensils, sponges, countertops, & even food. They are foodborne bacteria, & if eaten, they can
cause foodborne illness.
Wash Up!
- Makes sure there is liquid hand washing soap & paper towels or a clean cloth at every sink in your home
- Wash your hands with hot, soapy water (for at least 20 seconds), before & after handling food & after
using the bathroom, changing children’s diapers, incontinent briefs, performing personal cares, or
handling pets. Thoroughly scrub hands, wrists, fingernails, & in between fingers. Always remember to
rinse & dry hands with paper towels or a clean cloth.
Fruits & Veggies
- Rinse raw produce under running water. Don’t use soap, detergents, or bleach solutions. For thick or
rough-skinned vegetables & fruits, use a small vegetable brush to remove surface dirt. Try to cut away any
damaged or bruised areas on produce. Bacteria can thrive in these places.
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Surface Cleaning
- Consider using paper towels to clean up kitchen surfaces & throw the germs away with the towels. If you
use cloth towels, launder them daily, using hot water.
- Wash your cutting boards, dishes, utensils, & countertops with hot, soapy water after preparing each food
item & before you go on to the next food.
- Replace excessively worn cutting boards (including plastic, non-porous acrylic, & wooden boards).
Bacteria can grow in the hard-to-clean grooves & cracks.
- In your refrigerator, wipe up spills immediately. Clean refrigerator surfaces with hot, soapy water. Within
3 days of preparation, throw out perishable foods that should no longer be eaten.
- Keep pets off kitchen counters & away from food.
REMEMBER!
20% of consumers don’t wash hands & kitchen surfaces before preparing food. Clean hands & surfaces are YOUR
first step to safe food handling.
COOK
Cook to Proper Temperatures
Cook food safely is a matter of degrees! Food safety experts agree that foods are properly cooked when they are
heated for a long enough time & at a high enough temperature to kill harmful bacteria that causes foodborne illness.
This temperature can vary from food to food. The best way to keep your food safe is to use these “Hot” food safety
TIPS.
Cook It Right
The color of food does not tell whether food is safe to eat. The only way to know that meat, poultry, casseroles, &
other foods are properly cooked all the way through is to use a clean food thermometer.
Ground Beef
Cook ground beef to at least 160 degrees F (71 degrees C). Oftentimes, when meat is “ground up” to make
hamburger, bacteria that may have been present on the surface of the meat can end up inside the burger. When this
happens, bacteria are less likely to be killed by cooking if the proper temperature is not achieved.
Meat
Beef, Lamb, & Pork should be cooked to 160 degrees F (71 degrees C). Cook roasts & steaks to an internal
temperature of at least 145 degrees F (63 degrees C).
Poultry
Whole poultry should be cooked to 180 degrees F (82 degrees C). Measure the temperature in the thigh. Chicken
breasts & ground chicken or turkey should be cooked to 170 degrees F (77 degrees C). Do not eat poultry that is pink
inside
Seafood
Seafood should be thoroughly cooked. Cook to an internal temperature of 145 degrees F (63 degrees C) for 15
seconds. Cook fish until it is opaque & flakes easily with a fork. Shrimp should be simmered 3 to 5 minutes, until the
shell is red. Steam clams & mussels for 5 to 10 minutes until the shells open, then boil them 3 minutes longer.
Eggs
Cook eggs until the yolks & whites are firm. Don’t use recipes in which eggs remain raw or partially cooked, unless you
use pasteurized eggs.
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Leftovers
Leftovers should be reheated to 165 degrees F (74 degrees C). Bring sauces, soups, & gravies to a boil. Cooked foods
ranging in temperatures of 40 degrees to 140 degrees & left on the table or kitchen counter for more than two hours
MUST BE THROWN AWAY.
ALWAYS BEWARE THE DANGER ZONE!
The most dangerous bacteria that will grow on food grows in temperatures between 140 degrees F to 40 degrees F.
Tips for Microwave Cooking & Reheating
- Cover food with plastic wrap or a glass covering & add a little liquid to food. This creates steam, which
readily kills pathogens.
- To ensure uniform heating, turn the dish several times during cooking. Stir soups & stews periodically
during reheating to ensure even heating.
- When done cooking make sure the food is hot & steaming. Use a food thermometer & test the food in 2
or 3 different areas to verify that it has reached a safe internal temperature.
- When defrosting food in the microwave, cook the food immediately. When you thaw food in the
microwave, some areas of the food may become warm & begin to cook during the defrosting process. The
internal temperature of the food probably has not reached the temperature needed to destroy bacteria, &
may have reached optimal temperatures for bacteria to grow. Do not let foods sit in the Danger Zone!
Microwave Musts
We all enjoy the benefits of using the microwave for cooking & reheating foods in minutes, even seconds. Microwaves
often cook food unevenly, thus creating hot & cold spots in the food. Bacteria can survive in the cold spots. This
uneven cooking occurs because the microwaves bounce around the oven irregularly. Microwaves also heat food
elements like fats, sugars, & liquids more quickly than carbohydrates & proteins. Extra care must be taken to even out
the cooking so that harmful bacteria is destroyed.
COMBAT CROSS-CONTAMINATION
Separate, Do Not Cross-Contaminate
Did you know that improper handling of raw meat, poultry, & seafood can set the stage for cross-contamination? As a
result of improper handling, bacteria can spread to food & throughout the kitchen.
Here is how to prevent harmful bacteria from…
S-P-R-E-A-D-I-N-G-!
Safely Separate
- Separate raw meat, poultry, & seafood from other foods in your grocery store shopping cart. Place the
meat in plastic baggies provided in the meat isle, & in your refrigerator. Do not place meat products on
top of the vegetables.
Take Two
- If possible, use one cutting board for raw meat products & another one for fresh fruits & vegetables.
Lather Up
- Always wash hands with hot, soapy water after they come in contact with raw meat, poultry, seafood,
eggs & unwashed fresh produce. Always wash cutting boards, dishes, & utensils in the dishwasher.

Clean Your Plate
- Place cooked food on a clean plate. If you put cooked food on an unwashed plate that previously held raw
meat, poultry, or seafood, bacteria from the raw food could contaminate the cooked food.
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Seal It
-

To prevent juices from raw meat, poultry, or seafood from dripping onto other foods in your refrigerator,
place these raw foods in sealed containers or plastic bags.

Marinating Mandate
- Do not use sauce that was used to marinate raw meat, poultry, or seafood on cooked foods, unless it is
boiled before applying. Never taste a marinade or sauce that was used to marinate raw meat, poultry, or
seafood.
F.A.Q.
Should I wash raw meat, poultry, or seafood before cooking it?
Washing raw poultry, beef, pork, lamb, veal, or seafood before cooking is not recommended. Although washing these
raw food items may get rid of some of the pathogens, it also allows the pathogens to spread around the kitchen.
Cooking these foods to a safe internal temperature destroys any bacteria that may be present. Also, do not forget to
wash your hands with hot, soapy water before, in between, & after preparing these foods.
Why is it unsafe to marinate foods at room temperature? Doesn’t the acid in the marinade kill any bacteria that
might be present?
Bacteria grows rapidly at room temperature, so for food safety purposes, food should always be refrigerated while
marinating. (Refrigeration slows bacterial growth.) Marinade that has been used on raw meat, poultry, & seafood
contains raw juices. These juices may contain bacteria that, if eaten, could make you sick. The acid in marinades
doesn’t kill bacteria; it merely slows or stops bacterial growth.
CHILL
Refrigerate Promptly
Keep perishables in the refrigerator! At room temperature, pathogenic bacteria in food can double in number every
30 to 40 minutes. The more bacteria there are, the greater the chance you could become sick.
Follow these COOL rules;
- Refrigerate food quickly because cold temperatures keep most harmful bacteria from multiplying. A lot of
people think it will harm their refrigerator to put hot food inside, but this is not true. Hot foods won’t
harm your refrigerator. More important, prompt refrigeration of foods will keep your food & you safer
(see the ‘Refrigerator & Freezer Storage” chart for recommended storage times).
- Set your home refrigerator no higher than 40 degrees F (4 degrees C) & the freezer unit at 0 degrees F (-18
degrees C). Check the temperature daily with an appliance thermometer.
- Refrigerate or freeze perishables, prepared food, & leftovers within 2 hours.
- Divide large amounts of leftovers into shallow containers for quick cooling in the refrigerator.
- Marinate foods in the refrigerator.
- Do not pack the refrigerator too full. Cold air must circulate to keep food safe.
- At family outings or barbecues, use a cooler to keep perishable foods cold. Always use ice or cold packs &
fill your cooler with food. A full cooler will maintain its cold temperatures longer than one partially filled.
- REMEMBER, set your refrigerator temperature LOWER than 40 degrees F.!
For Safe Thawing, Follow the THAW LAW!
Never thaw foods at room temperature. You can safely thaw food on a plate, in the refrigerator. 4 to 5 pounds of
frozen food takes about 24 hours to thaw.
- You can also thaw food outside the refrigerator by immersing it in cold water. Change the water every
half hour to keep the water cold.
- You can thaw food in the microwave, but if you do, be sure to cook the food immediately after it’s
thawed.
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-

THAW LAW FACT! 23% of consumers’ refrigerators are not cold enough! To discourage the growth of
foodborne bacteria, your refrigerator should be set at 40 degrees F (4 degrees C).

REFRIGERATOR & FREEZER STORAGE CHART
Since product dates are not a guide for safe use of a product, consult this chart & follow these tips. These short but
safe time limits will help keep refrigerated food 40 degrees F (4 degrees C) from spoiling or becoming dangerous.
Purchase the product before “sell-by” or expiration dates. Follow handling recommendations on product. Keep meat
& poultry in its package until just before using.
If freezing meat & poultry in its original package longer than 2 months, overwrap these packages with airtight heavyduty foil, plastic wrap, or freezer paper, or place the package inside a plastic bag. Because freezing 0 degrees F (-18
degrees C) keeps food safe indefinitely, the following recommended storage times are for quality only.
Product
Eggs

Refrigerator

Freezer

Fresh, in shell
Raw yolks, whites
Hard Cooked
Liquid pasteurized eggs or egg substitutes
opened
Liquid pasteurized eggs or egg
substitutes, unopened
Mayonnaise, commercial
Deli & Vacuum-Packed Products
Store-prepared (or homemade) egg,
chicken, tuna, ham, or macaroni salad
Pre-stuffed pork & lamb chops, chicken
breasts stuffed w/ dressing
Hamburger & stew meats
Ground Turkey, veal pork, & lamb
Corned beef in pouch with pickling juices
Ham, canned, labeled “Keep
Refrigerated”, unopened
Ham, fully cooked, whole
Ham, fully cooked, slices
Hot dogs, opened package
Lunch meats, opened package
TV Dinners, Froze Casseroles
Soups & Stews
Vegetable or meat & mixtures of them
Bacon & Sausage
Bacon
Sausage, made from pork, beef, chicken,
or turkey
Smoked breakfast links, patties
Summer sausage labeled “Keep
Refrigerated” Opened

4 to 5 weeks
2 to 4 days
1 week
3 days

Don’t Freeze
1 Year
Doesn’t Freeze Well
Don’t Freeze

10 days

1 Year

Refrigerate after opening, 2 months
Refrigerator
3 to 5 days

Don’t Freeze
Freezer
Don’t Freeze Well

1 day

Don’t Freeze Well

1 to 2 days
1 to 2 days
5 to 7 days Drained
6 to 9 months

3 to 4 Months
3 to 4 Months
1 Month
Don’t Freeze

7 days
3 to 4 days
1 week
3 to 5 days
Keep frozen until ready to heat
Refrigerator
3 to 4 days
Refrigerator
7 days
1 to 2 days

1 to 2 Months
1 to 2 Months
1 to 2 Months
1 to 2 Months
3 to 4 Months
Freezer
2 to 3 Months
Freezer
1 Month
1 to 2 Months

7 days
3 weeks

1 to 2 Months
1 to 2 Months
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Fresh Meat
(Beef, Veal, Lamb, & Pork)
Steaks
Chops
Roasts
Cooked meat & meat dishes
Gravy & meat broth
Fresh Poultry
Chicken or turkey, whole
Fried Chicken
Cooked poultry dishes
Chicken nuggets, patties
Fish & Shellfish
Fish
Cooked fish
Smoked fish
Fresh shrimp, scallops, crawfish, & squid
Canned seafood
Dairy Products
Swiss, brick, or processed cheese
Milk (Whole, 1%, & 2%)

Refrigerator

Freezer

3 to 5 days
3 to 5 days
3 to 5 days
3 to 4 days
1 to 2 days
Refrigerator
1 to 2 days
3 to 4 days
3 to 4 days
1 to 2 days
Refrigerator
1 to 2 days
3 to 4 days
14 days
1 to 2 days
3 to 4 days out of the can
Refrigerator
3 to 4 weeks
5 days

6 to 12 Months
4 to 6 Months
4 to 12 Months
2 to 3 Months
2 to 3 Months
Freezer
1 Year
4 Months
4 to 6 Months
1 to 3 Months
Freezer
2 to 3 Months
4 to 6 Months
2 Months
3 to 6 Months
2 Months
Freezer
Does Not Freeze Well
Do Not Freeze

POLICY FACT!
For all Alliance Health Care Group Homes, it is policy that all leftovers or purchased pre-made meals be eaten or
discarded within 3 days. All leftover & pre-made foods are to be labeled with the date the food entered the
refrigerator. Foods that are unlabeled or have been in the refrigerator longer than 3 days will be thrown away upon
finding.

PLEASE TAKE CORRESPONDING TEST
IN PACKET B
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BASIC FIRST AID
Accidents happen anywhere and anytime. Often times, first aid given at the scene can improve the victim’s chances
of survival and a good recovery. Any response, even if it is wrong, is better than none at all. Keep in mind that when
in doubt as to the severity of the injuries call 911 immediately.
Shock
Shock can kill if it is not treated quickly. Even if an injury doesn't directly cause death, a victim can go into shock and
die. Shock occurs when the body's heart and brain do not get enough blood or oxygen. Some of the symptoms of
shock are a pale or bluish skin or ashen color that is cold to the touch, vomiting, dull and sunken eyes, and unusual
thirst. Shock requires medical treatment to be reversed, so all you can do is prevent it from getting worse.
Assess for Shock
•
•
•

•
•

Instructions
STEP 1: Is the victim confused or disoriented? If so, assume severe shock.
STEP 2: Is the victim unconscious or unresponsive? If so, assume severe shock.
STEP 3: If none of the above signs of severe shock are confirmed, check for earlier stages of shock using the
following steps.
Tips & Warnings
Shock kills! Treat every injured person immediately for shock, regardless of whether or not they are exhibiting
signs and symptoms.
Wilderness treatment of shock is limited, and a person in shock can spiral downward fast! Seek professional
medical care if an injured person exhibits any of the signs and symptoms of shock. Evacuate immediately.
Types of Wounds
Name

Description

Avulsions

A portion of skin is torn. This can be partial, creating a “skin flap." In a total avulsion, a body
part is completely torn off.

Bruise

Bleeding that occurs under the skin causes discoloration. The area begins as red but may
turn into a "black and blue mark."

Laceration

A split in the skin caused by an object. A laceration can have either a jagged or smooth
edge.

Puncture

A puncture wound is caused when a sharp object pierces the skin. Included in this category
are gunshot wounds, impaled objects, and an object that passes through a part of the body.

Abrasion

An abrasion is a generally a surface wound and occurs when skin is rubbed or scraped
away.
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Caring for a Minor Open Wound
• Stop the bleeding by applying pressure with gauze or a clean cloth.
• If the blood soaks through, apply a second bandage on top. Don’t take off the first bandage as it will disturb
the clotting that has already taken place.
• If bleeding still doesn't stop, raise the wound above heart level.
• Once bleeding stops, clean the wound gently with soap and water.
• DO NOT apply any ointment that you do not have a doctor’s prescription for the ointment AND are trained
through Alliance to administer medications.
• Wrap the wound firmly in a cloth or a bandage. Do not cut off circulation!
Caring for a Major Open Wound
• Cover the wound with a clean dressing, press against it firmly with your hand.
• Elevate the wound above the level of the heart.
• Squeeze the area at a pressure point to push the artery against the bone. This is in the bottom upper arm, or
where the leg bends at the hip.
• Have someone call EMS immediately.
Special Problems
When part of the body has been torn off...
• Try to find the part
• Wrap it in a clean dressing and place in a plastic bag. DO NOT CLEAN IT.
• Put the bag on ice, but don't freeze.
• Take the part to the hospital.
When an object is impaled in a wound...
• Do not remove it. You could reveal an open artery, which would then be awfully hard to deal with, a.k.a.
nearly impossible.
• Bandage many dressings around the object to immobilize it and support it in its position in the wound.
Nosebleeds...
• Have the victim sit with his or her head tilted forward while pinching the nostrils together.
• Place an ice pack on the nose.
If a tooth is knocked out...
• Place gauze in the gap left by the tooth that was knocked out.
• Pick up the tooth not by the root, but by the crown. Place it in milk or water and DO NOT attempt to clean it.
• Seek emergency help.
The most important things to remember are the signs of major damage:
- IF the victim is in severe pain or discomfort or you suspect serious damage, CALL 911.
- IF you cannot control the bleeding effectively, CALL 911.
- IF you cannot wash all of the debris out of the wound, CALL 911.
- IF you think the wound requires stitches, CALL 911.
- If you see any of the signs of a serious infection - redness, soreness, swelling, red streaks, weeping of pus, or
redness that extends more than a finger width beyond a cut, CALL YOUR DOCTOR IMMEDIATELY.
Burns & Scalds
A burn can be caused by; heat, the sun, chemicals or electricity. When a burn breaks the skin, infection and loss of
fluid can occur; burns can also result in difficulty breathing. If a burn victim has trouble breathing, has burns on more
than one part of the body, or was burned by chemicals, an explosion, or electricity, CALL 911 immediately.
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Types of Burns
Superficial Burn (First Degree)
A first-degree burn involves only the top layer of skin. The skin is red and dry and usually painful. The burned
area may also swell. Most sunburns are superficial burns. This type of burn usually heals in 5-6 days without any
permanent scarring.
Partial-Thickness Burn (Second Degree)
CALL 911. A second-degree burn involves the top layers of skin. The skin is red with blisters. The area may also
appear mottled. The burn is usually painful and often swells. This type of burn usually heals in 3-4 weeks, and
scarring may occur.
Full-Thickness Burn (Third Degree)
CALL EMS. A third-degree burn destroys most or all layers of skin. The burn appears brown or black (charred)
with the tissues underneath sometimes appearing white. This type of burn can be extremely painful or relatively
painless if the burn destroys the nerve endings. This burn is critical and requires immediate medical attention.
Care for Burns
General Care / Thermal Burns
1. Stop the burning. Put out flames or remove the victim from the source of the burn.
2. Cool the burn. Use large amounts of cool water to cool the burn. Never use ice except on small superficial
burns, because it causes body heat loss.
3. Cover the burn. Use dry, sterile dressings or a clean cloth to help prevent infection and reduce pain. Bandage
loosely. Do not put any ointment on a burn. For a victim of severe burns, CALL 911, lay him or her down unless
he or she is having trouble breathing. Try to raise the burned areas above the level of the victim's heart if
possible and protect the victim from drafts.
Chemical Burn
Call 911 in any case of a chemical burn. Remove the chemical from the skin or eyes immediately by flushing the area
with large amounts of cool running water until EMS arrives. Remove any clothes with chemicals on them and be
careful not to spread the chemical to other body parts or to yourself.
Electrical Burns
Call 911 in any case of an electrical burn. Do not go near the victim unless you are sure the power source has been
turned off. The burn itself will not be the major problem. If the victim is unconscious, check for breathing and begin
CPR if necessary. Check for other injuries, and do not move the victim because he or she may have spinal injuries. Do
not cool the burn. Prevent the victim from getting chilled. There may be two wounds, one where the current entered
the body and one where it left, and they may be deep.
Solar Radiation Burn
Burns caused by solar radiation may be painful and may also blister. Cool the burn. Protect the burn by staying out of
the sun. If you must go in the sun, wear a sunscreen with an SPF of at least 15 and reapply it frequently. Be sure to
cover up any existing sunburn if you are going to be outside again.
Broken Bones
Treat all injuries to bones, joints, ligaments, tendons, and muscles as if it was a fractured limb. For fractured
limbs, take the following precautions until 911 arrives. Place the injured part in as natural a position as possible
without causing discomfort to the patient. Use pressure and bandages to control any bleeding.
For very serious fractures involving injuries to the body, neck, or back observe the following: Do not move the
victim without medical supervision, unless absolutely necessary. If a victim with a suspected neck or back injury
must be moved due to an unsafe scene, keep the back, head, and neck in a straight line, preventing them from
being twisted or bent during movement. Use a board or stretcher to support the victim, if available.
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Spinal Injuries
Take special care when helping a spinal injury victim. All damage to the spinal cord is permanent, because nerve
tissue cannot heal itself. The result of nerve damage is paralysis or death.
Do not move the limbs or body of a victim with a suspected spinal injury unless the incident scene isn’t safe. The
victim’s body should be stabilized to prevent any movement of the head, neck or body. Be aware that any
movement of a victim with spinal injury may result in paralysis or death. If the victim must be moved, keep the
neck and torso of the body in the position it was found as much as possible. Do not pull the body sideways.
When providing patient care, it may be necessary to roll the victim over on his or her back to clear an airway or
evaluate breathing. When rolling the victim over, the head, neck and torso should be moved together so that no
twisting occurs.
Choking
Choking occurs when food or a foreign object obstructs the throat and interferes with normal breathing.
For adults and children over one year of age:
1. Ask, "Are you choking?"
2. Shout, "Help!" Call for help if the victim cannot cough, speak or breath or is coughing weakly, is making highpitched whistling breath noises.
3. Call 911 for help.
4. Do abdominal thrusts: Wrap your arms around the victim’s waist. Make a fist. Place the thumb side of the fist
on the middle of the victim’s abdomen just above the navel and well below the lower tip of the breastbone.
Grasp the fist with the other hand. Press the fist into abdomen with quick inwards and upwards thrusts.
5. Repeat abdominal thrusts until the object is either ejected, EMS arrives, or the victim becomes unconscious.
6. If the victim becomes unconscious, lower the victim onto the floor and perform hands-only CPR by pumping
the chest.
7. Repeat until normal breathing resumes or the ambulance arrives.
For infants one year or younger:
1. Place the victim’s head in a downward position on the rescuer’s forearm with the head and neck stabilized.
2. With the heel of the rescuer’s hand, administer five rapid back blows between the victim’s shoulder blades.
3. If the obstruction remains, turn the victim face up and rest on a firm surface.
4. Deliver five rapid thrusts over the breastbone using two fingers.
5. Repeat the above steps as necessary. If the obstruction cannot be removed, call for medical help immediately.
PREVENTION IS NO ACCIDENT
Adults:
Cut food into small pieces and chew food slowly and thoroughly. Avoid laughing and talking during chewing and avoid
excessive intake of alcohol with meals
Infants and Children:
Keep marbles, beads, thumbtacks, and other small objects out of their reach and prevent them from walking, running,
or playing with food or toys in their mouths
Poisoning
Simple rules of thumb:
•
Call your local Poison Control Center or 911 for immediate medical attention.
•
Antidotes on labels may be wrong!! Do not follow them unless instructed by Poison Control.
•
Never give anything by mouth.
•
If the poison is on the skin, flush skin with water for 15 minutes, then wash and rinse with soap and water.
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Poisoning
A poison is a substance that causes injury or illness when it gets into a person's body. The four ways a person can be
poisoned are: ingestion (swallowing it), inhalation (breathing it), absorption (absorbing it through the skin), and
injection (by having it injected into the body). Ingested poisons include foods, alcohol, medication, household and
garden items, and certain plants. Inhaled poisons may be gases, like carbon monoxide from car exhaust, carbon
dioxide from sewers, and chlorine from a pool, or fumes from household products like glue, paint, cleaners, or drugs.
Absorbed poisons enter the body through the skin; they may come from plants, fertilizers or pesticides. Injected
poisons enter the body through bites or stings of insects, spiders, ticks, marine life, snakes, and other animals, or
medications injected with a hypodermic needle.
Ingestion
If you suspect that someone has been poisoned, call your Poison Control Center or EMS immediately. Signs of
poisoning are: nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, chest or abdominal pain, difficulty breathing, changes in consciousness,
seizures, or burns around the lips or tongue or on the skin. If you believe someone may have swallowed a poison, try
to determine what type of poison was ingested, how much was taken, and when it was taken. If you find a container,
bring it to the telephone with you when you make your emergency call. Do not give the victim anything to eat or drink
unless medical professionals tell you to.
Inhalation
If you suspect that someone has been poisoned, call your Poison Control Center or EMS immediately. Signs of
poisoning by inhalation may include pale or bluish skin. Remove the victim from the source of the toxic fumes so he or
she can get some fresh air as soon as possible.
Absorption
If you suspect that someone has been poisoned, call your Poison Control Center or EMS immediately. If poison, such
as dry or wet chemicals, gets on the skin, flush the area with large amounts of water, and continue flushing the area
with water until EMS arrives. If you have simply had a run-in with poison ivy, poison oak or poison sumac, there is no
need to call EMS. Wash the affected area with soap and water and wash the clothing you were wearing when coming
into contact with this. See a doctor if the condition gets worse, affecting large areas of the body or face.
Injection
If possible, remove stinger by scraping it off with a blunt edge (e.g. credit card). Clean wound and apply cold compress
to reduce swelling. Remove tight clothing and jewelry from areas near the bite in case swelling occurs. Watch for
signs of shock or allergic reaction. Signs include swelling or itching at the wound site, dizziness, nausea or difficulty
breathing. Seek medical attention immediately if any of these signs occur. Continue monitoring victim for shock.
Check breathing and, if impaired call 911 and begin CPR. IMPORTANT: only a trained & qualified person should
administer CPR.
THE ELEMENTS
Who is at risk?
People who work or exercise outdoors or indoors where the temperature is poorly regulated, elderly people, young
children, people with health problems, a respiratory or cardiovascular disease or poor circulation, people who take
medications to eliminate water from the body, and people who have a history of heat or cold-related illness in the
past are at risk.
Heat-Related Illnesses
Heat Cramps
Heat cramps, heat exhaustion and heat stroke are the three conditions caused by overexposure to heat. Heat cramps
are painful muscle spasms. They result from a combination of fluid and salt loss caused by heavy sweating. Heat
cramps usually occur after strenuous exercise or work outdoors in warm temperatures. They tend to occur in the legs
and the abdomen. They are an indication of a more severe problem to come if proper care is not given shortly.
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Care for Heat Cramps
Have the victim rest comfortably in a cool place and provide him or her with cool water or a sports drink.
Stretch the muscle gently and massage the area. Once the cramps stop, the victim may resume physical
activity, but he or she should be sure to drink plenty of fluids during and after activity.
Heat Exhaustion
Heat exhaustion, the most common heat-related illness typically occurs after strenuous exercise or work in a hot
environment. The victim loses fluid through sweating, and blood flow to the skin increases, thus reducing blood flow
to the vital organs. The victim therefore goes into mild shock. Symptoms of heat exhaustion are: normal or below
normal body temperature; pale, moist, cool skin; headache; nausea; dizziness; weakness; and exhaustion. If heat
exhaustion is allowed to progress, the victim's condition will worsen until he or she has heat stroke.
Heat Stroke
Heat stroke, the least common heat-related illness, occurs when heat exhaustion symptoms are ignored. The body
systems become overwhelmed by heat. Sweating stops, and the body can no longer cool itself. Body temperature rises
rapidly, and the brain and other vital organs will begin to fail. Convulsions, coma and death may result. Signs of heat
stroke are: high body temperature; hot, red, dry skin; progressive loss of consciousness; rapid, weak pulse; and rapid,
shallow breathing.
Care for Heat-Related Illnesses
Call 911 immediately if the victim's condition is so bad you suspect heat stroke. If heat-related illness is
recognized in the early stages, it can usually be reversed. Move the victim to a cool area and give them a cold
drink (not alcohol). Remove any tight or heavy clothing and cool the body however you can; apply cool, wet
cloths to the skin, fan the victim, or place ice packs on the victim's wrists and ankles, in each armpit and on the
neck. Don’t let the victim drink too much too quickly. If the victim vomits, stop giving fluids. Continue cooling
until EMS arrives.
The best defense is PREVENTION.
Here are some precautions you can take…
▪ Wear lightweight, light-colored loose-fitting clothing.
▪ Apply sunscreen with a Sun Protection Factor (SPF) rating of at least "SPF 15" to exposed portions of the body
▪ Limit exposure during the hottest hours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
▪ If possible, avoid strenuous work or exercise outside.
▪ Take advantage of shade and/or wear a wide-brimmed hat.
▪ Stay in air-conditioned areas or use cooling fans to speed sweat evaporation.
▪ Stay indoors and, if at all possible, stay in an air-conditioned place. If your home does not have air
conditioning, go to the mall or a public library. Fans may provide comfort, but when the temperature is in the
high 90s or above, fans will not prevent heat-related illness. Taking a cool shower or bath or moving to an airconditioned place is a much better way to cool off.
▪ Drink lots of cool, non-alcoholic fluids. If you're exercising or working, drink 2 to 4 glasses of water an hour. If
you lose a lot of fluid on a hot day, sports drinks are preferred over water because they will replenish sodium.
▪ Don't wait until thirsty to drink.
Drink more fluids (nonalcoholic) regardless of your activity level.
Don't rely upon thirst as an indicator of your need for water; it's not reliable in very high heat.
▪ Don't drink liquids that contain caffeine, alcohol, or large amounts of sugar —these actually cause you to lose
more body fluid. Also, avoid very cold drinks, because they can cause stomach cramps.
▪ Avoid hot foods and keep meals light Put less fuel on your inner fires. Foods (like proteins) that increase
metabolics also increase water loss (the body has to work harder to digest heavy foods).
▪ NEVER leave anyone in a closed, parked vehicle. Certainly, don't leave children or pets in a vehicle, even for
"a few minutes." Heat builds up rapidly to exceptionally high temperatures in a closed vehicle, and it doesn't
take much exposure to make children or pets very ill.
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Pay attention to warning signs:
• Red, hot sweaty skin, cramps, lightheadedness and fatigue will occur long before heatstroke.
• Get out of the heat immediately and seek medical attention.
Cold Emergencies
Frostbite
Frostbite is the freezing of body tissues. It usually occurs in exposed areas of the body, affecting superficial or deep
tissues. Frostbite is quite serious. The water in and between the body's cells freezes and swells, damaging or
destroying the cells. Frostbite often results in the loss of fingers, hands, arms, toes, feet, and legs. Symptoms of
frostbite are: lack of feeling in the area, a waxy appearance to the skin, skin that is cold to the touch, and skin that is
discolored (flushed, white, or blue).
Care for Frostbite
Handle the area very gently, and DO NOT rub the affected area. Warm the area by soaking it in water no
warmer than 100-105 degrees Fahrenheit, using a thermometer to check the water temperature if possible.
Leave the frostbitten area in the water until it is red and feels warm. Bandage the area with a dry, sterile
dressing, placing cotton or gauze between frostbitten fingers or toes. Avoid breaking any blisters and seek
medical attention as soon as possible.
Hypothermia
When hypothermia occurs, the entire body cools because its warming mechanisms fail. If proper care is not promptly
administered, the victim will die. Body temperature drops
below 95 degrees Fahrenheit in hypothermia, the heartbeat becomes erratic and finally stops, and the victim dies.
Symptoms of hypothermia are: shivering; a slow, irregular pulse; numbness; a glassy stare; and apathy along with
decreasing levels of consciousness. People can develop hypothermia even when the temperature is only moderately
cold. Elderly people in poorly heated homes, homeless or ill people, or people with certain medical conditions are
more susceptible to hypothermia.
Care for Hypothermia
If you suspect a victim may have hypothermia, call 911 immediately. Care for any life-threatening problems.
Remove any wet clothing, dry the victim, and warm the body gradually by wrapping the victim in blankets.
Move the victim to a warm place. You can use hot water bottles or heating pads to help rewarm the body. DO
NOT warm the victim too quickly, and DO NOT immerse the victim in warm water. In cases of severe
hypothermia, the victim may be unconscious. Monitor the victim's breathing until EMS arrives.
Fainting
Before losing consciousness, the victim may complain of...
• Lightheadedness
• Weakness
• Nausea
• Pale and clammy skin
If a person begins to feel faint, he should...
• Lean forward
• Lower head toward knees
• If someone becomes unconscious, put them in the recovery position
• Loosen any tight clothing
• Apply cool, damp cloths to face and neck
• In most cases, the victim will regain consciousness shortly after being placed in this position.
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After the victim regains consciousness, do not let him get up until you have questioned him (Who are you?, Where are
you?, Do you know what day it is?) to be sure they have completely recovered.
Diabetic Emergency
The condition in which the body does not produce enough insulin or does not use insulin effectively is called diabetes
mellitus.
If someone is experiencing hypoglycemia (low blood sugar) or hyperglycemia (high blood sugar), 911 should be called
immediately. If the person is conscious and able to swallow, give him or her sugar in the form of fruit juice, candy, a
non-diet soft drink or table sugar, either dry or dissolved in a glass of water.
Seizures
When injury, disease, fever, poisoning, or infection disrupts normal functions of the brain, the electrical activity of the
brain becomes irregular. This irregularity can cause a sudden loss of body control known as a seizure. If a person is
having a seizure, protect him or her from injury. Remove nearby objects that could cause injury, especially protect the
person’s head. Call EMS if any of the following situations occur; the seizure lasts for more than five minutes, the
person has repeated seizures without regaining consciousness, the person has other injuries, the person has diabetes
or is pregnant, or the person fails to regain consciousness after a seizure.
Stroke

A stroke, also called a “brain attack”, is a blockage of blood flow to a part of the brain. It can cause
permanent damage to the brain if the blood flow is not restored. Sudden signals of a stroke include;
weakness or numbness on one side including face or arm or leg, difficulty speaking or slurred speech,
sudden dizziness, blurred vision or sudden severe headache.
For a brain attack think S.T.R.O.K.E.!
• SMILE (look for one sided weakness)
• TALK (look for slurred speech)
• RAISE BOTH ARMS (look for drooping)
• OPEN MOUTH (look drooling)
• KEEP THEM CALM (be reassuring)
• EMERGENCY SERVICES (call 9-1-1)
Stay with the person and monitor their breathing and other signs of life. If the person is conscious, check for non-lifethreatening conditions, and if you see signals of a stroke, call 911 IMMEDIATELY.
Allergic Reactions
Insect bites or stings or contact with certain drugs, medications, foods, and chemicals can cause an allergic reaction. If
the person is suffering a severe allergic reaction from an insect bite or sting, or from eating a certain type of food
contact 911 immediately. The person may have a medical kit (such as a epinephrine auto-injector) to treat a severe
allergic reaction known as anaphylaxis. Assist the person as needed with using the kit until help arrives.

PLEASE TAKE CORRESPONDING TEST
IN PACKET B
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SAFE TRANSPORTATION
The Problem
Driving is a risky activity. Each year, more than 40,000 people are killed in motor vehicle crashes and over 3 million are
injured. Research indicates that in more than 50 percent of all crashes, driver inattention was a contributing factor.
How does distraction affect driving performance? Driving instructors estimate that a driver makes 200 decisions for
every mile of driving. If you are mentally solving business or family problems while driving, you are adding to the total
cognitive workload. If you take your eyes off the road for three to four seconds, at 55 mph the car travels the length of
a football field. Other factors, such as fatigue, weather and traffic conditions, can increase the negative impact of
distractions on driving ability.
The Clues
How often are you distracted while you are driving? Take this test to determine your distraction quotient. In the
space next to the question, write the number of times this has happened to you in the past week.
Be honest! No one will see this but you.
____ You used a cell phone/pager while driving.
____ You ate or drank while driving.
____ You performed personal grooming while driving (put on make-up, shaved, brushed/combed hair, etc…)
____ You engaged in an intense conversation while driving.
____ You read something inside your vehicle or wrote something, while driving.
____ A passenger in your car screamed or gasped because of something you did or did not do.
____ You ran a stop sign or stoplight unintentionally.
____ You swerved suddenly to avoid an animal, a car or another highway hazard.
____ You slammed on your brakes because you didn't see the car in front of you stop.
____ You didn't remember driving from one place to another.
____ You drifted in your lane or into another lane of traffic.
_______ = Total
If you scored higher than 1, these events are clues or signals that you are distracted while driving. Each distraction is a
potential accident waiting to happen. The next time you decide to read a road map or a work report, referee an
argument or even engage in an intense conversation on a cell phone or with occupants in the car, ask yourself ... who's
driving?
The Solution
Suggestions for helping you manage distractions safely:
NEVER DRIVE AND USE YOUR CELL PHONE AT THE SAME TIME! Innocent lives have ended at the hand of people who
were using their cell phones while driving.
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If the newspaper, consumer’s file or day planner is too great a temptation, stick them in the trunk of the car until you
arrive at your destination. Secure everyone and everything that could be a distraction. Pre-set the climate control,
radio, music and identify the location of signals, wipers and lights in the vehicle before driving.
Postpone complex or emotional conversations on the phone or with passengers until you arrive at your destination. If
a passenger is distracting you, pull over where it is safe and legal to do so. Don't start driving until the situation is
under control.
The next time you catch yourself slamming on the brakes to avoid hitting someone—Recognize that you may be
driving distracted. Use some common sense and help keep our roads safer for everyone. Avoid driving when
emotional issues make it difficult for you to concentrate. Never drive under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
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MINNESOTA TRAFFIC FACTS
Traffic crashes are the leading cause of death for persons age 1-34.
In 2015, there were 74,772 traffic crashes in Minnesota involving 138,057 vehicles. These crashes caused 411 deaths and
29,981 injuries.
In 2015, 411 fatal crashes occurred in Minnesota. Of these, a 13.9 percent increase from the previous year.
Approximately 32% of fatal crashes occurred on the weekend.
Fifteen to 24-year-olds make up 14.2% of licensed drivers, yet they accounted for 23.4% of the crash-involved drivers.
74% of fatal crashes occurred on roads covered with snow or slush, or with ice or packed snow.
In 2015, 87 percent of unbelted deaths occurred in Greater Minnesota.
Of the 411 occupants of motor vehicles killed in 2015, 91 were not wearing a seat belt. It is estimated that almost a
quarter
would have survived had they been buckled.
FATALITIES AND INJURIES
Of the 74,772 motor vehicle crashes in 2015...
o 29,981 people were injured
▪ 1,127 of these were severe injuries
▪ 7,251 of these were moderate injuries
▪ 21,603 of these were minor injuries
o 181,663 people involved in crashes
▪ 128,057 motor vehicles were involved in crashes
▪ 898 crashes involved at least 1 bicyclist
▪ 911 crashes involved at least 1 pedestrian
o One-third of all crashes involved just one vehicle
▪ One in five fatalities were less than 25 years old
▪ 3 of 4 fatalities occurred in rural areas (< 5,000 population)
▪ 7,425 crashes were classified as “hit-and-run”.
▪ The economic loss of Minnesota was over $1.7 billion
(note: multiple factors may be cited in a single crash)
CRASH DYNAMICS
During a motor vehicle crash, there are three collisions happening at the same time:
1. The Vehicle's Collision
This is what happens at the point of impact, whether it comes from the front, back or side. The vehicle begins
stopping as soon as it collides with an object such as another vehicle, wall or tree.
2. The Human Collision
At the moment of impact (whether you are driving or not), you will be moving at the same speed as the car. If you
are unbelted, whatever is in front of you (ie. steering wheel, windshield, front seat, another person, etc.) will stop
you from moving. The human collision is the one that causes injury.
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3. The Human Body's Internal Collision
Even after you come to a complete stop, your internal organs continue moving forward. Suddenly, these organs
collide with other organs. This collision can cause considerable and potentially fatal injury. With any of these
collisions, you and your passengers have the best chance of reducing or avoiding injury if everyone is buckled up.
SEAT BELTS SAVE LIVES
Each year, seat belts are estimated to save 9,500 lives nationally. Simply wearing a seat belt reduces the risk of being
killed or injured in a traffic crash by 50%. In rollovers, they are 74% effective in preventing death in passenger cars.
Failure to use a seat belt contributes to more fatalities than any other single traffic safety-related behavior. If everyone
were to wear a seat belt while driving or riding in a vehicle, the number of persons killed or injured every hour could be
cut by half.
LAWS THAT EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW
THE MINNESOTA SEAT BELT LAW:
1. All front-seat occupants, as well as occupants under the age of 11 seated
anywhere in the vehicle, must wear seat belts.
2. Applies to both residents and non-residents of Minnesota.
3. Belts must be used properly (lap belt overlap, not abdomen; strap over
shoulder, not under arm).
4. A driver or passenger 15 years old or older is subject to a $25 fine for not
wearing a seat belt. The driver and passengers may be cited separately.
5. A driver must be stopped or detained for a moving violation other than a
violation involving motor vehicle equipment.
6. A driver may not be ticketed for violation by a front-seat passenger over 11
and under 15 if the passenger is not the driver's child.
THE MINNESOTA CHILD SAFETY SEAT LAW:
1. Children under 4 must be in a federally approved safety seat.
2. Safety seats must be installed and used according to the manufacturer's
instructions.
3. Applies to all motor vehicles originally equipped with factory-installed seat belts.
4. Applies to all seating positions.
5. The driver is responsible.
6. The petty misdemeanor fine is $50.
7. Applies to both residents and non-residents of Minnesota.
IMPORTANT STATISTICS
Seatbelts reduce the risk of serious injury and death by 40% to 60%. Air bags, used in
combination with available seat belts, provide an additional 11 percent reduction in
fatality risk. Traffic crashes are the leading cause of death for persons ages 1-33.
75% of serious and fatal injuries occur less than 25 miles from home. The average
hospital cost for those who do not buckle up is 50% more than for those who choose to
buckle up.
OCCUPANT PROTECTION (SEAT BELTS and CHILD SAFETY SEATS)
COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS
I am short and the shoulder belt rubs against my neck. What can I do?
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Slight adjustments in one's seating position can often relieve uncomfortable
rubbing. If this doesn't work, check with the car manufacturer for other
options. Don't use products that interfere with the design of the seat belt.
Are air bags safe?
Yes, air bags are designed to provide supplemental protection for belted
occupants.
Air bags do not replace seat belts.
Air bags will only protect in frontal or near-frontal crashes.
What is the safest way for a child to ride in a vehicle with a passenger side air bag?
Never place a rear-facing infant seat in the front seat of a car equipped with an air
bag.
Children 12 and under should always ride in the rear seat.
Make sure all children are buckled up no matter where they sit. Unbuckled
children can be hurt or killed by an air bag.
What is the correct way to wear a seat belt?
Lap Belt
It should lie low across the hips and over the upper thigh.
It should not lie across the abdomen.
It should be adjusted so that it is snug.
Shoulder Belt
It should lie across the chest and over the collarbone with minimal, if any, slack.
Do not place the shoulder belt behind the back. This increases the crash's force
on the lap portion of the belt and allows the head and/or chest to strike the
steering wheel, dashboard or another seat in the vehicle.
Do not wear the shoulder belt under the arm because it places the belt over the
ribs which are not strong enough to withstand the forces of a crash. Broken ribs
could cause serious internal injuries.
How do I get others to buckle up?
Present the facts. If you're armed with information about the proven benefits of
seat belts, you may be able to convince someone that buckling up is a smart thing
to do. Remind non-users that any unrestrained occupant can be thrown into
another occupant.
Talk dollars and common sense. Motor vehicle crashes cost money. They cost
families, employers and taxpayers millions of dollars every year.
Take control. Lay down the rules. Remind a non-user that seat belt use is the law
in Minnesota. Require seat belt use in your vehicle. Refuse to start the car until
everyone in the vehicle is buckled up.
Show you care. Ask non-users to buckle up because you care about their safety.
When can my child begin using the vehicle seat belt?
A child should stay in an approved child safety seat or booster seat until that child
fits the adult seat belt and the vehicle seat properly (usually not until the child is
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eight years old, about 4'9" and weighs approximately 80 lbs.). A proper fitting
seat belt means that the lap belts stays low and snug on the hips, the shoulder
belt stays across the chest and collar bone, and the child sits up with back against
the vehicle seat and knees bend at the edge of the seat cushion.
Booster seats are perfect for children too big for convertible car seats and too
small to fit the adult seat belt. Boosters make seat belts fit correctly. There are
two types of boosters: a belt-positioning booster with a high back for head
support and a booster that has no shield or a removable shield. Boosters must be
used with a lap and shoulder belt.
Booster seats with a small plastic shield in front of the child are NOT
recommended. Shield boosters do not pass current federal standards for children
over 40 pounds. Children under 40 pounds should ride in a forward-facing
convertible or a forward-facing-only seat with a harness.
If the booster has a removable shield, the base of the booster may be used with a
lap and shoulder belt. Never use a booster with only a lap belt.
I don't feel comfortable using just my lap belt. Can I install a shoulder belt?
In most cases, the belt system can be replaced. Many manufacturers also have
shoulder belt kits that can be installed after a vehicle was purchased.
Some vehicles have the lap/shoulder belt attached to the vehicle door and cannot
safely secure a child in a child safety seat. Although it is recommended that
children always ride in the back seat, several manufacturers will install a
supplemental lap belt to use with a child safety seat. Many manufacturers have
toll-free telephone numbers set up specifically to answer questions about
retrofitting seat belts.
Why aren't there seat belts on school buses?
Using the concept of "eggs in a carton," school bus seats are designed to protect
school-age students well in both frontal and rear collisions.
What's the safest way to transport infants and preschoolers on school buses?
Although the design of school buses is effective in protecting school-age children,
children under 5 require special care to be adequately protected. The safest way
to transport these younger children is on school buses equipped with seat belts
which can secure child safety seats, including booster seats.
How does a seat belt work?
Spreads forces over a wide area of the body
Restrains body at the strongest points
Slows body down gradually
Helps protects the head and spinal cord
The seat belt holds you in place while the car crushes and slows down. This
means that our head, face and chest are less likely to strike the steering wheel,
windshield, dashboard or the car's interior frame. You and other occupants
wearing seat belts are not thrown into another person or ejected from the
vehicle. Finally, if you are the driver, the safety belt helps you maintain control of
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the vehicle by keeping you conscious and in the driver's seat. This increases the
chance of preventing a second crash.
Which child safety seat is the safest?
The safest child safety seat is the one that fits in your vehicle, is the right size for
your child and is used correctly every time. All safety seats manufactured in the
U.S. must comply with the same strict safety standards.
My child seems too big for his/her safety seat and too small for the vehicle's seat belt.
What should I do?
Once a child has outgrown the child safety seat, he or she should graduate to
an approved booster seat. A child has outgrown the child safety seat when the
manufacturer's weight limit has been exceeded or if the midpoint of the child's
head extends above the child safety seat.
Should I use my child safety seat if it was involved in a crash?
A child safety seat that has been in a crash may have sustained structural damage
that is not easily visible. Seats involved in a crash should be replaced. Auto
insurance may cover the cost of a new child car seat.
Is it safe to use a second-hand car seat?
It is best to use a new car seat. That is the only guarantee you have a safe seat.
However, if considering a second-hand seat, it is important to get a full history of
the seat from the previous owner(s). Has the seat been involved in a crash? Has a
recall been issued for the seat? Is the seat too old (more than 6 years)? Does the
seat have all the necessary parts?
How do I know if my child's safety seat has been recalled?
To determine if a safety seat has been recalled, contact the manufacturer or the
Auto Safety Hotline. Before contacting them, look up the model number, the
manufacturer of the seat and the date of manufacture. To be notified of a recall
immediately, register ownership of the seat with the manufacturer.
How do I know if I'm using my child's safety seat correctly?
Safety seats are not as simple as they look to install and use. Always read the car
seat manufacturer's instruction manual and the vehicle owner's manual to ensure
correct use of your safety seat.
Can a child under 40 pounds use a booster seat?
It is not recommended. A convertible car seat or a forward-facing-only seat with a
harness is the safest way to ride. However, if a child is tall enough that his or her
ears are higher than the top of the convertible seat, and weighs less than 40
pounds, use a booster seat.
Are there seats available for low-birth weight babies or children with special needs?
Yes there are. No child should ride unrestrained. There are many different
restraint systems available for children who do not fit in conventional car seats.
Never attempt to adapt a child's safety seat. These seats are designed to meet
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safety standards, and any deviation from the design may not provide adequate
protection or may even cause serious injury.
It's safer to be buckled in than to be thrown from your vehicle. The chances of
being killed are four times greater if you are thrown out of the car than if you are
held in by a seat belt. Another vehicle can hit you, you can hit another moving
object, your own vehicle can harm you or you may not make it fully out of your
vehicle.
I don't need to buckle up because I am strong enough to brace myself in a crash.
In case of a crash, being buckled up can prevent you from hitting objects or other
people inside of the car. At 35 mph, an unbelted passenger weighing 180 lbs. can
crash into the steering wheel, the dashboard, the windshield, or even onto the
pavement with a force equal to falling from a three-story building.
I'm pregnant and I can't wear a seat belt. It might cause a miscarriage or crush the baby.
There is no evidence that wearing a seat belt increases the chance of injury to an
unborn child. In fact, in a crash, the lap/shoulder belt will prevent the driver and other
occupants from being thrown from the vehicle or from striking the hard interior areas
inside the car. Pregnant women should wear the lap portion of the belt under the
stomach as low as possible on the hips, and, if riding in front, the vehicle seat should
be moved as far back as possible.

I don't wear my seat belt because it causes serious injuries.
There is little evidence to suggest that properly worn and fitting safety belts generate
life threatening injuries, but much evidence to suggest that they greatly decrease
injuries.
Whether I wear a safety belt is my choice - it doesn't affect anyone else.
When someone is injured or dies in a traffic crash, we all pay. These costs, which
include emergency services, hospital services and survivor payments, are paid for by
all taxpayers and insurance policyholders. Increasing seat belt use is one of the most
cost-effective ways to reduce traffic fatalities.
Any unrestrained occupant in a vehicle puts all other occupants at risk of injury. In
motor vehicle crashes, unrestrained occupants can strike other occupants with force.
NAVIGATING THE ASPHALT JUNGLE
There is a lot of information about defensive driving while on roadways, but what about parking lots? These
seemingly endless stretches of asphalt present their own set of hazards. Whether parking for work, on a quick
shopping trip or dropping the kids off, extra precautions are needed to keep everyone safe. The Minnesota
Safety Council offers these tips on parking lot safety to keep you from being stalled.
Be alert and slow down. Many parking lot collisions occur when vehicles cut across a parking area, often to
avoid traffic signals on main roads. These drivers often exceed the posted lot limit. Collisions also occur at
entrances to mall parking lots and on the mall's perimeter roads.
Take care and look for "sharks"--and try not to be one! Sharks are drivers who are so intent upon finding the
perfect parking place that they fail to pay attention to conditions around them. If you're looking for a space,
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park in the first available spot. Continually circling the parking lot for the closest spot only increases your
frustration.
Stay inside the lines. Parking lots are marked with either perpendicular or angled lines. Collisions occur when
pulling out of an angled space or when pulling into a perpendicular space. The greatest number of collisions
occur when backing out of a parking space. If possible, back into your space so that when exiting you are pulling
out into traffic. When you back out of a parking space, look over your shoulder (don't rely on your mirrors
alone) and open a window a crack so you can hear any cars that you may not see.
Signal those turns. Using your turn signals to indicate which direction you are going is as essential in the parking
lot as on the road. When waiting for a parking space, your turn signal indicates your intention to park once the
space is vacated. When two vehicles pull up to a space at the same time, common courtesy dictates that the
vehicle on the same side as the spot has the right of way.
Follow the rules of the lot. Parking lots are marked with speed limit, stop and directional arrow signs. These are
in place for a reason. Be aware that many lots also use speed bumps to regulate the speed of automobiles.
Be aware of the parking lot surface; report deteriorated conditions and any other hazards to the management.
Uneven pavement or potholes can cause damage to vehicles as well as injuries to pedestrians.
Parking ramps have some additional concerns. Always take your ticket with you. If a thief finds your automobile
attractive, it will be more difficult for them to leave the ramp without being questioned by the parking lot
attendant if the ticket isn't in the auto.
When exiting a parking ramp, be on the lookout for any traffic entering the exit lane or ramp from other
parking levels. Also, watch for indications that a vehicle is preparing to vacate a parking spot: brake lights, backup lights, exhaust and driver body language. You should park in a well-lit section of a lot or ramp, or in an area
that is not isolated. If possible, avoid shrubs, walls or signs; they can obstruct your vision when exiting and also
provide potential hiding places for assailants. Secure any valuables in the trunk and activate any security
devices. Make sure all doors are locked and windows are rolled up. If you are uncomfortable walking to your
vehicle after dark or alone, don't hesitate to ask the lot management for an escort. Many lots and ramps
provide escort services.
In today's busy world parents are often dropping children off for various activities, from sports practice to
music lessons or the movies. Keeping children safe in parking areas requires clear instructions and vigilance.
Allow plenty of time to travel to your destination. Kids are often excited about the event and love to run. They
often fail to look both ways for traffic. Reinforce the rules of properly crossing the street. These rules also apply
to parking lots. Look for a designated loading/unloading zone. If one is not present, find a less busy area in
which to drop off the kids.

PLEASE TAKE CORRESPONDING TEST
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245D POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES ADMISSION CRITERIA POLICY AND PROCEDURE
POLICY:
It is the policy of Alliance Health Services to promote continuity of care by ensuring that admission and service
initiation is consistent with a person’s service recipient rights under section 245D.04 and Alliance’s knowledge, skill,
and ability to meet the service and support needs of person’s served by this program.
PROCEDURE:
A. Pre-admission
Before admitting a person to the program, Alliance must provide the following information to the person
or the person’s legal representative:
1. Information on the limits to services available from Alliance, including the knowledge and skill of the
program staff and the program’s ability to meet the person’s service and support needs.
2. (The following requirement is for Community Residential Settings only) A copy of the fact sheet
Alliance received from a law enforcement authority or corrections agent for a person who is a
registered predatory offender currently being served by Alliance when the fact sheet includes a risk
level classification for the offender. The fact sheet received by Alliance should not be altered when
being provided and should contain the following information: (1) name and physical description of
the offender; (2) the offender's conviction history, including the dates of conviction; (3) the risk level
classification assigned to the offender under section 244.052, if any; and (4) the profile of likely
victims. If a person is being admitted to Alliance who is a registered predatory offender and Alliance
has received a fact sheet, a copy of the fact sheet must be provided to all persons currently served by
Alliance or their legal representative.
B. Service initiation
1. Service recipient rights
Upon service initiation Alliance will provide each person or each person's legal representative with a
written notice that identifies the service recipient rights under 245D.04, and an explanation of those
rights within five working days of service initiation and annually thereafter. Reasonable
accommodations will be made to provide this information in other formats or languages as needed to
facilitate understanding of the rights by the person and the person's legal representative, if any.
Alliance will maintain documentation of the person's or the person's legal representative's receipt of a
copy and an explanation of the rights.
2. Availability of program policies and procedures
Alliance must inform the person, or the person’s legal representative, and case manager of the
policies and procedures affecting a person's rights under section 245D.04, and provide copies of the
following policies and procedures, within five working days of service initiation:
FOR BASIC SERVICES & SUPPORTS •
•

Grievance policy and procedure.
Service suspension and termination policy and procedure.
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• Emergency use of manual restraints policy and procedure.
FOR INTENSIVE SERVICES & SUPPORTS –
• The policies and procedures listed for basic services and supports.
• Data privacy.
3. Handling property and funds
Alliance will obtain written authorization from the person or the person's legal representative and the
case manager whenever Alliance will assist a person with the safekeeping of funds or other property.
Authorization must be obtained within five working days of service initiation and renewed annually
thereafter. At the time initial authorization is obtained, Alliance will ask the person or the person's
legal representative and the case manager how often they want to receive a statement that itemizes
receipts and disbursements of funds or other property. Alliance will document the preference.
Alliance will document changes to these preferences when they are requested.
C. Refusal to admit a person
1. Refusal to admit a person to Alliance must be based on an evaluation of the person’s assessed needs
and the licensed provider’s lack of capacity to meet the needs of the person.
2. This licensed program must not refuse to admit a person based solely on:
a. the type of residential services the person is receiving
b. person’s severity of disability;
c. orthopedic or neurological handicaps;
d. sight or hearing impairments;
e. lack of communication skills;
f. physical disabilities;
g. toilet habits;
h. behavioral disorders; or
i. past failure to make progress.
3. Documentation of the basis of refusal must be provided to the person or the person’s legal
representative and case manager upon request.
245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES DATA PRIVACY POLICY AND PROCEDURE
POLICY:
Alliance Health Services recognizes the right of each person receiving services in this program to confidentiality and data
privacy. This policy provides general guidelines and principles for safeguarding service recipient rights to data privacy
under section 245D.04, subdivision 3(a) and access to their records under section 245D.095, subdivision 4, of the 245D
Home and Community-based Services Standards.
PROCEDURE:
B. Private Data
3. Private data includes all information on persons that has been gathered by Alliance or from other sources
for program purposes as contained in an individual data file, including their presence and status in this
program.
4. Data is private if it is about individuals and is classified as private by state or federal law. Only the following
persons are permitted access to private data:
a. The individual who is the subject of the data or a legal representative.
b. Anyone to whom the individual gives signed consent to view the data.
c. Employees of the welfare system whose work assignments reasonably require access to the data. This
includes staff persons in this program.
d. Anyone the law says can view the data.
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e. Data collected within the welfare system about individuals are considered welfare data. Welfare data is
private data on individuals; including medical and/or health data. Agencies in the welfare system
include, but are not limited to: Department of Human Services; local social services agencies, including
a person’s case manager; county welfare agencies; human services boards; the Office of Ombudsman
for Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities; and persons and entities under contract with any of
the above agencies; this includes this program and other licensed caregivers jointly providing services
to the same person.
f. Once informed consent has been obtained from the person or the legal representative there is no
prohibition against sharing welfare data with other persons or entities within the welfare system for the
purposes of planning, developing, coordinating and implementing needed services
g. Data created prior to the death of a person retains the same legal classification (public, private,
confidential) after the person’s death that it had before the death.
F. Providing Notice
At the time of service initiation, the person and his/her legal representative, if any, will be notified of Alliance’s
data privacy policy. Staff will document that this information was provided to the individual and/or their legal
representative in the individual record.
G. Obtaining Informed Consent or Authorization for Release of Information
1. At the time informed consent is being obtained staff must tell the person or the legal representative
individual the following:
j. why the data is being collected;
k. how the agency intends to use the information;
l. whether the individual may refuse or is legally required to furnish the information;
m. what known consequences may result from either providing or refusing to disclose the information; and
with whom the collecting agency is authorized by law to share the data. What the individual can do if
they believe the information is incorrect or incomplete;
n. how the individual can see and get copies of the data collected about them; and any other rights that
the individual may have regarding the specific type of information collected.
3. A proper informed consent or authorization for release of information form must include these factors
(unless otherwise prescribed by the HIPAA Standards of Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information 45 C.F.R. section 164):
a. be written in plain language;
b. be dated;
c. designate the particular agencies or person(s) who will get the information;
d. specify the information which will be released;
e. indicate the specific agencies or person who will release the information;
f. specify the purposes for which the information will be used immediately and in the future;
g. contain a reasonable expiration date of no more than one year; and
h. specify the consequences for the person by signing the consent form, including:
"Consequences: I know that state and federal privacy laws protect my records. I know:
•
•

i.

Why I am being asked to release this information.
I do not have to consent to the release of this information. But not doing so may affect this
program's ability to provide needed services to me.
• If I do not consent, the information will not be released unless the law otherwise allows it.
• I may stop this consent with a written notice at any time, but this written notice will not affect
information this program has already released.
• The person(s) or agency(s) who get my information may be able to pass it on to others.
• If my information is passed on to others by this program, it may no longer be protected by this
authorization.
• This consent will end one year from the date I sign it, unless the law allows for a longer period."
Maintain all informed consent documents in the consumer's individual record.
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H. Staff Access to Private Data
1. This policy applies to all program staff, volunteers, and persons or agencies under contract with Alliance
(paid or unpaid).
2. Staff persons do not automatically have access to private data about the persons served by Alliance or about
other staff or agency personnel. Staff persons must have a specific work function need for the information.
Private data about persons are available only to
Alliance employees whose work assignments reasonably require access to the data; or who are authorized
by law to have access to the data.

I.

3. Any written or verbal exchanges about a person's private information by staff with other staff or any other
persons will be done in such a way as to preserve confidentiality, protect data privacy, and respect the
dignity of the person whose private data is being shared.
4. As a general rule, doubts about the correctness of sharing information should be referred to the supervisor.
Individual access to private data.
Individuals or their legal representatives have a right to access and review the individual record.

9. A staff person will be present during the review and will make an entry in the person's progress notes as to
the person who accessed the record, date and time of review, and list any copies made from the record.
10. An individual may challenge the accuracy or completeness of information contained in the record. Staff will
refer the individual to the grievance policy for lodging a complaint.
11. Individuals may request copies of pages in their record.
12. No individual, legal representative, staff person, or anyone else may permanently remove or destroy any
portion of the person’s record.
G. Case manager access to private data.
A person’s case manager and the foster care licensor have access to the records of persons served by Alliance
under section 245D.095, subd. 4.
G. Requesting Information from Other Licensed Caregivers or Primary Health Care Providers.
13. Complete the attached release of information authorization form. Carefully list all the consults, reports or
assessments needed, giving specific dates whenever possible. Also, identify the purpose for the request.
14. Clearly identify the recipient of information. If information is to be sent to the program's health care
consultant or other staff at the program, include Attention: (name of person to receive the information),
and the name and address of the program.
15. Assure informed consent to share the requested private data with the person or entity has been obtained
from the person or the legal representative.
16. Keep the document in the person’s record.
245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES DRUG/ALCOHOL FREE WORK PLACE POLICY AND PROCEDURE
POLICY:
It is the policy of Alliance Health Services to support a workplace free from the effects of drugs, alcohol, chemicals, and
abuse of prescription medications. This policy applies to all of our employees, subcontractors, and volunteers.
PROCEDURE:
A. All employees must be free from the abuse of prescription medications or being in any manner under the
influence of a chemical that impairs their ability to provide services or care.
B. The consumption of alcohol is prohibited while directly responsible for persons receiving services, or on our
property (owned or leased), or in our vehicles, machinery, or equipment (owned or leased), and will result in
corrective action up to and including termination.
C. Being under the influence of a controlled substance identified under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 152, or
alcohol, or illegal drugs in any manner that impairs or could impair an employee’s ability to provide care or
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services to persons receiving services is prohibited and will result in corrective action up to and including
termination.
The use, sale, manufacture, distribution, or possession of illegal drugs while providing care or to persons
receiving services, or on our property (owned or leased), or in our vehicles, machinery, or equipment (owned
or leased), will result in corrective action up to and including termination.
Any employee convicted of criminal drug use or activity must notify Alliance no later than five (5) days after
the conviction.
Criminal conviction for the sale of narcotics, illegal drugs or controlled substances will result in corrective
action up to and including termination.
Alliance will notify the appropriate law enforcement agency when we have reasonable suspicion to believe
that an employee may have illegal drugs in his/her possession. Where appropriate, we will also notify licensing
boards.

D.

E.
F.
G.

245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES EMERGENCY USE OF MANUAL RESTRAINTS (EUMR) POLICY
POLICY:
It is the policy of Alliance Health Services to promote the rights of persons served by this program and to protect their
health and safety during the emergency use of manual restraints.
“Emergency use of manual restraint” means using a manual restraint when a person poses an imminent risk of
physical harm to self or others and it is the least restrictive intervention that would achieve safety. Property damage,
verbal aggression, or a person’s refusal to receive or participate in treatment or programming on their own, do not
constitute an emergency.
POSITIVE SUPPORT STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES INVOLVED:
A. The following positive support strategies and techniques must be used to attempt to de-escalate a person’s
behavior before it poses an imminent risk of physical harm to self or others:
Strategies and techniques used include but are not limited to::
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Non-Verbal recognition
Bridge of Commonality
Offer alternative solutions
Questioning
Use of humor
Distraction
Statement of Potential Natural Outcomes

B. Alliance will develop a positive support transition plan on the forms and in manner prescribed by the Commissioner
and within the required timelines for each person served when required in order to:
1. eliminate the use of prohibited procedures as identified in section III of this policy;
2. avoid the emergency use of manual restraint as identified in section I of this policy;
3. prevent the person from physically harming self or others; or
4. phase out any existing plans for the emergency or programmatic use of aversive or deprivation procedures
prohibited.
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PERMITTED ACTIONS AND PROCEDURES:
Use of the following instructional techniques and intervention procedures used on an intermittent or continuous basis
are permitted by this program. When used on a continuous basis, it must be addressed in a person’s coordinated
service and support plan addendum.
A.

Physical contact or instructional techniques must be the least restrictive alternative possible to meet the
needs of the person and may be used to:
1. calm or comfort a person by holding that persons with no resistance from that person;
2. protect a person known to be at risk of injury due to frequent falls as a result of a

medical condition;

3. facilitate the person’s completion of a task or response when the person does not resist or the person’s
resistance is minimal in intensity and duration; or
4. block or redirect a person’s limbs or body without holding the person or limiting the person’s movement to
interrupt the person’s behavior that may result in injury to self or others, with less than 60 seconds of physical
contact by staff; or
5. to redirect a person’s behavior when the behavior does not pose a serious threat to the person or others
and the behavior is effectively redirected with less than 60 seconds of physical contact by staff.
B.

Restraint may be used as an intervention procedure to:
1. allow a licensed health care professional to safely conduct a medical examination or to provide medical
treatment ordered by a licensed health care professional to a person necessary to promote healing or
recovery from an acute, meaning short-term, medical condition; or
2. assist in the safe evacuation or redirection of a person in the event of an emergency and the person is at
imminent risk of harm; or
3. position a person with physical disabilities in a manner specified in the person’s coordinated service and
support plan addendum.
Any use of manual restraint as allowed in this paragraph [Section B] must comply with the restrictions
identified in [Section A].

C. Use of adaptive aids or equipment, orthotic devices, or other medical equipment ordered by a licensed health
professional to treat a diagnosed medical condition do not in and of themselves constitute the use of mechanical
restraint.
PROHIBITED PROCEDURES:
Use of the following procedures as a substitute for adequate staffing, for a behavioral or therapeutic program to
reduce or eliminate behavior, as punishment, or for staff convenience, is prohibited by Alliance:
1. Chemical restraint
2. Mechanical restraint
3. Manual restraint
4. Time out
5. Seclusion
6. Any aversive or deprivation procedure
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MANUAL RESTRAINTS ALLOWED IN EMERGENCIES:
A.

Alliance allows the following manual restraint procedures to be used on an emergency basis when a
person’s conduct poses an imminent risk of physical harm to self or others and less restrictive strategies
have not achieved safety:
Alliance instructs on and allows the use of: Simple Escort

A list of the allowed manual restraints is attached that includes a description of each of the manual restraints trained
staff are allowed to use and instructions for the safe and correct implementation of those procedures.
B.
Alliance will not allow the use of a manual restraint procedure with a person when it has been determined by
the person’s physician or mental health provider to be medically or psychologically contraindicated. This program will
complete an assessment of whether the allowed procedures are contraindicated for each person receiving services as
part of the service planning required under section 245D.071, subdivision 2, for recipients of basic support services; or
the assessment and initial service planning required under section 245D.071, subdivision 3, for recipients of intensive
support services.
CONDITIONS FOR EUMR:
A.
Emergency use of manual restraint must meet the following conditions:
1. immediate intervention must be needed to protect the person or others from imminent risk of physical
harm;
2. the type of manual restraint used must be the least restrictive intervention to eliminate the immediate risk
of harm and effectively achieve safety; and
3. the manual restraint must end when the threat of harm ends.
B.
The following conditions, on their own, are not conditions for emergency use of manual restraint:
1. the person is engaging in property destruction that does not cause imminent risk of physical harm;
2. the person is engaging in verbal aggression with staff or others; or
3. a person’s refusal to receive or participate in treatment or programming.
RESTRICTIONS WHEN IMPLEMENTING EUMR:
Emergency use of manual restraint must not:
1. be implemented with a child in a manner that constitutes sexual abuse, neglect, physical abuse, or mental
injury;
2. be implemented with an adult in a manner that constitutes abuse or neglect;
3. be implemented in a manner that violates a person’s rights and protection;
4. be implemented in a manner that is medically or psychologically contraindicated for a person;
5. restrict a person’s normal access to a nutritious diet, drinking water, adequate ventilation, necessary
medical care, ordinary hygiene facilities, normal sleeping conditions, or necessary clothing;
6. restrict a person’s normal access to any protection required by state licensing standards and federal
regulations governing this program;
7. deny a person visitation or ordinary contact with legal counsel, a legal representative, or next of kin;
8. be used as a substitute for adequate staffing, for the convenience of staff, as punishment, or as a
consequence if the person refuses to participate in the treatment or services provided by this program;
9. use prone restraint. “Prone restraint” means use of manual restraint that places a person in a face-down
position. It does not include brief physical holding of a person who, during an emergency use of manual
restraint, rolls into a prone position, and the person is restored to a standing, sitting, or side-lying position as
quickly as possible; or
10. apply back or chest pressure while a person is in a prone or supine (meaning a face-up) position.
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MONITORING EUMR:
A. Alliance must monitor a person’s health and safety during an emergency use of a manual restraint. The purpose of
the monitoring is to ensure the following:
1. only manual restraints allowed in this policy are implemented;
2. manual restraints that have been determined to be contraindicated for a person are not implemented with
that person;
3. allowed manual restraints are implemented only by staff trained in their use;
4. the restraint is being implemented properly as required; and
5. the mental, physical, and emotional condition of the person who is being manually restrained is being
assessed and intervention is provided when necessary to maintain the person’s health and safety and prevent
injury to the person, staff involved, or others involved.
B. When possible, a staff person who is not implementing the emergency use of a manual restraint must monitor the
procedure.
C. A monitoring form, as approved by the Commissioner, must be completed for each incident involving the
emergency use of a manual restraint.
REPORTING EUMR:
A. Within 24 hours of an emergency use of manual restraint, the legal representative and the case manager must
receive verbal notification of the occurrence as required under the incident response and reporting requirements in
section 245D.06, subdivision
1.When the emergency use of manual restraint involves more than one person receiving services, the incident
report made to the legal representative and the case manager must not disclose personally identifiable
information about any other person unless the program has the consent of the person.
B. Within 3 calendar days after an emergency use of a manual restraint, the staff person who implemented the
emergency use must report in writing to the program’s designated coordinator the following information about the
emergency use:
1. who was involved in the incident leading up to the emergency use of a manual restraint; including the
names of staff and persons receiving services who were involved;
2. a description of the physical and social environment, including who was present before and during the
incident leading up to the emergency use of a manual restraint;
3. a description of what less restrictive alternative measures were attempted to de-escalate the incident and
maintain safety before the emergency use of a manual restraint was implement. This description must identify
when, how, and how long the alternative measures were attempted before the manual restraint was
implemented;
4. a description of the mental, physical, and emotional condition of the person who was manually restrained,
leading up to, during, and following the manual restraint;
5. a description of the mental, physical, and emotional condition of the other persons involved leading up to,
during, and following the manual restraint;
6. whether there was any injury to the person who was restrained before or as a result of the use of a manual
restraint;
7. whether there was any injury to other persons, including staff, before or as a result of the use of a manual
restraint; and
8. whether there was a debriefing with the staff and, if not contraindicated, with the person who was
restrained and other persons who were involved in or who witnessed the restraint, following the incident.
Include the outcome of the debriefing. If the debriefing was not conducted at the time the incident report was
made, the report should identify whether a debriefing is planned.
C. A copy of this report must be maintained in the person’s service recipient record.
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D. Each single incident of emergency use of manual restraint must be reported separately. A single incident is when
the following conditions have been met:
1. after implementing the manual restraint, staff attempt to release the person at the moment staff believe
the person’s conduct no longer poses an imminent risk of physical harm to self or others and less restrictive
strategies can be implemented to maintain safety;
2. upon the attempt to release the restraint, the person’s behavior immediately re-escalates; and
3. staff must immediately re-implement the manual restraint in order to maintain safety.
INTERNAL REVIEW OF EUMR:
A. Within 5 business days after the date of the emergency use of a manual restraint, Alliance must complete and
document an internal review of the report prepared by the staff member who implemented the emergency
procedure.
B. The internal review must include an evaluation of whether:
1. the person’s service and support strategies need to be revised;
2. related policies and procedures were followed;
3. the policies and procedures were adequate;
4. there is need for additional staff training;
5. the reported event is similar to past events with the persons, staff, or the services involved; and
6. there is a need for corrective action by the program to protect the health and safety of persons.
C. Based on the results of the internal review, Alliance must develop, document, and implement a corrective action
plan for the program designed to correct current lapses and prevent future lapses in performance by individuals or the
program.
D. The corrective action plan, if any, must be implemented within 30 days of the internal review being completed.
E. Alliance has identified the following person or position responsible for conducting the internal review and for
ensuring that corrective action is taken, when determined necessary:
Program Director
EXPANDED SUPPORT TEAM REVIEW OF EUMR:
A. Within 5 working days after the completion of the internal review, Alliance must consult with the expanded support
team to:
1. Discuss the incident to:
a. define the antecedent or event that gave rise to the behavior resulting in the manual restraint; and
b. identify the perceived function the behavior served.
2. Determine whether the person’s coordinated service and support plan addendum needs to be revised to:
a. positively and effectively help the person maintain stability; and
b. reduce or eliminate future occurrences of manual restraint.
B. Alliance must maintain a written summary of the expanded support team’s discussion and decisions in the person’s
service recipient record.
C. Alliance has identified the following person or position responsible for conducting the expanded support team
review and for ensuring that the person’s coordinated service and support plan addendum is revised, when
determined necessary.
Program Director
EXTERNAL REVIEW AND REPORTING OF EUMR:
Within 5 working days after the completion of the expanded support team review, Alliance must submit the following
to the Department of Human Services using the online reporting tool and the Office of the Ombudsman for Mental
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Health and Developmental Disabilities:
1. report of the emergency use of a manual restraint;
2. the internal review and corrective action plan; and
3. the expanded support team review written summary.
STAFF TRAINING:
Before staff may implement manual restraints on an emergency basis the program must provide the training required
in this section.
A.
The program must provide staff with orientation and annual training as required in Minnesota Statutes,
section 245D.09.
1. Before having unsupervised direct contact with persons served by Alliance, the program must provide
instruction on prohibited procedures that address the following:
a. what constitutes the use of restraint, time out, seclusion, and chemical restraint;
b. staff responsibilities related to ensuring prohibited procedures are not used;
c. why such prohibited procedures are not effective for reducing or eliminating symptoms or
undesired behavior;
d. why prohibited procedures are not safe; and
e. the safe and correct use of manual restraint on an emergency basis according to the requirements
in Minnesota Statute, section 245D.061 and this policy.
2. Within 60 days of hire Alliance must provide instruction on the following topics:
a. alternatives to manual restraint procedures, including techniques to identify events and
environmental factors that may escalate conduct that poses an imminent risk of physical harm to self
or others;
b. de-escalation methods, positive support strategies, and how to avoid power struggles;
c. simulated experiences of administering and receiving manual restraint procedures allowed by the
program on an emergency basis;
d. how to properly identify thresholds for implementing and ceasing restrictive procedures;
e. how to recognize, monitor, and respond to the person’s physical signs of distress, including
positional asphyxia;
f. the physiological and psychological impact on the person and the staff when restrictive procedures
are used;
g. the communicative intent of behaviors; and
h. relationship building.
B.
Training on these topics received from other sources may count toward these requirements if received in the
12-month period before the staff person's date of hire.
C.
Alliance must maintain documentation of the training received and of each staff person's competency in each
staff person’s personnel record.
245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES GRIEVANCE POLICY AND PROCEDURE
POLICY:
It is the policy of Alliance Health Services to ensure that people served by this program have the right to respectful and
responsive services. We are committed to providing a simple complaint process for the people served in our program
and their authorized or legal representatives to bring grievances forward and have them resolved in a timely manner.
PROCEDURE:
A. Service Initiation
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A person receiving services and their case manager will be notified of this policy, and provided a copy, within
five working days of service initiation.
B. How to File a Grievance
1.

The person receiving services or person’s authorized or legal representative:
a. should talk to a staff person that they feel comfortable with about their complaint or problem;
b. clearly inform the staff person that they are filing a formal grievance and not just an informal
complaint or problem; and
c. may request staff assistance in filing a grievance.

2.

If the person or person’s authorized or legal representative does not believe that their grievance has
been resolved they may bring the complaint to the highest level of authority in the program. That
person is the Designated Coordinator, at 2260 Cliff Road, Eagan MN or at 651-895-8030.

C. Response by Alliance
1.

Upon request, staff will provide assistance with the complaint process to the service recipient and
their authorized representative. This assistance will include:
a. the name, address, and telephone number of outside agencies to assist the person; and
b. responding to the complaint in such a manner that the service recipient or authorized
representative’s concerns are resolved.

2.

Alliance will respond promptly to grievances that affect the health and safety of service recipients.

3.

All other complaints will be responded to within 14 calendar days of the receipt of the complaint.

4.

All complaints will be resolved within 30 calendar days of the receipt.

5.

If the complaint is not resolved within 30 calendar days, Alliance will document
delay and a plan for resolution.

6.

Once a complaint is received, Alliance is required to complete a complaint review. The complaint
review will include an evaluation of whether:

the reason for the

a. related policy and procedures were followed;
b. related policy and procedures were adequate;
c. there is a need for additional staff training;
d. the complaint is similar to past complaints with the persons, staff, or services involved; and
e. there is a need for corrective action by the license holder to protect the health and safety of
persons receiving services.
7.

Based on this review, the license holder must develop, document, and implement a corrective action
plan designed to correct current lapses and prevent future lapses in performance by staff or the
license holder, if any.

8.

Alliance will provide a written summary of the complaint and a notice of the complaint resolution to
the person and case manager that:
a. identifies the nature of the complaint and the date it was received;
b. includes the results of the complaint review; and
c. identifies the complaint resolution, including any corrective action.
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D. The complaint summary and resolution notice must be maintained in the person’s record.

245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES HEALTH SERVICES COORDINATION & CARE POLICY & PROCEDURE
POLICY:
It is the policy of Alliance Health Services to meet the health service needs of each person being served as defined and
assigned in each person’s coordinated service and support plan (CSSP) or CSSP addendum.
PROCEDURES:
A. When discovered, Alliance will promptly notify the person’s legal representative, if any, and the case
manager of changes in a person’s physical and mental health needs affecting health service needs
assigned to the program in the person’s CSSP or CSSP addendum.
B. If Alliance has reason to know that the change has already been reported, it is not necessary to report.
C. Alliance must document all health changes, including when the notification of the health changes was
given to the legal representative and case manager, on the Health Needs Change Report form.
D. When assigned the responsibility for meeting the person’s health service needs in the person’s CSSP or
the CSSP addendum, Alliance will maintain documentation on how the person’s health needs will be met,
including a description of the procedures to follow in order to:
1. Provide medication assistance or medication administration according to the safe medication
assistance and administration policy;
2. Monitor health conditions according to written instructions from a licensed health professional;
3. Assist with or coordinate medical, dental and other health service appointments; or
4. Use medical equipment, devices or adaptive aides or technology safely and correctly according to
written instructions from a licensed health professional.
245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES INCIDENT RESPONSE, REPORTING & REVIEW
POLICY:
It is the policy of Alliance Health Services to respond to, report, and review all incidents that occur while providing
services in a timely and effective manner in order to protect the health and safety of and minimize risk of harm to
persons receiving services.
“Incident" means an occurrence which involves a person and requires Alliance to make a response that is not part of
the program’s ordinary provision of services to that person, and includes:
A. Serious injury of a person;
1. Fractures;
2. Dislocations;
3. Evidence of internal injuries;
4. Head injuries with loss of consciousness;
5. Lacerations involving injuries to tendons or organs and those for which complications are present;
6. Extensive second degree or third degree burns and other burns for which complications are present;
7. Extensive second degree or third degree frostbite, and other frostbite for which complications are
present;
8. Irreversible mobility or avulsion of teeth;
9. Injuries to the eyeball;
10. Ingestion of foreign substances and objects that are harmful;
11. Near drowning;
12. Heat exhaustion or sunstroke; and
13. All other injuries considered serious by a physician.
B. A person’s death.
C. Any medical emergencies, unexpected serious illness, or significant unexpected change in an illness or medical
condition of a person that requires the program to call 911, physician treatment, or hospitalization.
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D. Any mental health crisis that requires the program to call 911 or a mental health crisis intervention team.
E. An act or situation involving a person that requires to program to call 911, law enforcement, or the fire
department.
F. A person’s unauthorized or unexplained absence from a program.
G. Conduct by a person receiving services against another person receiving services that:
1. Is so severe, pervasive, or objectively offensive that it substantially interferes with a person’s
opportunities to participate in or receive service or support;
2. Places the person in actual and reasonable fear of harm;
3. Places the person in actual and reasonable fear of damage to property of the person; or
4. Substantially disrupts the orderly operation of the program.
H. Any sexual activity between persons receiving services involving force or coercion.
• “Force” means the infliction, attempted infliction, or threatened infliction by the actor of bodily or
commission or threat of any other crime by the actor against the complainant or another, harm which (a)
causes the complainant to reasonably believe that the actor has the present ability to execute the threat
and (b) if the actor does not have a significant relationship to the complainant, also causes the complainant
to submit.
• “Coercion” means words or circumstances that cause the complainant reasonably to fear that the actor will
inflict bodily harm upon, or hold in confinement, the complainant or another, or force the complainant to
submit to sexual penetration or contact, but proof of coercion does not require proof of a specific act or
threat).
H. Any emergency use of manual restraint.
I. A report of alleged or suspected child or vulnerable adult maltreatment.
RESPONSE PROCEDURE:
A. Serious injury
1. In the event of a serious injury, staff will provide emergency first aid following instructions received during
training.
2. Summon additional staff, if they are immediately available, to assist in providing emergency first aid or
seeking emergency medical care.
3. Seek medical attention, including calling 911 for emergency medical care, as soon as possible.
B. Death
1. If staff is alone, immediately call 911 and follow directives given to you by the emergency responder.
2. If there is another person(s) with you, ask them to call 911, and follow directives given to you by the
emergency responder.
C. Medical emergency, unexpected serious illness, or significant unexpected change in an illness or medical
condition
1. Assess if the person requires the program to call 911, seek physician treatment, or hospitalization.
2. When staff believes that a person is experiencing a life-threatening medical emergency they must
immediately call 911.
3. Staff will provide emergency first aid as trained or directed until further emergency medical care arrives at
the program or the person is taken to a physician or hospital for treatment.
D. Mental health crisis
When staff believes that a person is experiencing a mental health crisis they must call 911 or the county’s
mental health crisis intervention team.
E. Requiring 911, law enforcement, or fire department
1. For incidents requiring law enforcement or the fire department, staff will call 911.
2. For non-emergency incidents requiring law enforcement, staff will call 911 and state “this is not a lifethreatening emergency”.
3. For non-emergency incidents requiring the fire department, staff will call 911 and state “this is not a life61 | A n n u a l T r a i n i n g

threatening emergency”.
4. Staff will explain to the need for assistance to the emergency personnel.
5. Staff will answer all questions asked and follow instructions given by the emergency personnel responding
to the call.
F. Unauthorized or unexplained absence. When a person is determined to be missing or has an unauthorized or
unexplained absence, staff will take the following steps:
1. If the person has a specific plan outlined in his/her Coordinated Services and Support Plan Addendum to
address strategies in the event of unauthorized or unexplained absences that procedure should be
implemented immediately, unless special circumstances warrant otherwise.
2. An immediate and thorough search of the immediate area that the person was last seen will be completed
by available staff. When two staff persons are available, the immediate area and surrounding
neighborhood will be searched by one staff person. The second staff person will remain at the program
location. Other persons receiving services will not be left unsupervised to conduct the search.
3. If after no more than 15 minutes, the search of the facility and neighborhood is unsuccessful, staff will
contact law enforcement authorities.
4. After contacting law enforcement, staff will notify their Emergency On-Call who will determine if
additional staff is needed to assist in the search.
5. When the person is found staff will return the person to the service site, or make necessary arrangements
for the person to be returned to the service site.
G. Conduct of the person
When a person is exhibiting conduct against another person receiving services that is so severe, pervasive, or
objectively offensive that it substantially interferes with a person’s opportunities to participate in or receive
service or support; places the person in actual and reasonable fear of harm; places the person in actual and
reasonable fear of damage to property of the person; or substantially disrupts the orderly operation of the
program, staff will take the following steps:
1. Summon additional staff, if available. If injury to a person has occurred or there is eminent possibility of
injury to a person, implement approved therapeutic intervention procedures following the policy on
emergency use of manual restraints (see EUMR Policy).
2. As applicable, implement the Coordinated Service and Support Plan Addendum for the person.
3. After the situation is brought under control, question the person(s) as to any injuries and visually observe
their condition for any signs of injury. If injuries are noted, provide necessary treatment and contact
medical personnel if indicated.
H. Sexual activity involving force or coercion
If a person is involved in sexual activity with another person receiving services and that sexual activity involves
force or coercion, staff will take the following steps:
1. Instruct the person in a calm, matter-of-fact, and non-judgmental manner to discontinue the activity. Do
not react emotionally to the person’s interaction. Verbally direct each person to separate area.
2. If the person does not respond to a verbal redirection, intervene to protect the person from force or
coercion, following the EUMR Policy as needed.
3. Summon additional staff if necessary and feasible.
4. If the persons are unclothed, provide them with appropriate clothing. Do not have them redress in the
clothing that they were wearing.
5. Do not allow them to bathe or shower until law enforcement has responded and cleared this action.
6. Contact law enforcement as soon as possible and follow all instructions.
7. lf the person(s) expresses physical discomfort and/or emotional distress, or for other reasons you feel it
necessary, contact medical personnel as soon as possible. Follow all directions provided by medical
personnel.
I. Emergency use of manual restraint (EUMR)
Follow the EUMR Policy.
J.

Maltreatment
Follow the Maltreatment of Minors or Vulnerable Adult Reporting Policy.
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REPORTING PROCEDURE:
A. Completing a report
1. Incident reports will be completed as soon possible after the occurrence, but no later than 24 hours after
the incident occurred or Alliance became aware of the occurrence. The written report will include:
a. The name of the person or persons involved in the incident;
b. The date, time, and location of the incident;
c. A description of the incident;
d. A description of the response to the incident and whether a person’s coordinated service and support
plan addendum or program policies and procedures were implemented as applicable;
e. The name of the staff person or persons who responded to the incident; and
f. The results of the review of the incident (see section IV).
2. When the incident involves more than one person, Alliance will not disclose personally identifiable
information about any other person when making the report to the legal representative or designated
emergency contact and case manager, unless this program has consent of the person. The written report
will not contain the name or initials of the other person(s) involved in the incident.
B. Reporting incidents to team members
1. All incidents must be reported to the person’s legal representative or designated emergency contact and
case manager:
a. within 24 hours of the incident occurring while services were provided;
b. within 24 hours of discovery or receipt of information that an incident occurred; or
c. as otherwise directed in a person’s coordinated service and support plan or coordinated service and
support plan addendum.
2. Alliance will not report an incident when it has a reason to know that the incident has already been
reported.
4. Any emergency use of manual restraint of a person must be verbally reported to the person's legal
representative or designated emergency contact and case manager within 24 hours of the occurrence. The
written report must be completed according to the requirements in Alliance’s emergency use of manual
restraints policy.
C. Additional reporting requirements for deaths and serious injuries
1. A report of the death or serious injury of a person must be reported to both the Department of Human
Services Licensing Division and the Office of Ombudsman for Mental Health and Developmental
Disabilities.
2. The report must be made within 24 hours of the death or serious injury occurring while services were
provided or within 24 hours of receipt of information that the death or serious injury occurred.
3. Alliance will not report a death or serious injury when it has a reason to know that the death or serious
injury has already been reported to the required agencies.
D. Additional reporting requirements for maltreatment
1. When reporting maltreatment, Alliance must inform the case manager of the report unless there is reason
to believe that the case manager is involved in the suspected maltreatment.
2. The report to the case manager must disclose the nature of the activity or occurrence reported and the
agency that received the maltreatment report.
E. Additional reporting requirements for emergency use of manual restraint (EUMR)
Follow the EUMR Policy.
REVIEWING PROCEDURE:
A. Conducting a review of incidents and emergencies
Alliance will complete a review of all incidents.
1. The review will be completed by the Designated Coordinator.
2. The review will be completed within 2 business days of the incident.
3. The review will ensure that the written report provides a written summary of the incident.
4. The review will identify trends or patterns, if any, and determine if corrective action is needed.
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5. When corrective action is needed, a staff person will be assigned to take the corrective action within a
specified time period.
6. All reviews will be submitted to the Program Director, within 24 hours of completed review by the
Designated Coordinator.
B. Conducting an internal review of deaths and serious injuries
C. Alliance will conduct an internal review of all deaths and serious injuries that occurred while services were
being provided if they were not reported as alleged or suspected maltreatment. (Refer to the Vulnerable
Adults Maltreatment Reporting and Internal Review Policy and Maltreatment of Minors Reporting and Internal
Review Policy when alleged or suspected maltreatment has been reported.)
1. The review will be completed by the Designated Coordinator and submitted to the Program Director upon
completion.
2. The review will be completed within 2 business days of the death or serious injury.
3. The internal review must include an evaluation of whether:
a. related policies and procedures were followed;
b. the policies and procedures were adequate;
c. there is need for additional staff training;
d. the reported event is similar to past events with the persons or the services involved to identify
incident patterns; and
e. there is need for corrective action by Alliance to protect the health and safety of the persons receiving
services and to reduce future occurrences.
5. Based on the results of the internal review, Alliance must develop, document, and implement a corrective
action plan designed to correct current lapses and prevent future lapses in performance by staff or the
program, if any.
6. The internal review of all incidents of emergency use of manual restraints must be completed according to
the requirements in Alliance’s emergency use of manual restraints policy.
D. Conducting an internal review of maltreatment
Follow the Maltreatment of Minors or Vulnerable Adult Reporting Policy
E. Conducting a review of emergency use of manual restraints
Follow the EUMR Policy.
RECORD KEEPING PROCEDURE:
A. The review of an incident will be documented on the incident reporting form and will include identifying
trends or patterns and corrective action if needed.
B. Incident reports will be maintained in the person’s record. The record must be uniform and legible.
245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES MALTREATMENT OF VULNERABLE ADULTS REPORTING
POLICY:
It is the policy of Alliance Health Services to protect the adults served by this program who are vulnerable to
maltreatment and to require the reporting of suspected maltreatment of vulnerable adults.
PROCEDURE:
A. Who Should Report Suspected Maltreatment of a Vulnerable Adult
As a mandated reporter, if you know or suspect that a vulnerable adult has been maltreated, you must report it
immediately. Immediately means as soon as possible, but no longer than 24 hours from the time initial knowledge that
the incident occurred has been received.
B. Where to Report - You can make an external or an internal report.
1. You may make an external report to the Minnesota Adult Abuse Reporting line at
1-844-880-1574
2. You may make an internal report to the Designated Coordinator.
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3. If this person is involved in the alleged or suspected maltreatment, you must report to the Program
Director.
C. Internal Report
1. When an internal report is received, the Designated Coordinator is responsible for deciding if a report
to the Minnesota Adult Abuse Reporting line is required. If that person is involved in the suspected
maltreatment, the Program Director will assume responsibility for deciding if the report must be
forwarded to the reporting line.
2. The report to the Minnesota Adult Abuse Reporting line must be as soon as possible, but no longer
than 24 hours from the time initial knowledge that the incident occurred has been received.
3. If you have reported internally, you must receive, within two working days, a written notice that tells
you whether or not your report has been forwarded to the Minnesota Adult Abuse Reporting line.
The written notice must be given to you in a manner that protects your confidentiality as a reporter.
It shall inform you that if you are not satisfied with the action taken by the facility on whether to
report the incident to the common entry point, you may still make an external report to the
Minnesota Adult Abuse Reporting line. It must also inform you that you are
protected against retaliation by the program if you make a good faith report to the Minnesota Adult
Abuse Reporting line.
D. What to Report
1. Definitions of maltreatment of vulnerable adults are contained in Minnesota Statutes, section
626.5572. Current definitions are attached to this policy.
2. An external or internal report should contain enough information to identify the vulnerable adult, the
caregiver, the nature and extent of the suspected maltreatment, any evidence of previous
maltreatment, the name and address of the reporter, the time, date, and location of the incident, and
any other information that the reporter believes might be helpful in investigating the suspected
maltreatment.
E. Failure to Report
A mandated reporter who negligently or intentionally fails to report suspected maltreatment of a vulnerable adult is
liable for damages caused by the failure to report.
F. Internal Review
1. When Alliance has reason to know that an internal or external report of alleged or suspected
maltreatment has been made, Alliance must complete an internal review and take corrective action, if
necessary, to protect the health and safety of vulnerable adults.
2. The internal review must include an evaluation of whether:
a. related policies and procedures were followed;
b. the policies and procedures were adequate;
c. there is a need for additional staff training;
d. the reported event is similar to past events with the vulnerable adults or the services involved; &
e. there is a need for corrective action by the program to protect the health and safety of
vulnerable adults.
G. Primary and Secondary Person or Position to Ensure Internal Reviews are Completed
The internal review will be completed by the Designated Coordinator.
If this individual is involved in the alleged or suspected maltreatment, internal review will be completed by the
Program Director.
H. Documentation of the Internal Review
Alliance must document completion of the internal review and provide documentation of the review to the DHS upon
the commissioner's request.
I. Corrective Action Plan
Based on the results of the internal review, Alliance must develop, document, and implement a corrective action plan
designed to correct current lapses and prevent future lapses in performance by individuals or the program, if any.
J. Staff Training
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Alliance shall ensure that each new mandated reporter receives an orientation within 72 hours of first providing direct
contact services to a vulnerable adult and annually thereafter. The orientation and annual review shall inform the
mandated reporter of the reporting requirements and definitions under Minnesota Statutes, sections 626.557 and
626.5572, the requirements of Minnesota Statutes, section 245A.65, the program's program abuse prevention plan,
and all internal policies and procedures related to the prevention and reporting of maltreatment of individuals
receiving services.
Alliance must document the provision of this training, monitor implementation by staff, and ensure that the policy is
readily accessible to staff, as specified under Minnesota Statutes, section 245A.04, subdivision 14.
THIS REPORTING POLICY SHALL BE POSTED IN A PROMINENT LOCATION, AND BE MADE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.
245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES MALTREATMENT OF MINORS MANDATED REPORTING
POLICY:
It is the policy of Alliance Health Services to protect the children served by this program whose health or welfare may
be jeopardized through physical abuse, neglect, or sexual abuse.
PROCEDURE:
A. Who Should Report Child Abuse and Neglect
1. If you provide care to children served by Alliance, you are legally required or mandated to report and
cannot shift the responsibility of reporting to your supervisor or to anyone else at your licensed
facility.
2. If you know or have reason to believe a child is being or has been neglected or physically or sexually
abused within the preceding three years you must immediately make a report to an outside agency.
Immediately means as soon as possible but in no event longer than 24 hours.
B. Where to Report
1. If you know or suspect that a child is in immediate danger, you must call 911.
2. All reports concerning suspected abuse or neglect of children occurring in this program must be made
to the Department of Human Services, Licensing Division’s Maltreatment Intake line at (651) 4316600.
3. Reports regarding incidents of suspected abuse or neglect of children occurring within a family or in
the community should be made to the local county social services agency or local law enforcement at
911.
4. If your report does not involve possible abuse or neglect, but does involve possible violations of
Minnesota Statutes or Rules that govern the facility, you should call the Department of Human
Services, Licensing Division at (651) 431-6500.
C. What to Report
1. Definitions of maltreatment are contained in the Reporting of Maltreatment of Minors Act (Minnesota
Statutes, section 626.556) and are attached to this policy.
2. A report to any of the above agencies should contain enough information to identify the child
involved, any persons responsible for the abuse or neglect (if known), and the nature and extent of
the maltreatment and/or possible licensing violations. For reports concerning suspected abuse or
neglect occurring within Alliance, the report should include any actions taken by this program in
response to the incident.
3. An oral report of suspected abuse or neglect made to one of the above agencies by a mandated
reporter must be followed by a written report to the same agency within 72 hours, exclusive of
weekends and holidays.
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D. Failure to Report
A mandated reporter who knows or has reason to believe a child is or has been neglected or physically or sexually
abused and fails to report is guilty of a misdemeanor. In addition, a mandated reporter who fails to report
maltreatment that is found to be serious or recurring maltreatment may be disqualified from employment in positions
allowing direct contact with persons receiving services from programs licensed by the Department of Human Services
and by the Minnesota Department of Health, and unlicensed Personal Care Provider Organizations.
E. Retaliation Prohibited
Alliance, as employer of any mandated reporter, must not retaliate against the mandated reporter for reports made in
good faith or against a child with respect to whom the report is made. The Reporting of Maltreatment of Minors Act
contains specific provisions regarding civil actions that can be initiated by mandated reporters who believe that
retaliation has occurred.
F. Internal Review
1. When Alliance has reason to know that an internal or external report of alleged or suspected
maltreatment has been made, Alliance must complete an internal review and take corrective action, if
necessary, to protect the health and safety of children in care.
2. The internal review must include an evaluation of whether:
a. related policies and procedures were followed;
b. the policies and procedures were adequate;
c. there is a need for additional staff training;
d. the reported event is similar to past events with the children or the services involved; and
e. there is a need for corrective action by the license holder to protect the health and safety of
children in care.
G. Primary and Secondary Person or Position to Ensure Internal Reviews are Completed
The internal review will be completed by the Designated Coordinator. If this individual is involved in the alleged or
suspected maltreatment, the Program Director will be responsible for completing the internal review.
H. Documentation of the Internal Review
Alliance must document completion of the internal review and provide documentation of the review to the
commissioner upon the commissioner's request.
I. Corrective Action Plan
Based on the results of the internal review, Alliance must develop, document, and implement a corrective action plan
designed to correct current lapses and prevent future lapses in performance by individuals or the license holder, if
any.
J. Staff Training
The program must provide training to all staff related to the mandated reporting responsibilities as specified in the
Reporting of Maltreatment of Minors Act (Minnesota Statutes, section 626.556). The program must document the
provision of this training in individual personnel records, monitor implementation by staff, and ensure that the policy
is readily accessible to staff, as specified under Minnesota Statutes, section 245A.04, subdivision 14.
245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES SAFE MEDICATION ASSISTANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
POLICY:
A. It is the policy of Alliance Health Services to provide safe medication setup, assistance and administration:
• when assigned responsibility to do so in the person’s coordinated service and support plan (CSSP)
or the CSSP addendum;
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•

using procedures established in consultation with a registered nurse, nurse practitioner,
physician’s assistant or medical doctor; and
• by staff who have successfully completed medication administration training before actually
providing medication setup, assistance and administration.
B. For the purposes of this policy, medication assistance and administration includes, but is not limited to:
1. Providing medication-related services for a person;
2. Medication setup;
3. Medication administration;
4. Medication storage and security;
5. Medication documentation and charting;
6. Verification of monitoring of effectiveness of systems to ensure safe medication handling and
administration;
7. Coordination of medication refills;
8. Handling changes to prescriptions and implementation of those changes;
9. Communicating with the pharmacy; or
10. Coordination and communication with the prescriber.
DEFINITIONS:
For the purposes of this policy the following terms have the meaning given in section 245D.02 of the 245D Home and
Community-based Services Standards:
A. “Medication" means a prescription drug or over-the-counter drug and includes dietary supplements.
B. “Medication administration” means following the procedures in section IIIC of this policy to ensure that a
person takes their medications and treatments as prescribed.
C. “Medication assistance” means to enable the person to self-administer medication or treatment when the
person is capable of directing the person's own care, or when the person's legal representative is present
and able to direct care for the person.
D. “Medication setup” means arranging medications, according to the instructions provided by the
pharmacy, prescriber or licensed nurse, for later administration.
E. "Over-the-counter drug" means a drug that is not required by federal law to bear the statement "Caution:
Federal law prohibits dispensing without prescription."
F. "Prescriber" means a person who is authorized under section 148.235; 151.01, subdivision 23; or 151.37
to prescribe drugs.
G. “Prescriber’s order and written instructions” means the current prescription order or written instructions
from the prescriber. Either the prescription label or the prescriber's written or electronically recorded
order for the prescription is sufficient to constitute written instructions from the prescriber.
H. "Prescription drug" has the meaning given in section 151.01, subdivision 16.
I. "Psychotropic medication" means any medication prescribed to treat the symptoms of mental illness that
affect thought processes, mood, sleep, or behavior. The major classes of psychotropic medication are
antipsychotic (neuroleptic), antidepressant, antianxiety, mood stabilizers, anticonvulsants, and stimulants
and non-stimulants for the treatment of attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder. Other miscellaneous
medications are considered to be a psychotropic medication when they are specifically prescribed to treat
a mental illness or to control or alter behavior.
PROCEDURE:
A. Medication setup
When Alliance is responsible for medication setup staff must document the following in the person’s
medication administration record:
1. Dates of set-up;
2. Name of medication;
3. Quantity of dose;
4. Times to be administered; and
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5. Route of administration at time of set-up.
6. When the person receiving services will be away from home, the staff must document to whom the
medications were given.
B. Medication assistance
When Alliance is responsible for medication assistance staff may:
1. Bring to the person and open a container of previously set up medications;
2. Empty the container into the person’s hand;
3. Open and give the medications in the original container to the person;
4. Bring to the person liquids or food to accompany the medication; and
5. Provide reminders, in person, remotely, or through programming devices such as telephones,
alarms, or medication boxes, to take regularly scheduled medication or perform regularly
scheduled treatments and exercises.
6. Provide medication assistance in a manner that enables a person to self-administer medications or
treatments when the person is capable of directing the person’s own care, or when the person’s
legal representative is present and able to direct the care for the person.
C. Medication administration
1. When Alliance is responsible for medication administration, including psychotropic and injectable
medications, a medication administration record (MAR) must be maintained for the person that
includes the following:
a. Information on the current prescription label or the prescriber's current written or electronically
recorded order or prescription that includes the person's name, description of the medication or
treatment to be provided, and the frequency and other information needed to safely and correctly
administer the medication or treatment to ensure effectiveness;
b. Information on any risks or other side effects that are reasonable to expect, and any
contraindications to its use. This information must be readily available to all staff administering
the medication;
c. The possible consequences if the medication or treatment is not taken or administered as
directed;
d. Instruction on when and to whom to report the following:
1) if a dose of medication is not administered or treatment is not performed as prescribed,
whether by error by the staff or the person or by refusal by the person; and
2) the occurrence of possible adverse reactions to the medication or treatment.
2. Staff must complete the following when responsible for medication administration:
a. Check the person’s medication administration record (MAR);
b. Prepare the medications as necessary;
c. Administer the medication or treatment the person according to the prescriber’s order;
d. Document in the MAR:
1) the administration of the medication or treatment or the reason for not administering the
medication or treatment;
2) notation of any occurrence of a dose of medication not being administered or treatment not
performed as prescribed, whether by error by the staff or the person or by refusal by the
person, or of adverse reactions, and when and to whom the report was made; and
3) notation of when a medication or treatment is started, administered, changed, or
discontinued;
e. Report any concerns about the medication or treatment, including side effects, effectiveness, or a
pattern of the person refusing to take the medication or treatment as prescribed, to the
prescriber or a nurse; and
f. Adverse reactions must be immediately reported to the prescriber or a nurse.
D. Injectable medications
Alliance may administer injectable medications according to a prescriber’s order and written instructions
when one of the following conditions has been met:
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E.

F.

G.

H.

1. Alliance’s registered nurse or licensed practical nurse will administer the intramuscular or
subcutaneous injections;
2. Alliance’s supervising registered nurse with the physician’s orders delegates the administration of
subcutaneous injections to staff who are trained and has provided the necessary training; or
3. There is an agreement signed by Alliance, the prescriber and the person or the person’s legal
representative identifying which subcutaneous injectable medication may be given, when, and how
and that the prescriber must retain responsibility for Alliance administering the injection. A copy of
the agreement must be maintained in the person’s record.
Only licensed health professionals are allowed to administer psychotropic medications by injection.
Psychotropic medication use and monitoring
1. When Alliance is responsible for administration of a psychotropic medication, Alliance must develop,
implement, and maintain the following documentation in the person's CSSP addendum according to
the requirements in sections 245D.07 and 245D.071:
a. A description of the target symptoms the prescribed psychotropic medication is to alleviate.
Alliance must consult with the expanded support team to identify target symptoms. "Target
symptom" refers to any perceptible diagnostic criteria for a person's diagnosed mental disorder,
as defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fourth Edition Text
Revision (DSM-IV-TR) or successive editions, that has been identified for alleviation; and
b. The documentation methods Alliance will use to monitor and measure changes in target
symptoms that are to be alleviated by the psychotropic medications if required by the prescriber.
2. Alliance must collect and report on medication and symptom-related data as instructed by the
prescriber.
3. Alliance must provide the monitoring data to the expanded support team for review every three
months, or as otherwise requested by the person or the person's legal representative.
Written authorization
Written authorization is required for medication administration or medication assistance, including
psychotropic medications or injectable medications.
1. Alliance must obtain written authorization from the person or the person’s legal representative before
providing assistance with or administration of medications or treatments, including psychotropic
medications and injectable medications.
2. Alliance must obtain reauthorization annually.
3. If the person or the person’s legal representation refuses to authorize Alliance to administer
medication, the staff must not administer the medication.
4. Alliance must report the refusal to authorize medication administration to the prescriber as
expediently as possible.
Refusal to authorize psychotropic medication
1. If the person receiving services or their legal representative refuses to authorize the administration of
a psychotropic medication, Alliance must not administer the medication and report the refusal to
authorize to the prescriber in 24 hours.
2. After reporting the refusal to authorize to the prescriber in 24 hours, Alliance must follow and
document all directives or orders given by the prescriber.
3. A court order must be obtained to override a refusal for psychotropic medication administration.
4. A refusal to authorize administration of a specific psychotropic medication is not grounds for service
termination and does not constitute an emergency. A decision to terminate services must comply
with Alliance’s service suspension and termination policy.
Reviewing and reporting medication and treatment issues
1. When assigned responsibility for medication administration, including psychotropic medications and
injectable medications, Alliance must ensure that the information maintained in the medication
administration record is current and is regularly reviewed to identify medication administration errors.
2. At a minimum, the review must be conducted every three months or more frequently as directed in
the CSSP or CSSP addendum or as requested by the person or the person's legal representative.
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J.

3. Based on the review, Alliance must develop and implement a plan to correct patterns of medication
administration errors when identified.
4. When assigned responsibility for medication assistance or medication administration, Alliance must
report the following to the person's legal representative and case manager as they occur or as
otherwise directed in the CSSP or CSSP addendum:
a. any reports made to the person's physician or prescriber required section III.D.2. of this policy;
b. a person's refusal or failure to take or receive medication or treatment as prescribed; or
c. concerns about a person's self-administration of medication or treatment.
Staff Training
1. Unlicensed staff may administer medications only after successful completion of a medication
administration training using a training curriculum developed by a registered nurse, clinical nurse
specialist in psychiatric and mental health nursing, certified nurse practitioner, physician's assistant, or
physician. The training curriculum must incorporate an observed skill assessment conducted by the
trainer to ensure staff demonstrate the ability to safely and correctly follow medication procedures
2. Staff must review and receive instruction on individual medication administration procedures
established for each person when assigned responsibility for medication administration.
3. Staff may administer subcutaneous injectable medications only when the necessary training has been
provided by a registered nurse.
4. Medication administration must be taught by a registered nurse, clinical nurse specialist, certified
nurse practitioner, physician's assistant, or physician if, at the time of service initiation or any time
thereafter, the person has or develops a health care condition that affects the service options
available to the person because the condition requires:
a. specialized or intensive medical or nursing supervision; and
b. non-medical service providers to adapt their services to accommodate the health and safety
needs of the person.
Storage and disposal of medication
Schedule II controlled substances in the facility that are named in section 152.02, subdivision3, must
be stored in a locked storage area permitting access only by persons and staff authorized to
administer the medication. Medications must be disposed of according to the Environmental
Protection Agency recommendations.
245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES SAFE TRANSPORTATION

POLICY:
It is the policy of Alliance Health Services to promote safe transportation, with provisions for handling emergency
situations, when Alliance is responsible for transporting persons receiving services.
PROCEDURE:
A. Alliance will ensure the following regarding safe transportation:
1. Equipment used for transportation, including vehicles, supplies, and materials owned or leased by
Alliance, will be maintained in good condition by following the standard practices for maintenance and
repair, including any ramps, step stools, or specialized equipment used to help people enter or exit the
vehicle.
2. Vehicles are to be kept clean (interior and exterior).
3. Staff will report all potential mechanical problems immediately.
4. Staff will report all potential equipment, supply and material problems immediately.
5. Staff will report all accidents immediately.
6. Staff will report all vehicle maintenance and concerns to their direct supervisor.
B. Alliance will ensure the vehicle and drivers are properly insured when transporting persons served by the
program.
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C. All staff will follow procedures to ensure safe transportation, handling, and transfers of the person and any
equipment used by the person when assisting a person who is being transported, whether or not Alliance is
providing the transportation. When Alliance is responsible for transportation of the person or a person’s
equipment, staff will utilize the following assistive techniques:
1. Staff will provide assistance with seatbelts, as needed, to ensure they are correctly fastened.
2. Staff will assist with the use of any ramp or step stools to ensure safe entry and exit from the vehicle.
3. Staff will ensure all supplies or equipment, including wheelchairs and walkers or other mobility aids
used by a person, specialized equipment using proper vehicle restraints are properly secured before
the vehicle is in motion.
4. Staff will comply with all seat belt and child passenger restraint system requirements under Minnesota
Statutes, sections 169.685 and 169.686 when transporting a child.
D. Alliance vehicles are to be utilized exclusively for the purpose of transporting persons served by Alliance, and
equipment and supplies related to the program.
E. Staff will be responsible for the supervision and safety of persons while being transported.
1. When the vehicle is in motion, seatbelts are to be worn at all times by all passengers, including the
driver and all passengers.
2. Staff must be prepared to intervene in order to maintain safety if a person being
transported
engages is known behavior that puts the person, the driver, or other passengers at risk of immediate
danger of physical harm.
F. Staff will be prepared for emergencies to ensure safety. Vehicles will be equipped with the following in case of
emergency:
1. Name and phone number of person(s) to call in case of emergency.
2. First aid kit and first aid handbook.
3. Proof of insurance card and vehicle registration.
G. In the event of a severe weather emergency, staff will take the following actions:
1. Monitor weather conditions. Listen to local television or radio or a weather-radio for weather
warnings and watches.
2. Follow directions for the need to change plans and activities, or seek emergency shelter.
3. Inform passengers why plans and activities have changed. Assist passengers remain calm.
H. All staff is required to follow all traffic safety laws while operating an Alliance vehicle. This includes
maintaining a valid driver’s license, wearing seatbelts, and obeying traffic signs while operating the program
vehicle.
I. All staff is prohibited from smoking, eating, drinking, or using cellular phones or other mobile devices will
operating the program vehicle.
245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES TEMPORARY SERVICE SUSPENSION & TERMINATION
POLICY:
It is the policy of Alliance Health Services to ensure our procedures for temporary service suspension and service
termination promote continuity of care and service coordination for persons receiving services.
PROCEDURE:
Temporary Service Suspension
A. Alliance will limit temporary service suspension to the following situations:
1. The person's conduct poses an imminent risk of physical harm to self or others and either:
a. positive support strategies have been implemented to resolve the issues leading to the temporary
service suspension but have not been effective and additional positive support strategies would not
achieve and maintain safety; or
b. less restrictive measures would not resolve the issues leading to the suspension; OR
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2. The person has emergent medical issues that exceed the license holder's ability to meet the person's
needs; OR
3. The program has not been paid for services.
B. Prior to giving notice of temporary service suspension, Alliance must document actions taken to minimize or
eliminate the need for service suspension.
1. Action taken by the program must include, at a minimum:
a. Consultation with the person's support team or expanded support team to identify and resolve
issues leading to issuance of the notice; and
b. A request to the case manager for intervention services identified, including behavioral support
services, in-home or out-of-home crisis respite services, specialist services, or other professional consultation
or intervention services to support the person in the program.
2. If, based on the best interests of the person, the circumstances at the time of the notice were such that the
program unable to consult with the person’s team or request interventions services, the program must
document the specific circumstances and the reason for being unable to do so.
C. The notice of temporary service suspension must meet the following requirements:
1. This program must notify the person or the person’s legal representative and the case manager in writing
of the intended temporary service suspension.
2. If the temporary service suspension is from residential supports and services, including supported living
services, foster care services, or residential services in a supervised living facility, including and ICF/DD, the
program must also notify the Commissioner in writing. DHS notification will be provided by fax at 651-4317406.
3. Notice of temporary service suspension must be given on the first day of the service suspension.
4. The written notice service suspension must include the following elements:
a. The reason for the action;
b. A summary of actions taken to minimize or eliminate the need for temporary service suspension;
and
c. Why these measures failed to prevent the suspension.
5. During the temporary suspension period the program must:
a. Provide information requested by the person or case manager;
b. Work with the support team or expanded support team to develop reasonable alternatives to
protect the person and others and to support continuity of care; and
c. Maintain information about the service suspension, including the written notice of temporary
service suspension in the person’s record.
D. A person has the right to return to receiving services during or following a service suspension with the following
conditions.
1. Based on a review by the person’s support team or expanded support team, the person no longer poses an
imminent risk of physical harm to self or others, the person has a right to return to receiving services.
2. If, at the time of the service suspension or at any time during the suspension, the person is receiving
treatment related to the conduct that resulted in the service suspension, the support team or expanded
support team must consider the recommendation of the licensed health professional, mental health
professional, or other licensed professional involved in the person's care or treatment when determining
whether the person no longer poses an imminent risk of physical harm to self or others and can return to the
program.
3. If the support team or expanded support team makes a determination that is contrary to the
recommendation of a licensed professional treating the person, the program must document the specific
reasons why a contrary decision was made.
Service Termination
A. Alliance must permit each person to remain in the program and must not terminate services unless:
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1. The termination is necessary for the person's welfare and the person's needs cannot be met in the facility;
2. The safety of the person or others in the program is endangered and positive support strategies were
attempted and have not achieved and effectively maintained safety for the person or others;
3. The health of the person or others in the program would otherwise be endangered;
4. The program has not been paid for services;
5. The program ceases to operate; or
6. The person has been terminated by the lead agency from waiver eligibility.
B. Prior to giving notice of service termination Alliance must document the actions taken to minimize or eliminate the
need for termination.
1. Action taken by the license holder must include, at a minimum:
a. Consultation with the person’s support team or expanded support team to identify and resolve
issues leading to the issuance of the notice; and
b. A request to the case manager for intervention services, including behavioral support services, inhome or out-of-home crisis respite services, specialist services, or other professional consultation or
intervention services to support the person in the program.
The request for intervention services will not be made for service termination notices issued because the
program has not been paid for services.
2. If, based on the best interests of the person, the circumstances at the time of the notice were such that the
program unable to consult with the person’s team or request interventions services, the program must
document the specific circumstances and the reason for being unable to do so.
C. The notice of service termination must meet the following requirements:
1. This program must notify the person or the person’s legal representative and the case manager in writing
of the intended service termination.
2. If the service termination is from residential supports and services, including supported living services,
foster care services, or residential services in a supervised living facility, including an ICF/DD, the license holder
must also notify the Department of Human Services in writing. DHS notification will be provided by fax at 651431-7406.
3. The written notice of a proposed service termination must include all of the following elements:
a. The reason for the action;
b. A summary of actions taken to minimize or eliminate the need for service termination or
temporary service suspension, and why these measures failed to prevent the termination or
suspension. A summary of actions is not required when service termination is a result of the when the
program ceasing operation;
c. The person's right to appeal the termination of services under Minnesota Statutes, section 256.045,
subdivision 3, paragraph (a); and
d. The person's right to seek a temporary order staying the termination of services according to the
procedures in section 256.045, subdivision 4a or 6, paragraph (c).
4. The written notice of a proposed service termination, including those situations which began with a
temporary service suspension, must be given before the proposed effective date of service termination.
a. For those persons receiving intensive supports and services, the notice must be provided at least 60
days before the proposed effective date of service termination.
b. For those persons receiving other services, the notice must be provided at least 30 days before the
proposed effective date of service termination.
5. This notice may be given in conjunction with a notice of temporary service suspension.
D. During the service termination notice period, the program must:
1. Work with the support team or expanded support team to develop reasonable alternatives to protect the
person and others and to support continuity of care;
2. Provide information requested by the person or case manager; and
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3. Maintain information about the service termination, including the written notice of intended service
termination, in the person’s record.
245D HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES UNIVERSAL PRECAUTIONS AND SANITARY PRACTICES
POLICY:
It is the policy of Alliance Health Services to follow universal precautions and sanitary practices, including hand
washing, for infection prevention and control, and to prevent communicable diseases.
PROCEDURE:
A. Universal precautions, sanitary practices, and prevention:
Universal precautions apply to the following infectious materials: blood; bodily fluids visibly contaminated by
blood; semen; and vaginal secretions. All staff is required to follow universal precautions and sanitary practices,
including:
1. Use of proper hand washing procedure
2. Use of gloves in contact with infectious materials.
3. Use of a gown or apron when clothing may become soiled with infectious materials
4. Use of a mask and eye protection, if splashing is possible
5. Use of gloves and disinfecting solution when cleaning a contaminated surface
6. Proper disposal of sharps
7. Use of gloves and proper bagging procedures when handling and washing contaminated laundry
B. Control of communicable diseases (Reportable Infectious Diseases: Reportable Diseases A-Z - Minnesota Dept.
of Health)(http://www.health.state.mn.us)
1. Staff will report any signs of possible infections or symptoms of communicable diseases that a person
receiving services is experiencing to their primary care physician.
2. When a person receiving services has been exposed to a diagnosed communicable disease, staff will
promptly report to other licensed providers and residential settings.
3. Staff diagnosed with a communicable disease, may return to work upon direction of a health care
professional.

PLEASE TAKE CORRESPONDING TEST
IN PACKET B
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SEVERE AND PERSISTENT MENTAL ILLNESS
Throughout your employment with Alliance Health Care, chances are you will be working with individuals with a
diagnosis of mental illness. Though incredibly common, sometimes the symptoms of mental illness are difficult to
manager day-to-day, and they become severe and persistent.
MENTAL HEALTH DIAGNOSIS
An individual who is experiencing mental or emotional symptoms should seek out a trained professional therapist or
psychologist to give them a Diagnostic Assessment. Diagnostic Assessments take at least an hour and consist of a
series of very personal questions that can assist the diagnostician in coming up with a probable diagnosis. Diagnosing
a mental illness is both a science and an art as there are not definitive tests for most of the diagnoses like there would
be fore medical illnesses.
Generally speaking, mental illness is categorized into three separate discernable sections as follows:
• Mood Disorders (e.g. bipolar disorder, depression, anxiety, OCD, borderline personality disorder, etc.)
• Thought Disorders (e.g. schizophrenia, schizo-affective disorder, dissociative identity disorder, etc.)
• Neurological Disorders (e.g. autism spectrum disorder, learning disabilities, ADHD, etc.)
Diagnosticians use a guide that’s known as the “DSM”, or Diagnostic and Statistical Manual. Within the DSM each
diagnosis is outlined with an explanation of possible symptoms. Additionally, each diagnosis has a prevalence listed
for each symptom and a duration for each symptom in order to assist in diagnosing. The following are a few examples
of what different diagnosis look like according to the DSM.
Schizophrenia is diagnosed by an individual having two or more of the following symptoms, each present for a
significant portion of time during a one-month period (and at least one of the symptoms must be number 1, 2, or 3):
1. Delusions
2. Hallucinations
3. Disorganized speech (derailment or incoherence)
4. Grossly disorganized or catatonic behavior
5. Negative symptoms (avolition or diminished expressions)
What does this mean? In laymen’s terms, schizophrenia is when the brain doesn’t have enough smooshy parts to allow
for “normal” function in spots that are responsible for making sure that we stay in touch with reality. Without these
specific smooshy parts, the brain gets lost in an altered sense of reality and it can be super scary. Schizophrenia usually
begins its onset between ages 15 and 25 and effects men more than it does women. Schizophrenia is one of the top
10 causes of disability worldwide and 1% of the population is estimated to have schizophrenia. Nature and nurture
both play a role in the morbidity of this diagnosis. Individuals with schizophrenia as their diagnosis have less brain
matter in their Temporal Lobe, which is responsible for perception, reality, orientation, and memory. Additionally,
they show decreased brain activity in the Frontal Lobe, which is responsible for sequential thinking, impulsivity,
insight, social awareness, and mood.
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Schizophrenia is treated by a combination of medication and mediation. Often individuals with symptoms of
schizophrenia will be given anti-psychotic medications and will also be referred to psychotherapy. Psychotherapy is
another way of saying talk-therapy.
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is diagnosed by an individual, 6-years old or above, having had exposure to
actual or threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence through direct experience, bearing witness to the event,
learning that the events occurred to someone close to them, and/or experiencing repeated/extreme exposure to the
details of traumatic events; and experience the intrusion of symptoms of distressing memories, dreams or flashbacks,
intense and prolonged psychological distress when encountering triggers; or may include avoidance of triggers and
negative symptoms (i.e. inability to remember details about the trauma, inherent damaging self-image, inability to
experience positive emotions, etc.). Individuals with this diagnosis may also experience hypervigilance, an
exaggerated startle response, and lack of sleep. Women are twice as likely as men to experience PTSD and 1 out of 10
women are diagnosed with this at some point in their lives. 70% of adults experience a traumatic event in their
lifetime, of these individuals 20% go on to experience PTSD.
What does this mean? In laymen’s terms, PTSD happens when a terrible thing happens to someone or near someone
and their emotions go full speed ahead and get stuck that way, which means that the brain doesn’t have adequate
time to just chill out, so it reacts as if the terrible thing were always happening. Scientists cannot pinpoint yet exactly
where in the brain or when the physical symptoms of PTSD begin to occur after a traumatic event, but it is known that
the brain is in a state of hyper-arousal and not given adequate time to rest/regenerate, which in turn causes physical
and neurological abnormalities. PTSD is often treated with a combination of medication and mediation. Those with a
diagnosis of PTSD are often prescribed mood stabilizers such as anti-depressants, and are engaged in therapies such as
exposure therapy and/or therapy focused on cognitive restructuring of thoughts and emotions.
CRISIS RESPONSE AND DE-ESCALATION
It’s important to remember that in every situation, the only thing that you can completely control is yourself. In a
professional environment, however, we also ask that you try to control the environment around you by maintaining
situational awareness and acting based off of training. To find out if you should stay and assist in a crisis or if you
should leave and get extra help, please ask yourself these questions. If you are physically safe and the individual is
capable of being calmed, stay and de-escalate. If you are not physically safe or if you believe the individual is past the
point of being calmed, leave and get help. You never need permission to call 9-1-1. Every county has a crisis line
that’s available to help 24/7/365. These and your supervisor are the most valuable resources to you if you decide to
leave and seek help in a crisis. It is important to document crisis scenarios with as much detail as possible, including
the number that you called and the time the crisis occurred.
If you decide to stay in a crisis, please use the following guide at all times for crisis de-escalation:
• Always keep a flat affect (including body language, tone of voice, choice of eye contact, etc.)
• Never tell someone to “calm down”
• First and foremost, attempt redirection by trying the following:
o “Let’s go _____________” (insert activity the individual enjoys here).
o Using let’s go instead of “want to go?” or “should we go?” makes it a clear directive
o Actively begin engaging in the suggested thing to increase client buy in
• If redirection is attempted with two separate activities and it still hasn’t worked, temporarily
switch your game plan to utilizing neutral interaction by trying the following:
o “I can see that you’re frustrated, we’ll talk when you’re calm.”
o Disengage (do not talk to or about the client, no eye contact, stay near by them)
o Immediately re-engage when the client begins to de-escalate by using “Let’s go ___.”
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It is incredibly important that this script is followed as written each and every time. If all staff are on board with using
one uniform way of crisis de-escalation, these scripted words and phrases will begin to be a calming cue to the
individual experiencing a crisis and will help greatly in the grand scheme of things. The more that these exact words
are reinforced, the better!
TREATMENT OPTIONS
There are many different treatment options available to individuals experiencing mental illness. Treatment can
include acute-care settings; like in-patient hospitalizations, multi-faceted treatment; like partial-hospitalization
programs, residential treatment; like group homes, and/or community treatment; like therapy.
Treatment options are at the recommendation of the treating psychiatrist and at the preference of the individual
experiencing the symptoms of their diagnosis. Not every treatment option is right for every person, diagnosis, or
scenario.
RECOVERY FROM MENTAL ILLNESS
Many times we talk about the “risk factors” for ailments, diseases, and diagnoses. Often times we fail to discuss the
resilience factors as well. The truth is that both exist. For mental illness in particular, the chart below describes this.
RECOVERY FIDELITY INDICATORS
RISK FACTORS
RESILIENCE FACTORS
Family History

Family Support

Childhood Trauma
Substance Abuse

Normative Childhood
Sobriety

Homelessness and/or Extreme Isolation
Exposure to Mental Illness

Having Positive Coping Strategies
Confidence in Fearful Situations

If a mental illness is treated rather immediately, recovery is highly possible (the best working time frame is within the
first ten years of beginning to experience symptoms). Recovery isn’t a “cure”. Recovery is acute self-awareness
coupled with symptom management. This may include life-long medications, reality checking, over-structuralizing
menial tasks, ongoing therapy, etc. If the individual’s temperament, faith, and closest supporters believe in recovery
work, the chance of successful recovery increases by 75%.
MEDICATIONS AND SIDE-EFFECTS
Medications are often how psychiatrists choose to treat those with a diagnosis of mental illness. Medications like antipsychotics, mood stabilizers, anti-depressants and SSRIs are prescribed to help mitigate the disruption of brain
chemicals in order to assist someone in being able to recognize, organize, and manage the symptoms of their mental
health diagnosis.
Being prescribed a medication to help with a medication sounds great, in theory, but it’s important to remember that
there are many reasons that individuals with mental illness use to choose not to take their medications. The reasoning
behind these choices are as varied as the individuals who make them, but we will discuss the big two.
• Positive Symptoms – it’s necessary to remember that not every symptom of mental illness is
“bad”. Even something like a hallucination can be a positive experience if the person is
hallucinating someone that loves them, cares about them, tells them positive things, etc. If taking
medications makes these “friends” go away, it’s understandable that one may choose not to take
the medications and, instead, maintain the feel-good “friendships”.
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•

Side Effects – the medications often prescribed to those with mental illness can have devastating
side effects, especially when taken over longer periods of time. Immediate side effects can
include weight gain, dry mouth, increased hunger, constipation, decreased sex drive, and can even
include an increase in the symptoms that the medications are trying to manage. Additionally, over
time, irreversible side effects can develop such as impotence, tremors, insomnia, jaundice,
memory problems, and seizures. It’s safe to say that any one of those would be enough reason for
someone to want to stop taking a prescribed medication.

CO-OCCURRING DISORDERS
Over 60% of individuals with a diagnosed mental illness self-medicate by using substances to the point of abuse. 37%
of alcohol abusers also have a serious mental illness. 53% of drug abusers also have a serious mental illness. 7.7
million adults in the United States had substance abuse disorders. This is a cyclical issue. Someone experiencing – say
– thoughts of worthlessness with depression may feel temporary relief from the negative self-talk if they get drunk or
high. After becoming sober, they recognize how much “better” they felt when drunk or high and decide to continue
the habit. As we know, abuse of drugs or alcohol can lead to legal troubles, relationship problems, and job loss. As
this individual begins to experience the fall-out of their choices, they begin again the self-abusive depressive talk of
worthlessness.
Brain injuries and mental illness is also a common co-occurring disorder with many forms of mental illness. Individuals
with brain injuries are 65% more likely to have schizophrenia, 59% more likely to have depression, and 28% more likely
to have bipolar disorder. As we discussed at the beginning of this training the differences in how the brains perceive
information with certain diagnoses, this can make a lot of sense.
COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Within the community, resources are available for those experiencing mental health concerns. The National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline is: 1(800) 273-8255, where someone is always available to talk. If someone is unable to chat or
would prefer to receive help in another format, the Crisis Text Line is 741741 and can also be reached 24/7/365 with a
trained responder ready to text back and offer help and support. Don’t forge to look up the county-specific mental
health crisis line for the place where you live and work!
Remember that while providing care for our clients, the most effective and important community resource at their
fingertips is you! Use your training and your ability to problem solve in order to help assist our clients in symptom
management and healthy living.

PLEASE TAKE CORRESPONDING TEST
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BOUNDARIES
This boundaries training helps health care workers recognize and maintain professional behavior toward clients. The
following statements reflect attitudes that may be held by personnel that the boundaries trainings are designed to
counter.
1. I only feel appreciated at work.
2. I can’t do enough for my client.
3. I disclose more information about myself to my client than is necessary in the course of treatment.
4. Nobody else cares about this client except me.
5. Only I can help this client.
6. This client really needs me.
7. Why shouldn’t I take this $20? Nobody will ever know, and they don’t pay me enough anyway.
8. It’s my birthday/Christmas. It was nice of them to get me a gift. Why shouldn’t I keep it?
Staff members who harbor these types of feelings could benefit from boundaries training, in which they learn the
principles listed below:
1. Not seeking emotional fulfillment on the job by meeting personal needs on your own time.
2. If your job is your life, then you don’t have a whole life.
3. Personal sharing is not professional caring.
4. Professional boundaries protect the client’s right to professional care.
5. Encouraging clients to be dependent means that staff, in turn, are being codependent.
6. Needing to be needed makes people needy.
7. Accepting more than a “thank you” from clients makes you a caretaker, not a caregiver.
Helping to Set Professional Boundaries
We often use the negative field method of telling staff how to set boundaries – “Don’t be their friend, don’t tell them
about yourself, don’t get involved, and don’t breach the boundaries.” Unfortunately, giving inexperienced people only
things not to do, isn’t very helpful. When staff have to make judgments about issues not directly addressed by policy,
they either have to guess, based on their own experiences, or agencies must have an exhaustive policy.
This is a dilemma for staff. They know that they need to make a connection with the person they are working with, or
they seem uncaring. In our personal lives, we connect by sharing our story. When we are prevented from making a
connection his way, many of us are stumped. When we try to find a way around this, we tread on dangerous ground.
So the troubled, but well-meaning staff says, “I want to be friendly and make a connection; what can I say about me?”
That isn’t the question, because this isn’t about you. The question should be: “How do I form a partnership with this
person that will help our professional relationship?”
When we recognize that the base of our relationships is confined to the professional partnership we have created to
get the job done, the things we should share become much clearer. The categories we share in any long-term
relationship are much the same as they are professionally:
• Who am I?
• How do I feel?
• What do I need?
• What do I prefer?
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In a personal relationship, the answers we share can cover all of the ground of our life. In a professional relationship,
the answers are much more limited. One reason is that most of our personal life simply isn’t relevant to the task at
hand. These are the kinds of things we should be sharing:
• Who am I? – I am a helper, and I want to be helpful.
• What do I need? – I need you to be here.
• How do I feel? – I am optimistic, compassionate, energized.
• What do I prefer? – Cooperative, engaged, pleasant, and helpful people.
Two other major points:
1. Staff often breach boundaries when they don’t know what to say in response to something someone says.
When you don’t know what to say, don’t talk; listen!
2. Staff also breach boundaries when they are following their own instructions of sharing their story. Remember,
you are not here for your own therapy, but theirs. Let them share their story – and be interested and
engaged.
The final point is this: your personal story and information is not relevant when providing care for others. It is first
and foremost about the client, their life and their story, and your professional relationship.
The Top 10 Tips for Setting Boundaries
Boundaries are an important part of creating relationships that work well for you. Boundaries are lines of protection
that you draw in your life. You decide what is and isn’t ok and then hold people and yourself to these boundaries.
Developing this skill is an important part of living a life you enjoy. The first step is to decide that you value yourself
enough to draw these lines and the second is that you value others enough to teach them how to relate to you.
1. Be Compassionate.
Setting boundaries can be an act of compassion. You are a teacher . . . teaching others how to interact with
you and modeling an important skill for effective communication. Being compassionate and setting
boundaries can go together. Empathize with where they are coming from and set the boundary.
2. Neutral Tone of Voice.
When you are setting a boundary, it is critical that your voice be neutral in tone. If there is a negative tone to
your communication then the message can get lost and the clarity of the boundary becomes clouded. Practice
speaking without a negative tone in your voice so it feels natural.
3. 4-Step Model.
Use this 4-step model to set boundaries. It is simple and effective and can keep your communication on track
and guide you through the process of setting and holding to your boundary. After you have defined your
boundary follow these steps in order as necessary: (1) Inform the person that you have set a boundary, (2)
Request that the boundary be respected, (3) Insist that the boundary be respected and (4) Leave or end the
interaction with the person at this time.
4. Practice.
Find someone with whom you can practice setting a boundary. Practice your new skill and when you get more
confident then start setting boundaries with others in your life. Start setting boundaries with people who will
offer little resistance and then move up to more challenging people. Get a feel for what it is like to draw the
line.
5. Body Language of Confidence.
Watch your body language. Do your shoulders slump? Do you look down when you are talking? Do you
mumble? Do you fidget? Start becoming aware of how others perceive you. You want your body language to
communicate confidence, so challenge yourself to hold your shoulders back, sit up straight and make direct
eye contact.

6. Use “I” Statements.
When you are speaking, be responsible for the words coming out of your mouth. Make “I” statements that
reflect how things effect you, what you believe, or your ideas. “You” statements can put people on the
defensive and detract from effectively communicating a boundary.
7. Don’t Take Things Personally.
How other people behave, act, and think often has nothing to do with you. It has to do with their life
experiences, their beliefs and how they define themselves as members of society. You can be responsible for
your own communication and yet not take it personally.
8. Find Your Own Words.
Listen to how others talk, learn different ways to communicate what you want to say and read how others
communicate and set boundaries. Then develop your own style of expression. That way it will be natural.
9. Don’t Assume Responsibility for Others.
Don’t assume responsibility for other people’s feelings. Again, this has much more to do with them and their
views of the world. Create clear direct ways of communicating and allow others to feel how they choose.
10. Be Aware of Your Own Sensitivity.
When you first begin setting boundaries you might be very sensitive to what people ask of you or how they
relate to you. You have opened up a new awareness and you may be viewing your communication in a
completely new light. This is great, but it can also get in the way if you jump ahead in the 4-step model or
your new sensitivity affects the charge of your voice.
TAKING CARE OF YOURSELF AND SETTING BOUNDARIES
Setting boundaries is about learning to take care of ourselves, no matter what happens, where we go, or who we are
with. Boundaries emerge from deep personal decision about what we believe we deserve, and don’t deserve; what
we need, like and dislike. Our personal rights, especially the right we have to take care of ourselves and to be
ourselves, become very important.
We begin to set boundaries in dealing with others as we learn to value, trust, and listen to ourselves. The purpose of
setting boundaries is to gain security and sense of “self”, which will allow us to be close to others. An important step
in setting boundaries is learning to:
Recommendations for Professional Boundary Setting
1. Increase awareness of boundary vulnerabilities and ongoing boundary issues with clients. If you own
boundary work isn’t done you won’t know where you stop and the clients begins. You won’t be able to see
the differences and may not see the client’s pathology or distress.
2. Clearly set limits with clients and colleagues, regarding:
• Calls at home, both from clients and colleagues
• Friendships with clients
• Confidentiality
• Personal questions from clients
• Working harder than the client
• Sharing personal information
• Physical boundaries
3. Keep attending training to increase skill and knowledge level.
4. Do your own therapy when necessary.
5. Get your ego needs met away from your clients.
6. Obtain good clinical supervision, preferably a group.
7. Notice your own feelings in response to client behavior.
8. Talk about, with colleagues and/or supervisor, any client situation which trigger:
• Uneasiness
• Shame and guilt
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• Feeling “special” toward a client
• Especially difficult transference or counter-transference situations
• A sense of being in a double bind
• Protectiveness of your client
• A tendency to not follow established rules (session times, phone calls, etc.)
9. Give specific feedback to client about what has happened.
10. Transfer the client to someone else if the need arises.
DO YOU NEED HELP WITH BOUNDARIES?
Boundary programs help health care workers recognize and maintain professional behavior toward clients. The
following statements reflect attitudes that may be held by staff and that boundaries workshops are designed to
counter.
1. I only feel appreciated at work.
2. I can’t do enough for my clients.
3. I disclose more information about myself to my client than is necessary in the course of treatment.
4. Nobody else cares about this client.
5. This client really needs me.
6. Only I can help this client.
If any of these statements applied to you, we hope that this training will help guide you towards setting the healthy
professional boundaries that are an expectation of your position.
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DOCUMENTATION
Why is it important to communicate & document? If you don’t, then it didn’t happen.
Documentation is a measure of protection for you, the employee, as well as the client. It substantiates compliance
with auditors, measures client outcomes, reminds you and other staff about past events, creates an accurate history
of behavioral patterns and enhances the quality of services that we provide.
Always:
Documentation must be written clearly in blue or black ink and must be written objectively. Documentation cannot
include any name except for the client’s name. All others must be referred to generally (e.g. “staff” or “friend” or
“peer”, etc.). Documentation should always be written in third person. No portions of documentation may be left
blank during your shift, please mark “N/A” for “Not Applicable” for anything that you cannot document observing.
Staff will follow each entry with their signature and title.
Documentation should include both of the following:
P-I-R
Problem(s) – “Megan became verbally aggressive when it began raining during basketball…”
Intervention(s) – “Staff assisted Megan to the car and verbally prompted her to do deep breathing…”
Response(s) – “Megan stated she was ‘Fine’ after two minutes of deep breathing and assisted staff in planning
an alternative activity indoors…”
G-I-R-P
Goal(s) – “Megan would like to increase her ability to socialize in public…”
Intervention(s) – “Staff brought Megan to a book club informational meeting and role-played ways to
introduce yourself to others in a new social setting…”
Response(s) – “Megan introduced herself to three out of the five people at book club with no verbal prompts…”
Plan(s) – “Staff and Megan will attend book club twice a month with skills-based role plays prior to each…”
Remember to include instances of positive and neutral behavior in documentation and not just negative behaviors.
Avoid:
Documentation should not include abbreviations at any time. Any spelling errors, etc. that must be crossed out in
documentation should be crossed out by a single line drawn through the word(s) followed by the staff initials. Do not
use whiteout on documentation. Avoid using any diagnoses that have not been verified by a medical provider, talk
instead about symptoms expressed. Omit details of the scenario unless they are relevant to the care plan or behavior.
Avoid all objective writing.
Examples of objective vs. subjective writing:
Subjective: angry, in a bad mood, feisty, happy, negative, hungry, misbehaving, etc.
Objective: spoke in loud tones, expressed frustration verbally, stated they felt happy,
broke two plates in the kitchen when asked to wash dishes, etc.
Include:
Highlight the client’s strengths, supports and coping mechanisms. Don’t just report facts as you’ve been told. Instead,
specify where the information came from (client reports/states, etc.). Each page should have client’s name or
identification.
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Progress Notes:
The Progress Note documentation of following the client’s agreed upon goals is the main source of communication
between yourself and the rest of the client’s team. The purpose of a Progress Note is to structuralize the reporting
system agency-wide. Progress Notes allow Alliance staff to document their observations and work towards assisting
clients in achieving their goals appropriately and completely. A Progress Note form will be given to each employee as
they begin new client(s), and when any changes are made. A copy of the current Progress Note form will also be kept
in the client’s home for referencing. Staff and clients will use the Progress Note as a guide to the services that they
will provide while in the home and community in order to ensure that agreed upon work is being followed through
with. Upon starting a first shift with a client, employees will introduce themselves and discuss each goal from the
Progress Notes prior to initiating them. Additionally, employees will explain procedures on a continual basis for any
clients with cognitive or memory issues that require repetition-based learning. Any responsibilities that you believe
are necessary for the client that are not listed as a goal on the Progress Note, discuss this need with your direct
supervisor and have a new Progress Note form created prior to beginning the new plan.
Accurate Timecard Recording:
Adherence to the schedule and accurate timecard recording is of the utmost importance. Dishonest or otherwise
inaccurate timekeeping is a form of fraud and you can be prosecuted against for falsifying timecard documentation.
Accurate timekeeping ensures that our clients can maintain the services that they need on an ongoing basis.
Timecards must be turned in to the main office every Monday, and can be mailed, faxed, emailed, or dropped off in
person (after hours drop box located to the left of the main entrance doors). Any hours that are signed for on the
timecard must match a Progress Note completed for that shift.

PLEASE TAKE CORRESPONDING TEST
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UNIVERSAL PRECAUTIONS TEST
Universal Precautions is the act of taking precautions to protect your patients and yourself. In essence, this means
preventing disease transmission by consistently using infection control practices with all clients in all settings. This
training will give strategies for infection control and reinforce several facts about bloodborne pathogens.
BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS
Bloodborne pathogens can be carried, replicated, and/or transmitted in blood or blood products and is capable of
causing disease. They can be found in human blood and other potentially infectious material (known as OPIM).
Bloodborne pathogens can be carried by the people that you serve or by you, the caregiver. It is important that you
always remember the simplest rule of thumb; “Protect your client from yourself and, in turn, you will protect yourself
from your client and all potential infections.”
HEALTHCARE-ASSOCIATED INFECTIONS (HAI)
Healthcare-Associate Infections are also known as Hospital -Acquired Infections and as Nosocomial Infections. These
include bloodborne pathogens (HIV/AIDS, Hepatitis B & C), MRSA (Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus),
Influenza, Norovirus, Varicella, TB, mumps, Clostridium difficile (C. diff), and a host of others. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) provides a vast amount of information concerning Healthcare-Associated Infections.
The CDC estimates that these account for 1.7 million infections and 99,000 associated deaths each year in American
hospitals. These are infections such as urinary tract infections, surgical site infections, lung infections, bloodstream
infections, etc.
Much of the driving force of the recommendations and regulations regarding HAI has stemmed form concern over
three diseases, though they certainly aren’t the only infections with the potential to circulate in healthcare settings.
Known as “The Big Three”, these are HIV/AIDS, Hepatitis B, and Hepatitis C. Communicable diseases such as these,
make their “leap” through one or more of the following pathways:
• Direct physical contact (including touching and sexual means)
• Indirect contact (via an inanimate object and fomite)
• Vector (a recipient is bitten by an insect or animal that is infected)
• Fecal-oral (from contaminated food or drink)
• Droplet (expelled through coughing, sneezing, or talking)
• Airborne (the pathogen hitches a ride on dust or evaporated droplets)
As you can see, there can be – and often are – several routes of transmission which means that you must be
exceptionally aware of your surroundings and practices at all times with all of the people that you serve.
PROTECTION FOR CAREGIVERS
Who protects caregivers? The answer is you, but there are a couple of federal agencies deeply committed to setting
standards and regulating healthcare practices for the safety of your patients and you. The Centers for Disease Control
& Prevention has the mission statement: “To collaborate to create the expertise, information, and tools that people
and communities need to protect their health – through health promotion, prevention of disease, injury and disability,
and preparedness for new health threats.”
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The CDC recommends a process known as Universal Precautions to prevent the spread of pathogens responsible for
diseases transmitted in blood and OPIM. These precautions also apply to tissues, and some fluids other than blood.
More recently, the CDC has moved from the use of Universal Precautions to Standard Precautions. Standard
Precautions combine the major features of Universal Precautions and Body Substance Isolation (BSI) and are based on
the principle that all blood, body fluids, secretions, excretions, nonintact skin, and mucous membranes may contain
transmissible infectious agents. Standard Precautions include a group of infection prevention practices that apply to
all patients, regardless of suspected or confirmed infection status, in any setting in which healthcare is delivered.
The Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) is all about regulating standards of occupational health,
including those related to injuries, fatalities, and illnesses. It is an agency of the U.S. Department of Labor. OSHA
initially issued 1910.1030 in 1991 and updated it in 2001. With this, “Universal Precautions” became not just a
recommendation but an enforceable set of regulations concerning infection control and bloodborne pathogens in
particular. This includes Body Substance Isolation (BSI) which is a more inclusive practice of isolation of all moist and
potentially infectious body substances (i.e. blood, feces, urine, sputum, saliva, etc.) form all individuals, regardless of
their presumed infection status. BSI isolates Other Potentially Infectious Materials, also known as OPIM. Whatever
you might learn about a consumer’s health status is private and protected information not to be shared beyond the
circle of those involved in the client’s care.
CATEGORIES OF PROTECTION
The methods used to protect ourselves and our clients fall into three categories as follows.
Engineering Controls isolate or remove the hazard. These include sharps disposal containers, self-sheathing needles,
sharps with sharp injury protection, needleless systems, and handwashing sinks being readily available to those
providing care.
Work Practice Controls govern the habits we practice while working with blood and OPIM. These include hand
washing before and after each procedure and client care interaction, and after removing gloves or any other Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE). When washing with soap and water, continue rubbing your hands together for 15-20
seconds. Need a timer? Imagine singing “Happy Birthday” twice through to a friend. Hand sanitizer gels are not
effective when your hands are visibly dirty or contaminated. It is always best to use soap and water when available.
Sharps should never be bent, recapped, sheared, nor broken. Sharps must be disposed of immediately after use in a
sharps container that is puncture resistant, leak proof, and labeled with the Universal Biohazard Symbol. When a
sharps container is 2/3 full, it has reached capacity and must be replaced.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) are the third category of protection and aimed at providing a protective barrier
between you and your client. PPE are selected and worn based on the nature of the interaction and the likely mode of
pathogen transmission. PPE include; gloves, masks, goggles, gowns, booties, CPR breathing barriers, resuscitation
masks, face shields, etc. All contaminated PPE must be removed prior to leaving the work area and disposed of
properly. Items must be placed in a biohazard bag if they contain an amount of blood or OPIUM that would leak
through a paper sack. Gloves used in a patient’s care should be worn only for contact with the patient. Once used,
they must be discarded. At no point should you eat, drink, apply cosmetics, handle your contacts, etc. when there is
potential for contact with infectious materials. In addition, there should be no storage of food, drink, etc. for human
consumption in the same areas as storage for human specimens.

PLEASE TAKE CORRESPONDING TEST
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TECHNIQUES OF DAILY LIVING SKILLS
Activities of Daily Living (ADLs)
Activities of daily living (ADLs) are basic tasks that must be accomplished every day for an individual to thrive.
Generally, ADLs can be broken down into the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•

Personal hygiene
Bathing, grooming, oral, nail and hair care
Continence management
A person’s mental and physical ability to properly use the bathroom
Dressing
A person’s ability to select and wear the proper clothes for different occasions
Feeding
Whether a person can feed themselves or needs assistance
Ambulating
The extent of a person’s ability to change from one position to the other and to walk independently

Understanding how each category affects a person’s ability to care for themselves can mean the difference between
graceful and independent aging and needing daily assistance. Financially, it can also mean the ability of an elderly or
disabled person to become eligible for state and Federally-funded government help, or to qualify for reimbursements
from privately owned Long Term Care Insurance policies (LTC insurance).
Instrumental Activities of Daily living (IADLs)
Instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) are somewhat more complex but nevertheless also reflect on a person’s
ability to live independently and thrive. IADLs thus include securing assistance for:
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Companionship and mental support
This is a fundamental and much needed IADL for daily living. It reflects on the help that may be needed to keep a
person in a positive frame of mind
Transportation and shopping
How much a person can go around or procure their grocery and pharmacy needs without help
Preparing meals
Planning and preparing the various aspects of meals, including shopping and storing groceries
Managing a person’s household
Cleaning, tidying up, removing trash and clutter, and doing laundry and folding clothes
Managing medications
How much help may be needed in getting prescriptions filled, keeping medications up to date and taking meds
on time and in the right dosages
Communicating with others
Managing the household’s phones and mail and generally making the home hospitable and welcoming for
visitors
Managing finances
How much assistance a person may need in managing bank balances and checkbooks and paying bills on time
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ADLs and IADLs compared to the hierarchy of needs
People often begin asking for outside assistance when these tasks become difficult to manage independently. Even
though there are distinctions between ADLS and IADLs, the term “activities of daily living” often refers to both.
YOUR DOCUMENTATION
Across the medical and non-medical community, the concept of rating an individual’s ability to perform activities of
daily living independently is an important tool. There is not a single universal ADL evaluation form, although there are
almost as many ADL assessment tools as reasons to assess. Here are how the different stakeholders in client care use
the contents of your documentation:
•

•
•

•

•
•

Case managers (typically social workers or RNs)
They collect information on a person’s ability to perform ADLs, information that enables them to plan ahead for
each person’s continuum of care
Primary care physicians
They rely on these assessments to formulate the Plan of Care
Home health agencies (skilled nursing)
They depend on the Physician’s Plan of Care, while home care agencies (non-medical) depend on the
assessments to formulate the nurse’s Plan of Care, to select the appropriate staff and caregivers needed for
each care recipient and to monitor the staff and caregivers’ daily progress/service notes
Physical and occupational therapists
They work in accordance with the Plan of Care and track and record ADL progress related to a rehabilitation or
convalescing goal
LTC Insurance providers
They require the assessments and caregiver daily service notes to disburse and regulate policy reimbursements
Government agencies
They rely on ADL evaluations to qualify an individual and initiate and pay for the services rendered and monitor
their continued effectiveness
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While the temptation to reduce ADLs into a simple checklist is widely favored, there is always a concern that if ADLs
were used only as a checklist, the assessing nurse’s own biases and preconceptions would influence the results. For
example, if a nurse does not see the need to discuss a certain ADL with the patient, she may assume that the patient
feels the same way, when in reality the patient may have other needs that do not come to the surface.
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Why are communication skills important? Communication skills are the key to developing (and keeping!) friendships
and to building a strong social support network. They also help you take care of your own needs, while being
respectful of the needs of others. People aren’t born with good communication skills; like any other skill, they are
learned through trial and error and repeated practice! Three areas of communication that you may want to practice
are; Nonverbal Communication, Conversation Skills, Assertiveness.
NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
A large part of what we communicate to each other is nonverbal. What you say to people with your eyes or your body
language is just as powerful as what you say with words. When you feel anxious, you might behave in ways that are
designed to avoid communicating with others. For example, you may avoid eye contact or speak very softly. In other
words, you are trying not to communicate, likely to avoid being judged negatively by others. However, your body
language and tone of voice does communicate powerful messages to others about your:
− Emotional state (e.g., impatience, fear)
− Attitude towards the listener (e.g., submissiveness, contempt)
− Knowledge of the topic
− Honesty (do you have a secret agenda?)
Thus, if you are avoiding eye contact, standing far away from others, and speaking quietly, you are likely
communicating, “Stay away from me!” or “Don’t talk to me!” Chances are, this is not the message that you want to
send. Below are some steps that can help you get started in identifying any deficits and improving non-verbal skills.
Step 1:
Identifying Your Trouble Spots To get started, ask yourself a few questions:
• Do I have trouble maintaining eye contact when talking with others?
• Do I smile too much because of nervousness? Too little?
• Do I slouch or keep my head down?
• Do I speak with a timid voice?
• Do I speak too quickly when I am anxious?
• Do I cross my arms and legs?
Some of the nonverbal behaviors you may want to pay attention to are:
• Posture (e.g., head up and alert, leaning forward)
• Movement and gestures (e.g., keeping arms uncrossed)
• Physical distance (e.g., standing closer when talking to others)
• Eye contact (e.g., making appropriate eye contact when talking)
• Facial expression (e.g., smiling warmly)
• Volume of Voice (speaking at a volume easily heard)
• Tone of Voice (e.g., speaking with a confident tone)
Note: Many of the above examples are culturally related. For example, in Western societies, it is generally accepted
that frequent eye contact while listening, and looking away slightly more often while speaking, are appropriate.
Step 2:
Experiment with and Practice Non-Verbal Skills
• Try to practice only one skill at a time, so you can make sure you have mastered it before moving on to the next
skill.
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• Ask staff to give you some feedback on your non-verbal behavior. This feedback can be very useful, as we often
do not really know how we appear to others.
• If you are able to, it may be useful to videotape yourself having a conversation and note what your body
language may be communicating. Once you have identified a couple of trouble spots, practice the appropriate
body language.
• You can also practice your new nonverbal skills in front of a mirror.
• Once you have gained a little confidence and practice using nonverbal communication skills at home, try it out
in real interactions. It is a good idea to start small by talking to clerks, tellers, and cashiers at stores for
example. Try increasing the amount of eye contact you make when talking with others; smile more and pay
attention to the reactions of others. For example, is the bank teller friendlier or more chatty when you give her
more eye contact and smile more?
CONVERSATION SKILLS
One of the biggest challenges for someone with social anxiety is starting conversations and keeping them going. It is
normal to struggle a bit when you are trying to make small talk, because it is not always easy to think of things to say.
This is especially true when feeling anxious! On the other hand, some anxious people talk too much, which can have a
negative impression on others.
Step 1:
Identifying Your Trouble Spots Below are some questions that you may want to ask yourself to identify the areas you
want to work on:
• Do I have trouble starting conversations?
• Do I quickly run out of things to say?
• Do I tend to say “yes”, nod, and try to keep other people talking to avoid having to talk?
• Am I reluctant to talk about myself?
• Do I talk too much when I’m nervous?
Tips for Starting a Conversation:
• Start a conversation by saying something general and not too personal, for example talk about the weather
(“Gorgeous day, isn’t it?”), pay a compliment (“That sweater looks great on you”), make an observation (“I
noticed that you were reading a book on sailing, do you have a boat?”), or introduce yourself (“I don’t think we
have met, I’m...”).
• You don’t need to say anything extremely witty. It’s better to be sincere and genuine.
• Once you have talked for a while, especially if you have known the person for some time, it might be
appropriate to move on to more personal topics, for example, relationships, family matters, personal feelings,
spiritual beliefs etc.
• Remember to pay attention to your nonverbal behavior - make eye contact and speak loudly enough that
others can hear you!
5 Tips for Keeping a Conversation Going:
• Remember that a conversation is a two-way street – don’t talk too little, or too much! As much as possible, try
to contribute to about one-half of the conversation when speaking one on one.
• Disclose some personal information about yourself, such as your weekend activities, your favorite hockey team,
or a hobby or interest. Personal information does not need to be “too personal”; you can start with giving your
opinion about movies and books or talking about things that you like doing.
• Try to show a little vulnerability: it can even be OK to admit that you are a bit nervous (for example, “I never
know what to say to break the ice”, or “I’m always so nervous at parties where I hardly know anyone”).
However, take care – sometimes disclosing too much too soon can put others off.
• Ask questions about the other person, but when you are first getting to know someone, take care not to ask
questions that are too personal. Appropriate questions might be to ask about their weekend activities, their
preferences, or their opinion about something you said. For example, “How do you like that new restaurant?”
• Try to ask open-ended questions rather than close-ended questions. A close-ended question is one that is
answered by a few words, such as yes or no, for example, “Do you like your job?” In contrast, an open-ended
question elicits much more detail; for example, “How did you get into your line of work?”
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Remember: People generally like to talk about themselves, especially if the other person is showing genuine interest.
Tips for Ending a Conversation:
• Remember, all conversations end sometime – don’t feel rejected or become anxious as a conversation nears its
end! Running out of things to talk about doesn’t mean you are a failure or that you are boring.
• Think of a graceful way to end the conversation. For example, you can say that you need to refill your drink,
catch up with another person at a party, get back to work, or you can promise to continue the conversation at a
later time or date (for example, “Hope we’ll have a chance chat again” or “Let’s have lunch together soon!”)
Step 2:
Experiment with and Practice Your Conversation Skills The next time you have an opportunity to practice starting or
ending a conversation, try breaking some of your normal patterns. For example, if you tend not to speak about
yourself, try to share your thoughts and feelings a bit more, and see what happens. Or, if you tend to wait for the
other person to end the conversation, try a graceful exit yourself first.
Below are a few suggestions for some practice situations:
• Speak to a stranger: For example, at a bus stop, in an elevator, or waiting in line.
• Talk to your neighbors: For example, about the weather or something going on in the neighborhood.
• Interact with co-workers: For example, chat with co-workers on your coffee break or in the staffroom at lunch.
• Have friends over for a get-together: For example, invite a co-worker or acquaintance over, meet someone for
coffee, or throw a birthday party for a relative. Make sure you interact with your guests!
• Try giving a compliment: Resolve to give at least two compliments each day – preferably ones that you would
not normally give. But remember to always be sincere: only pay a compliment to someone if you truly believe
what you are saying.
Hint: If you are unsure, use a video or audiotape to practice. You might feel a little silly at first, but remember, you are
just experimenting. Have fun with it!
ASSERTIVENESS
Assertive communication is the honest expression of one’s own needs, wants, and feelings, while respecting those of
the other person. When you communicate assertively, your manner is non-threatening and non-judgmental, and you
take responsibility for your own actions. If you are socially anxious, you may have some difficulty expressing your
thoughts and feelings openly.
Assertiveness skills can be difficult to learn, especially since being assertive can mean holding yourself back from the
way you would normally do things. For example, you may be afraid of conflict, always go along with the crowd, and
avoid offering your opinions, and as a result have developed a passive communication style. Alternatively, you may
aim to control and dominate others, and have developed an aggressive communication style. However, an assertive
communication style brings many benefits.
For example, it can help you to relate to others more genuinely, with less anxiety and resentment. It also gives you
more control over your life and reduces feelings of helplessness. Furthermore, it allows OTHER people the right to live
their lives. Remember: Assertiveness is a learned skill, not a personality trait you are born with. It is what you do, not
who you are.
To start, ask yourself the following questions to identify what area(s) to work on:
• Do I struggle to ask for what I want?
• Is it hard to state my opinion?
• Do I have trouble saying no?
Tips for Communicating Assertively:
• Many people find it hard to ask for what they want, feeling that they don’t have the right to ask, or fearing the
consequences of the request. For example, you may think, “What if he says no?” or “She would think I am
rude for asking”.
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• When making a request, it can be helpful to start by saying something that shows that you understand the
other person’s situation. For example, “I know you probably have had a lot on your mind lately.”
• Next, describe the situation and how you feel about it. For example, “This presentation is due next Friday and I
am feeling pretty overwhelmed, and worried that I won’t be able to get it done in time.” It is important to talk
about your feelings, and not to make accusations to others. For example, it is better to say, “I feel resentful
when you show up late to meet me” than it is to say, “you are always late! You don’t care about me!”
• Then, describe what you would like to see happen. Be as brief and positive as possible. For example, “I’d really
like to figure out how we can share more of the work responsibilities.”
• Last, tell the person what would happen if your request was honored. How would you feel? Sometimes, you
may want to add what you will do in return. For example, “I would make sure to help make the slides for your
presentation next week.”
• Many people have trouble expressing their views openly. Perhaps you wait for others to give their opinion first
and will share yours only if you happen to agree. Being assertive means being willing to state your opinion,
even if others haven’t done so or if your opinion is different.
• Being assertive means that you “own” your opinion; that is, you take responsibility for your view; for example,
“My personal view is that it was unfair for her to ask that of you.”
• Being assertive also means being willing to consider new information, and even changing your mind. However,
it does not mean changing your mind just because others think differently.
Tips for Saying No
• Saying no can be difficult for you if you are usually more passive. However, if you are not able to say no to
others, you are not in charge of your own life!
• When saying no, remember to use assertive body language (e.g., standing straight, eye contact, speaking
loudly enough that the other person can hear).
• Before you speak, decide what your position is. For example, think about how you will say “no” to a request,
such as, “I would like to help you out, but I already have quite a bit of work to get done this week.”
• Make sure to actually wait for the question, and don’t say “yes” before the other person even makes the
request.
• Take care not to apologize, defend yourself, or make excuses for saying no when it is not necessary.
• If saying no right away is too difficult, practice telling someone, “I need to think about it” as a first step. This
will help break the cycle of always saying yes and will give you a chance to think about what you really want to
do. Remember: Everyone has the right to say no!
Step 2:
Practice your New Assertiveness skill:
• First, think of a couple of past scenarios when you avoided giving your opinion or preference, saying no, or
asking for what you wanted. How could you have handled the situation differently? What would be an
assertive way to communicate in those situations?
• Practice saying your assertive statement out loud to yourself, to get used to it. For example, “Actually, I
thought the movie dragged on a bit”, “Unfortunately, I can’t help you out next weekend”, or “I’d like the
dishes done before nine o’clock”.
• Next, think of a situation that is coming up in the next week in which you could use your assertiveness skills.
Begin with a scenario that is easier, for example, giving your opinion or saying no to more familiar people, and
then try it in more difficult situations.
• Try it out – how did it go? Notice how the other person reacted. Would you do something differently next
time? Remember: assertiveness is like any new skill and requires time and practice. Don’t be too hard on
yourself if you are feeling nervous, or not getting it quite right. Reward yourself when you do speak up!
Note: Sometimes people who are not used to us being assertive may need some time to adjust. Just because people
may not initially respond in a positive way, doesn’t mean that being assertive is wrong – they just need to adjust to the
change!
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BARRIERS TO BEHAVING ASSERTIVELY
Myths about Assertiveness
Myth #1: Assertiveness means getting your own way all the time This is not true. Being assertive means expressing
your point of view and communicating honestly with others. You may often not get “your own way” when you are
assertively giving your opinion. But telling others how you feel, and trying to work out a compromise, shows respect
for both yourself and others.
Myth #2: Being assertive means being selfish This is false. Just because you express your opinions and your
preferences does not mean that other people are forced to go along with you. If you express yourself assertively (not
aggressively) then you make room for others. You can also be assertive on behalf of someone else (e.g., I would like
Susan to choose the restaurant this week).
Myth #3: Passivity is the way to be loved This is false. Being passive means always agreeing with others, always
allowing them to get their own way, giving into their wishes, and making no demands or requests of your own.
Behaving this way is no guarantee that others will like or admire you. In fact, they may perceive you as dull and feel
frustrated that they can’t really get to know you.
Myth #4: It’s impolite to disagree This is not true. Although there are some situations where we don’t give our honest
opinion (e.g., most people say how beautiful a friend looks in her wedding dress, or we only say positive things on the
first day of a new job). Much of the time, however, other people will be interested to know what you think. Think how
you would feel if everyone always agreed with you!
Myth #5: I have to do everything I am asked to do False. A central part of being assertive is setting and keeping
personal boundaries. This is difficult for many people. With our friends, we may worry that they will think we are
selfish and uncaring if we don’t do everything they ask. At work, we may worry that others will think we are lazy or
inefficient if we don’t do everything we are asked to do. But other people cannot possibly know how busy you are,
how much you dislike a particular task, or what other plans you have already made, unless you tell them. Most people
would feel badly to learn that you had done something for them that you really didn’t have the time for (e.g. writing a
report that requires you to work all weekend) or that you really dislike doing (e.g. helping a friend move).
Final Tip: Although it is important to test skills out and use the trial and error process, we can learn a lot from
observing others. Ask yourself who you feel comfortable interacting with – what do they do (lean forward, smile etc.).
Try to identify some of the things that other people do that make you feel good interacting with them and then try
doing those things yourself.
yourself.
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SHAPING & GRADUATED GUIDANCE
A prompting procedure called graduated guidance can be used to help others to perform actions, as opposed to a
vocal response. With graduated guidance, physical guidance, commonly hand-over-hand guidance (i.e. physical
guidance) is adjusted from moment-to-moment during a trial as needed to help the individual perform the task, and
subsequent trials typically begin with less guidance than preceding trials, which in turn “shapes” the behavior into the
desired behavior much like a potter molds their clay over time.
Thus, the goals of graduated guidance are:
a) Within a teaching trial, to use the least intrusive level of prompting necessary to make the behavior occur,
which can be adjusted moment-by-moment during the prompting.
b) Across successive teaching trials, to fade out the level of prompts as quickly as possible from most-to-least.
Guidelines for Graduated Guidance:
You should first determine the amount of physical guidance needed to help the individual perform steps of the task.
Suppose, for example, that a staff is teaching Megan to eat with a spoon, and the assessment shows the following:
Instruction

Megan’s Behavior
Megan loads the spoon with food

Eat with spoon

Megan moves the spoon from the plate
towards her mouth

Megan puts the spoon in her mouth

Guidance Required
Full Guidance: staff has their
hand over Megan’s
Partial Guidance: staff lets go
when the spoon is close to
Megan’s mouth
Light touch: staff ensures that
the end of the spoon is
completely in Megan’s mouth
when needed

During a trial, adjust prompting as needed. Within a trial the level of prompting is adjusted as needed. With the
example of Megan above, the guidance within a trial was adjusted from full guidance to partial guidance to a light
touch.
Across successive trials, fade out the prompts. Across trials, prompts (that continue to be adjusted within each trial as
needed) are faded out as quickly as possible from most-to-least.
THE EIGHT STEP PROCESS OF SHAPING BEHAVIOR THROUGH GRADUATED GUIDANCE
Step 1. Selecting and Describing the Target Skill/Behavior
In Step 1, team members define the target behavior or skill that they want learners to acquire. The graduated
guidance procedure should only be used with chained tasks (putting on a coat, setting a table, cleaning a bathroom,
sorting and folding laundry).
1. Team members define the target skill/behavior in terms that are observable and measurable. For example,
“John will become independent in domestic living skills” is not an observable or measurable definition of a
target skill/behavior. On the other hand, the definition, “John will set the table for four people, with each
setting having a plate, glass, napkin, spoon, fork, and knife in its proper location” specifies the behaviors John
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will be taught. Such degree of specificity allows team members to observe the target skill/behavior directly and
measure his progress.
2. Team members identify the target skill/behaviors of the chain by:
a. using a sequence of steps from research or a curriculum,
b. completing the chain and writing down the steps,
c. watching someone else do the chain while writing down the steps, and/or
d. logically analyzing what needs to be done to complete the skill and writing down the refined steps.
With chained tasks, team members identify
(a) the number and sequence of steps in the chain,
(b) whether to teach one step at a time, or
(c) whether to teach all steps at the same time.
In most cases, it makes sense to teach the chain in the sequence typically used by competent performers.
Step 2. Identifying the Target Stimulus
In Step 2, team members identify the target stimulus. The target stimulus is the event or thing that should cue the
learner to begin the chain.
1. Team members identify the target stimulus
a. a naturally occurring event. Examples: Having dirty hands after finger painting is the target stimulus for hand
washing; needing to use the bathroom is the target stimulus for asking to use the restroom or moving to the
bathroom and using it.
b. completion of one event or activity. Examples: Completing an instruction activity is the target stimulus for
putting materials away, cleaning up the area, and moving to the next area for the next activity; finishing one
job is the target stimulus for doing the next job (e.g., finishing stocking a shelf in the store is the target
stimulus for taking the boxes to the trash).
c. an external signal. Examples: A ringing bell may signal (a) it is time to go to the next class; (b) a work shift is
completed in an employment situation; or (c) the clothing is dry and should be taken from the dryer, sorted,
folded, and put away.
Sometimes the external event is something someone else does. For example, when the team member passes out a
test, this may be the target stimulus for learners to write their names on the answer sheet; a peer greeting the learner
is the stimulus for returning the greeting; or when someone asks a question, this is the target stimulus for answering.
Clearly specifying the target stimulus allows the team member to ensure learners are attending to the target stimulus
before they start the chain. This will reduce dependence on team member instructions and team member prompts.
Step 3. Selecting the Cue or Task Direction
In Step 3, team members identify the event or object that will cue the learner to perform the target skill/behavior. A
cue basically tells the learner that it is time to use the target skill/behavior. Cues and task directions are bridges used
in instruction to help learners identify the target stimulus and then engage in the target response.
For example, if a team member is teaching someone to take off and hang up his coat when he enters the house, the
target stimulus is going indoors (i.e., entering a room from outside cues most of us to take off and hang up our coat).
However, during instruction, the team member would likely greet the child warmly, and then say, “Take off your coat
and hang it up.” This statement tells the individual that some behavior is expected before he starts his home activities.
The statement does not tell him how to do the skills, it just tells him that it is time to do them.
Step 4. Selecting Reinforcers
Reinforcers should be used at the end of the chain. Examples of positive reinforcement include:
• preferred activity/favorite toy (e.g., special job, squishy ball, sand table)
• free time
• verbal praise
• food-related activity
• opportunities to be away from others
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• objects used in stereotypic behavior
• preferred toys and games
• time with a preferred adult or peer
Step 5. Identifying the Controlling Prompt
In Step 5, team members select a prompt that ensures that the learner performs the target skill/behavior correctly.
This is called the controlling prompt. For some learners, the controlling prompt is as simple as pointing to the faucet to
prompt hand washing, while others need full hand-over-hand assistance. Team members try out different prompts to
see which ones are successful in getting the learner to complete the task correctly. With the graduated guidance
procedure, the prompts are almost always physical, but with learners who have a lot of language skills, verbal prompts
could be used.
When selecting and using physical prompts, team members should be careful about how they use them prompts.
Providing physical prompts from behind the individual often allows for more natural movements to be taught. Further,
team members should be careful not to force or hurt the learner when physically prompting. When resistance occurs,
just let go. When resistance subsides, continue to prompt the movement. Be sure others (supervisors, assistants,
coworkers) understand the purpose and nature of physical prompts so that you are not accused of physical abuse.
Step 6. Determining the Length of the Response Interval
With graduated guidance, a short response interval (a couple of seconds) often occurs after delivery of the target
stimulus, attending cue, and task direction. Because chains are being taught, this short response interval is an
opportunity for the learner to start the chain on his/her own.
When determining the length of the response interval, team members consider:
a. learner characteristics. Team members should consider factors such as how long it usually takes the learner to
respond when the learner knows how to do the behavior. Adding a couple of seconds to this typical length of
time is generally adequate for determining the length of the response interval.
b. task characteristics. Team members might consider how long it takes another learner to use a similar skill. For
example, if it takes another learner 4-seconds to respond to a verbal prompt, the team member might try using
4 seconds as the response interval for this particular learner.
Team members also should consider the amount of time a learner will be allowed to begin a task as well as how long
the learner will have to complete the task. When selecting a response interval, team members time how long it takes
the learner to complete similar skills/tasks. This information gives team members a good starting point for the
response interval.
Step 7. Specifying Prompt Fading Procedures
In this step, team members determine how to fade prompts as the learner becomes more proficient at doing the
chained skill.
Team members select one of the following prompting strategies to fade prompts:
a. decreasing the intensity of the prompt. Intensity refers to the amount of force used when delivering the
physical prompts. An example would be moving from complete hand-over-hand instruction to just having your
hands on the learner while s/he does the chain.
b. providing less assistance by changing the prompt type. An example would be moving from a full physical prompt
to a verbal prompt.
c. immediately removing the prompt. Although team members make decisions about fading prompts within the
context of ongoing routines and activities, they must specify clear strategies for prompt fading prior to
implementation to decrease learner dependence on prompts to use the target skill/behavior correctly.
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Step 8. Identifying Activities and Times for Teaching
Graduated guidance is used to teach chained skills. Examples include dressing and undressing, cleaning up work and
play areas, feeding with a spoon, drinking from a cup, using a napkin, bathing, washing hands, combing hair, setting a
table, washing dishes, making a snack, cooking, janitorial skills, and many others. Because the target stimulus (i.e., the
need for the chain) should signal the time for using the skill, teaching should occur when the chain is needed.
Team members analyze the day and determine when and where the chain is needed. Those times should be selected
as the instructional times. If few natural times to teach the chain are identified, team members build in times when
the skill may be taught. For example, if the skill being taught is taking off a coat, there may be limited times to practice
this skill. In a home setting this may only occur when the learner enters the home. Adding other times (e.g., wearing
the coat to the gym or to the lunch room) is appropriate, because this would increase the teaching opportunities. In a
homebased intervention setting, additional opportunities could be created by having the learner go outside for several
short periods of time, check the mail, or go for a walk.
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NUTRITION AND HEALTHY LIVING
This guide to healthy living can help you steer your client(s) to having a healty life, being active, eating food that is
good for them, and feeling great! This guide can be helpful for us as caregivers, but also as a means of self-care. The
healthier that we become, the better care we are able to provide.
EATING HEALTHY
Keeping a food diary is a good way to keep track of what you’re eating to be able to take an objective look at the
things you eat and drink over a period of time. We challenge you to keep a food diary for 3 days. Each day, log what
you ate or drank, what the portion size of it was, and how you felt afterwards. At the end of day three, review your
food and mood and determine if you should make some changes to your dietary plan.
You will find that when you eat healthy foods you feel better, have more energy, and can move easier. Eating healthy
foods is a way of taking care of yourself. A healthy diet consists of a combination of healthy vegetables, proteins, and
starches. It is important to know the “good” foods from their counterparts. Fresh produce, meat and poultry is
always healthier than canned. Avoid processed foods and foods containing additives whenever possible.
We can ask ourselves a series of questions before eating. Are we really hungry? Would drinking water make us feel
better? Do we really want to eat or is it something else we want?
THE RIGHT PORTION
Think about how much you eat at each meal. Putting a small amount of food on your plate can help you eat less.
Think of your plate as a clock. Between 12:00 and 3:00 is for starches (e.g. rice, potato, etc.), between 3:00 and 6:00 is
for vegetables (e.g. broccoli, carrots, etc.), and between 6:00 and 12:00 is for proteins (e.g. fish, chicken, beef, etc.).
Knowing how much you eat is a good way to stay healthy and fit. Nutritional labels will have serving sizes listed in
their contents. Here is a chart that helps you find some easy ways to measure your food without having to bring a
scale or other supplies to every meal.
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TIPS FOR HEALTHY EATING
Use smaller bowls or plates for your meals and turn off the TV while eating. Stop eating when you begin to feel full.
Take a beverage break – try water or tea instead of coffee or pop. Cut up fresh vegetables, fruits, and have single
portion low calorie snacks on hand for quick grab snack ideas. Are you craving a donut? Try a bran muffin instead.
Eat popcorn instead of peanuts, and try a soup and salad instead of a burger and fries.
Take your time while you’re eating – chew slowly, enjoy the taste, and eat slower. Try to eat actual fruit instead of
drinking fruit juice – often sugar is added to fruit juices. Drink more water and less soda. Active adults should be
drinking half of their body weigh in ounces of water each day. Listen to your body and stop eating when you’re full.
Choose not to super-size when ordering at restaurants.
EXERCISING
Before starting any exercise program, know how you feel now and take note of how you would like to feel. Listen to
your body and how you feel when you stand, bend, move, sit, twist, and crouch. Movement and exercise helps you to
have more energy, maintain a healthy weight, and reduces stress.
It’s easy to get in some exercise from home – you don’t even need a membership to the gym! Do chores while
listening to music; dust, vaccuum, mop and do it all to an upbeat tempo. Walk when you can and use stairs instead of
eleveators. Try out new ways to move and stretch when you sit, lie down, or stand.
Having positive throughs and actions can help you to stay focused on taking care of yourself. Keep a diary of your
progress and how you feel on days you’ve exercised versus days that you have not. Put inspirational thoughts in a
place where you’ll see them daily. Get support from family and friends. Meditate each day and take those few
minutes to think about the good things you have done. Listen to music that you like while exercising to make it a more
enjoyable experience. Surround yourself with positive people who encourage your good habits in ways that you feel
are helpful and not nagging.
With the proper motivation and the proper plan, we can help our clients to become and stay healthy by being
examples of healthy living ourselves!
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245D GUIDING STATUTES
MN State Statutes are what license and guide our programs. Strict adherence to statutory guidelines is what helps us
maintain a good standing with licensing and provides us with the framework that guides our service provision.
It is important that you read these through.
Statutes can be found online: https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/245D
Each section of the statute will allow for a fuller understanding of the services that we provide, however some of the
sections are sections that are required reading for your position. Please see signature page in Packet B for more
information.
Should you not have access to viewing statutes online, please contact the Training Department and/or your immediate
supervisor for an alternative viewing method.
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CLIENT CSSP ADDENDUM
ILS/IHFS STAFF:
Enclosed in this mailing, you will find a copy of your client’s CSSP Addendum. This form is specific to your client(s) and
changes at least annually. Please read through this form thoroughly for each of your clients and ask any questions
that you may have as to the applicability of its directives.
GROUP HOME STAFF:
In each of your client’s Program Books, you will find a copy of your client’s CSSP Addendum. This form is specific to
your client(s) and changes at least annually. Please read through this form thoroughly for each of your clients and ask
any questions that you may have as to the applicability of its directives.
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